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INTRODUCT ION

Anyone who has undertaken even preliminary studies

in the history and contents of Pa,lt. Su.Yta literature

discovers that the suttas, while expressing and addressing

themselves to a variety of concerns J have the answers to

such concerns rooted in the Dhamma and authority of

/-
Sakyamuni Buddha. When it comes to the question of what

is meant by particular statements of the Dhamma appearing

i,n the suttas J the Therav~da tradition often has recourse

to the Abhidhamma Pitaka as their ~uide which. as G.C.________ --6 ~___ -- .'

Pande matntains, 1s a relatively late additlon to the Pall

Canon and is best regarded as the "systematizat1.on and

deveJ opment of the doctrine of the sutras [suttas1 along

t . ] . n IIIsec arlan .l..es. Because the Abhidhamma's intention is

to expound the contents of the suttas J and because it is

canonical J many of the studies on Pali Buddhism J both by

those from within and outside of the Buddhist tradition,

have relied heavily on the .8-bh~gb_amm~. as their guide to
.._-,-------- ,~-_..__._.._-----_._--_..._--, ._--

lSee G.C. Pande J SOB J pp.1-2.
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the contents of the suttas. Since the Abhidhamma method-

2

ology is basically philosophic and rationalistic, many of

the studies of Pali Sutta literature have been Abhidhamma-

like in quality. Although such an Abhidhamma approach is

justified, since the suttas themselves abound in formulae

and lists which resemble or reflect the Abhidhamma method-

ology (the so-called Scholastic tenden6ies in P~li liter-

ature), there are other elements in the suttas which are

not as susceptible to the methodology of the Abhidhamma.

For example, the suttas of the Pali Tipitaka have much to

say about the 'personality' of the Buddha both as a

'charismatic authority,2 and as the source and founder of

the Dhamma. In addi t j.on, Buddha is al so the 'perfected'

example of one who has achieved success in that Dhamma.

Because the Buddhist tradition is purported to have

begun wj.th the Buddha, there was and still is a tremendous

curiosity and concern about the 'personality' and person of

2We are indebted to Mr. Gregory Schopen for having
ma.de ava.ilable an article of his dealing with the place of
the book in Pali Buddhism. This article appeared in French
in a volume mysteriously entitled, Nous, Gens.~e la Bible,
pp.77-79. Mr. Schopen's article was extremely helpful in
delineating the nature of the problem with which this study
is somewhat concerned, and it is from his article tha.t we
have chosen to use the term lI charismatic authority."
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the Buddha, the results of which have, from the very begin-

ning,1njected an important 'ingredient' into the l~es of

many of the monks and in particular the laity's approach to

what we call Buddhism. What this 'ingredj.ent' accomplished

in the individual psyches of men it is not possible to verba-

11ze because it appeals to the so-called 'religious nature'

or inclination 1n man, a question at some point outside of

the scope of language. We can, however, sa.y something about

the outward manifestation of this 'ingredient;' it constitu-

ted a tremendous concern about a.nd curiosity 1n the 'person'

of the Buddha, his achievements, former lives, powers a.nd

life style, a concern which eventually moved toward the

establishment of a Buddha. cult. Whether such a concern was

manifest in the lifetime of the Buddha is difficult to say,

but one would assume that h1s appearance in the Pall ~uttas

as a II charismatl.c authori ty" g:t.ves good ground for assuming

that the 'nature' of Buddha was always a SUbject of some

interest. In addition, the fact that entry into the order

or becoming an ~ka~ necessitated taking refuge in the

Buddha, as well as the DhaITima., and Sangha, must be regarded

as reflecting, from an early date, as much respect for the

Buddha. as for the Dhamma and Sang;ha.

While many individuals were involved in concentrating
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on the 'personality' of the Buddha, there were others,

particularly from within the monastic camp, who regarded

concentration on the personality of the Buddha as a dis-

tracting force, a force which shifted the energy of the

individual from the avowed target of Arhathood and ;tJJpba l1a,

which is self-accomplished, to a less defined 'goal' rooted

in the Buddha a.s a "charismatic authority." 3

'goal,' while remaining that of ultimate Arhathood and

!'Jib.!2.§:!2?:., also favoured rebirth in the heavens as a gradual

movement towards such a 'goal' and regarded the life style

and previous li.ves of the Buddha as illustrating such an

approach. The Pali Suttas present us with both these

To label Buddhological speCUlations as leading

approaches, speaking of Arhathood in this life as well as

rebirth in the heavens (e.g. An~g~min).

Some scholars, and some Buddhists as well, have

regarded concentration on the nature of the Buddha as a

source of 'degenerate' forms of Buddhism; for example,

Tantrism. 4

3This is not to deny that the Buddha was also an
'authority' for those who concentrated on the Dhamma, but
with the 'equating' of the Buddha with the Dhamma, or with
the movement toward such an identification, the person of
the Buddha became increasingly important in Buddhist praxis.

4See D.L. Snellgrove, The Hevaj~a Tantra, PP.5-6.
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to I degenerate , forms of Buddhism is to deny not only the

wealth of such concerns in the Pali Suttas, but in a very

real sense to deny these concerns as genuine 'needs' on the

part of the Buddhist community.

With the above in mind, our study hopes to balance

that view of Pali Buddhism which concentrates on the 'fact'

that the P~ili Suttas contain some of the earliest Buddhist

materials. This approach tends to regard the »popular

This latter methodology, while contributing

elements" with which we are concerned as merely later

accretions. 5

to our knowledge and understanding of early Buddhism, has

the tendency, unless balanced by studies such as ours, to

rob Therava.da Buddhism of its spiritual complexity. We too

shall make use of the 'developmental' approach but we also

hope to remain aware of the fact that the Pali Suttas, as a

SIn this regard it is interesting to note the remarks
of Edward Conze, Thirty Years of Buddhist Studies, p.3, "The
P~li Canon, as we have it, is no older than that of other
schools, say that of the Sarvastivadins. Its prestige among
Europeans owed something to the fact that it fitted in with
their mood, in being more rationalistic and moralistic than
some other traditions, and much less given to religious
devotion, mythology and magic. The P~li Canon stresses the
ethical side of Buddhism, to which Protestants would readj.ly
respond." Might we not ask whether the Protestants found
what they were looking for? See also Conze, ibi~, pp .11-12.,
where he admits to a personal inclination towards viewing
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unit (a heterogenous unit), are the basis for the praxis of

the Buddhists who use them, Buddhists who for the most part

do not separate out the early mater1als from the later ones.

In our study we use the term "popular" to indicate

th . t "l t" d t d i t d j th tt> ose ]_ ems, e emen s an even s ep. c e ..n e su as

we will discuss which reflect, contribute to and maintain

the "charismatic authority" of the Buddha. We must admit

that the term "popular" is problematic because, in addition

to its above ascrlbed use, the term "popular" also 1mplies

Buddhism) "from [its] very beginning [as] a Dopular mass
movement. "

There are a great many questions connected with the
early developments of Buddhism, many of the answers to which
may surprise those who are used to viewing the suttas from
the scholastic point of view. This subject is, however,
beyond the scope of our study. Tho~wishing to get started
in such a study might first consult the following:

C.A.F. Rhys Davids, "The Unknown Co-Founders of
Buddhism," JRAS, 1927, pp.l93-208; "The Unknown Co-Founders
of BuddhIsm: A Sequel," JRAS, 1928. pp.271-286; "Curious
Omissions in Pali Canonical Lists," .JRAS, 1935, pp. 721-724;
"An Important Historical Feature in the Anguttara Nika.ya,"
Indian C\llture, Vol. 1, April 1935, pp.643-650.

Stanislav Schayer, "Precanonical Buddhism," Archlv
Orienta.1nt (Prague), 1, 7, Fasc.1-2 (1935), p.l24; "New 
Cont-rlbut-ions to the Problem of Pre-Hinayanistic Buddhism,"
Polish Bulletin ofJ?.!ien.~.?..J.--13t~die~(Warsaw) 1, 1937, pp. 8-17.

A.K. Warder, "On the Relationship Between Early
Buddhism and Other Contemporary Systems," BSO(A)S, 18 (1956),
pp.43-63.
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that Buddhological speculations were part of an attempt to

popularize the Buddha (and Buddhism). to make him appeal

to a larger audience. This meaning of "popular" and its

applicability to our study is undeniably present. Once

again we must remind the reader that we do not understand

by "popular" something; 'degenerate' for this would deny

that Buddhological developments were 'felt needs.' Nor

do we wish to ascribe to the view that Buddhological 'needs'

were merely a 'sell-out' to Hinduism, for while Buddhism

chose many of its models from other indigenous Indian

religious traditions, sometimes to its detriment, it

continued to uphold its tradition as a viable if not

superior alternative to others.

One reason for the lack of interest in the Buddho

logical side of P~li Buddhism rests with the fact that these

materlals often are of an 'extra-ordinary' kind and thus

not easily explained without appealing to that rationalizing

function of the mind with which we in this age are all too

readily familiar. We have neither chosen to rationalize

or philosophize these 'extra-ordinary' materials nor to

describe them as imaginary or mere 'products' of meditation.

It is not in the interest of our study to prove or disprove

the many unusual occurences and attributes connected with
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the Bl.l.ddha and his Dhamma.. The fact that these occurences

appear in the canonical literature of the Buddhists and in

an 'everyday setting' attests to their 'rea.lity' in some

'minds,' and it is these 'minds' with which we are concerned.

Wha.t we have done in our study 1s to discuss some of the

more important elements, elements which we have termed

('popular," which distinguish the Buddha from the rest of all

betngs including the "gods."

We have also shown that there is sufficient ground

to maintain that Buddha even surpassed the status achieved

by the Arhats, not merely on the basis of his having found

the Way, but by virtue of his superio r nature as Buddha, as

"charismatic authority." We have also pointed out examples

where the "charismatic authority" of the Buddha comes into

tension with the more scholastic portions of the suttas

which wish to treat Buddha's success as a success open to

and a.chievable by all Arhats. In addition, we have pointed

out where Buddha's 'personality' draws on the Dham!TIa in

order to achieve its 'superior' status. There are, however,

cases when we could do no more than mention the attributes

or characteristics ascribed to the Buddha because we could

find no information to 'untangle' them; these materials ha.ve

been included in the hope that they will reflect something
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of the 'spirit' of the tradition to which they belong. By

keeping these materials off the shelf, we hope to maintain

them as viable subjects for further study.

Regarding the sources for our study, and its scope,

we have chosen to limit ourselves to the Dlgha and Majjhima

Nikayas of the Pali Tipivaka of the Sthaviravada. These

two .N1k~E~ nre not only regarded by the Theravada. tra.dition

as the most authoritati.ve amongst the suttas of the Pali

Canon, but represent tho most edited portions of the suttas,

their style, length and literary richness contrasting sharply

with the more repetitious and formulaic aspects of the

remaint ng suttas. Thus the Dlg.h_~ and ~~:-ILi.l?-ima ~aY2'S

provide a rich source of Pali Buddhi.st phamma.J and a view

of the Buddha which exhibits many of the "el.ements" with

which we are concerned. The reader should not assume that

it is only in the DIgha and ~?-ijhim§:. Nik.8.yaf? that we encounter

"popular elements .. " for the remaiming suttas of the Canon

reveal an abundance of these and are a source for further

studies.

By restricting ourselves to only two of the !'Ti}c.aya~,

we feel that we are able to present a 'type' of study which

pays close attent ion to the context in wh 1ch the "elements" that

interest us appear. Because the suttas, and the pili Canon
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in general~ often exhibit a variety of answers to a single

question~ careful attention to the context in which the

questions and answers arise is of utmost importance if we

are to avoid some of the pitfalls which can plague a more

general type of study. For example~ in the enigma.tic

case of the J-ddhi~, it is easy to see how some scholars

accepted the first negative statement they could find as a

basis for excluding the iddhis from Buddhism. 6 However~

a closer look at the context in which the ~~d9:his_ appear~

including negative statements, will, as we shall see~ provide

us with a more complex set of conclusions.

The study which follows is divided into four chapters~

the subject matter of which~ in brief~ is as follows.

The first chapter, entitled "The Growing Buddhological

Conception," deals with the less spectacular aspects of the

Buddha, namely with the structure of the sutta (in which

Buddha is almost always the main interlocutor) and the

epithets a.nd epithetic statements applied to him. The

structure of the sutta reveals itself to be a contributing

factor to the place and status held by the Buddha as an

a.uthority of the Dhamma, while the epIthets and epithetic

statements applied to and by the Buddha. reveal the type

6See T.W. Rhys Davids~ DB~ Pa.rt I~ pp.272-273.
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and character of the attributes accredited to him. In

addition, the study of epithets and epithetic statements

provides an important methodological tool with which to

judge the status of other members of the monastic community

who may have similar types of epithets or epithetic

statements applied to them.

Regarding the results of the first chapter, we are,

for example, led to conclude that the Buddha was 'equated'

with the !?hamma, and vice versa, as well as the fact that

there seems to be sufficient ground to maintain that Buddha

must have been thought of by some members of the community

as surpassing the Arhat in the 'quality' of his enlighten

ment, at least before parinibb~na.

The second chapter, entitled IIFurther Aspects of

the Buddhological Conception, II deals with the nature of

BUddha's birth as legend describes it in the suttas and

with his bodily characteristics, the so-called IIThirty-Two

Marks of a Great Man. II Both these factors reveal themselves

to be important indi.cations of and contributing factors to

the place and state in which the Buddha was held by those

who thought him a "charismatic authority.1I In addition,

the chapter contains a comparison between Buddha and the

Cakkavattin, as well as investigatd:.np.; a number of important
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themes such as, for example, the fact that the suttas

present the bra.hmanas as claiming the thirty-two marks as

part of their tradition, the importance of light imagery,

and the unusual place of Ananda. The most obvious

conclusion which emerges from the chapter is that Buddha

as represented in the suttas we discuss was a unique

individual not only because he was attributed with a

remarkable birth but by the fact that physically he was

distinguished from all other beings by the nature of his

a.ppearance.

The third chapter, entitled II Iddhi:' investigates

the position in which the iddhi was held and analyzes

certain of the "iddhi examples" which were applied to the

Buddha and the brethren. The conclusion which emerges

from the chapter is that the treatment of iddhi by some

scholars has failed to deal with the complexity of the

situation. When examining the question of iddhi, one has

to be prepared to djstinguish between id.9-hi in the scholastl.c

ljsts~ tha.t is as a mere product of meditation, and jddQ._~.

as illustra.ted in the daily events of the life of the Buddha

and some brethren (e.g. 1V[oggallana). This latter instance

of the iddhi especially reveals itself to be a contributing

factor to the popll1.a.rt 7,at ion of Buddhi sm and the reinforce-
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ment of BUddha's "charismatic authority."

Tl1e final chapter .. entitled "Buddha and 'the Gods',"

deals with the relationship of Buddha to the "gods." The

status of these "gods" is shown to be below the status in

which the suttas hold the Buddha.. but there is some

suggestion in the suttas that the "gods" were held in high

regard even by the monks. There is good ground to assume

that some amongst the monastic community may also have

sought rebirth in the heavens.. a custom which Buddha himself

supposedly contributed to when, in a former birth as King

Makh~deva.. he founded the custom of rebirth in the BrahmE

abodes.

The above is only an outlfune indicating what

follows in the body of the study. The examples of "popular

elements" which we have chosen .. as mentioned earlier, are

only some amonp; ma.ny, but we feel that we have chosen some

of the most important elements which contributed to and

maintained the "charismatic authority" of the Buddha.

Regarding the structure of the study, the reader

will discover that we have used a somewhat unconventional

method regarding footnotes; the footnotes often are of some

length and contain important points which might have been

included in the main body of the study. We felt that to
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do justice to the materials we are discussing, to provide

some scope to the problems with which we are concerned,

necessitated such an approach. The fact that this has

made the study more difficult to read than a more conven

tional format is unfortunate, but the important factor is

not 'ease of reading' but the quality of the study, and

this, we feel, has been accomplished through the methods

we have implemented.



Taese contributions to

I

THE GROWING BUDDHOLOGICAL CONCEPTION

One of the most significant contributions to the

"popularization of Buddhism" is connected with the develop

ment of the Buddha 'personality. ,I

the Buddha 'personality' suggest the development of a docetic

conception of the Buddha2 or at least point towards the

formation of a Buddha cUlt. In this chapter we shall attempt

to restrict ourselves to those materials in the Dlgha and

Majjhima Nikay~ which might more easily be attributed to

the Buddha as an 'historical personage. ,3 However, it must

IBy 'personality' we do not intend any particular
Buddhist doctrine, such as the Khandha theory, but its use in
common parlance. Buddha himself says, MN.III,234-5, "one
should not deviate from recognized parlance." Also, DN.I,
202, "For these Citta are merely names, expressions, turns of
speech, designation in common use in the world. And of these
a. Tatha,gata ... makes use indeed, but is not led astray by
them." Thus the Buddha is also aware of the pitfalls of
language, though he realizes that for teaching cornman parlance
is necessary.

2It should be remembered that docetism is often
referred to by the Pali word lokuttara and that lokuttara has
two meanings. First, in an ordinary sense, lokuttara refers
tathe "highest of the world, best, sublime ... often applied
to Arahantship ... the ideal state, viz. Nibbana~fl One would
have little difficulty applying these meanings to the
"Tatha,gata" of the Pa,li Suttas. A second meaning of

15
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be maintained that an 'historical personal' view of the

Buddha is merely a methodological tool whereby we can

restrict ourselves to the less 'spectacular' attributes

of the Buddha; the more spectacular aspects will be dealt

with in subsequent chapters. The claim often made of the

S~haviravadin~ that they regard the Buddha merely as an

'historical personage' or even as an 'exceptional historical

personage' is not very informative. In addition, one must

remember that 'religious' literature is not the most likely

place to fdnd accurate historical information, for this

literature is often, if not always, interested in trans-

----------

lokuttara, "(in later canonical literature) beyond these
worlds, supra-mundane, transcendental, spiritual. In this
meaning it is applied to the group of nava lokuttara dhamma
(viz. the 4 stages of the path ... with the- 4 p_halas, and
the addition of Nibbana)." See PTS DICT, p.588. Thus the
Mahasanghikas distinguished themselves from the Thera~.ada
(Sthavirav~d§:) conception of a more historical Buddha, by
maintaining all Buddhas are lokuttara, supermundane. See
also M. Anesaki, "Docetism (Buddhist)", ERE 4, p.835; Jiryo
Masuda, VT, p.l8. See also fn.2, p.l8 in hi.s text.

It shoUld, however, be pointed out that there exists,
or existed, some confusion in the application of the term
lokuttara at least in the minds of some scholars. See, for
example, Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, p.64; Anesaki (see
above), p.836, fn.2; E.•J. Tho~as, The Life of Buddha, p.2l5.
Thomas, in di scussing AN. II, 38, d"escribes i i--;S- expressing;
the "suppamundane. 1l Yet, what he seems to be speaking about
is lokuttara in the first sense. S. Dutt in Tae Buddha. a.nd
the Five After Centurie~, p.187, describes some passages in
the pili Canon as pointing in the direction of a supramundane
(lo~utta.r..?:1 concept.
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This is not the place to discuss such

trans-historical approaches, other than to say that the P~li

Suttas exhibit those concerns among others. 4

The Structure of the Sutta in the
Digha and Maj ,ihima Nika.yas

The basic structure of the sutta may be seen as a

contributory factor in "popularizing" the Buddha as well

1 d · t· hill i· II t das n lca lng suc a popu.ar zlng ren. Almost every

Butta in the DIgha and M.?,j jhima (and those of the Nikayas in

general) is given by the Buddha, and in the few cases where

it is given by a bhikkhu or bhikkhunI (Buddhist monk or nun)5

3We have chosen to use the name IIBuddha" as the
subject of many of our sentences. However, this "Buddha"
is always the Buddha of the Pali Suttas, in particular the
Digha and M~j jhi,ma Nika.yas, 1.1Ole ss otherwise indicated.

4For some discussion of Buddhist views on history,
see B. G. Gokhale, "The Therava.da-Buddhist View of History,"
JAOS, v.85, 1965, PP.354-360. Also A.K. Warder, "The Pa.li
Canon a.nd its Commentaries as an Historical Record," in
Historians of India, Pakistan and Ceylon,. ed. C. H. Phil ips, (1961),
pp.44-56. See also fn.8 below in this chapter.

5Examples of suttas not given by the Buddha are
MN. I, 95 given by Moggalla.na·;MN. I" 292 by Sariputta. It
is interesting to note that the latter sutta still opens
with, "At one time the Lord was." See also MN.I, 299,
g1.ven by the bhl~khuni Dhammadinna; in this case not only
does the sutta have a nid~na to the Lord, but the Buddha
a.ppears in it as a kind of overseer.

It should be noted that the Bhikkhu is not of Buddhist
origin. See PTS DICT, 504, lI an almsman, a mendica.nt, a
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it is often given in Buddha's name, if not in his presence.

In addition, the customary opening for the majority of

sutta.s in the Dlgha and Maj,jhima Nikayas is the phrase,

"Evam me suttam," (IIThus have I heard") which thereby

attempts to connect what follows in the suttas with the

reported words of the Buddha (Buddha va.cana). While this

is obviouSly a legend-making device, one which probably was

later taken for granted, it still appears in the Mahayanic

texts like the Saddharma-Put;lSiarlka, A~~asahasrika Prajna.-

paramita Sutra, Vimalaklrti-Nirdesa Sutra, Lar:kavat~ra Sutra

and numerous others. 6 It might be added that in the case

Buddhist monk or priest." For a discussion of the history
of the term, see T.W. Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha,
Part I, pp.214-215. For a possible example of a non-Buddhist
being called a Bhikkhu in the Pa.li Canon, see DN. II, 45.

6 See H. Kern, trans., Saddharma PUQ.9-arika or Lotus
of True Law. p.l; Edward Conze, trans., Astasahas:rika Pra.JJia
paramit~., p.l; Cha.rles Luk, trans .., The Vi~ala.kIrti-Nir-~sa
Sutra, p.l; D.T. Suzuki, trans., The Lankavatara Sutra, p.?.
We can also find the same form in the Hevajra Tantra (D.L.
Snellgrove, trans., The. Heva.jra Tantra, p.47) except that
here any reference to the Buddha of the Pali Canon is insig
nificant, "Thus have I heard - at one time the Lord dwelt in
bliss with the Vajrayogini who is the Body, Speech, a.nd Mind
of a.ll the Buddhas." For a particular examination of the
sutta opening, see John Brough, "Thus have I heard ... ,"
BSO(A)S, Vo1.13, Part 2, 1950, pp.416-426.
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of the Mahayana, not only do we find, "Evam me suttam" (in

Sanskrj.t, "~'ya'P maya. ~rutam'~, but that the Mahayana attempted,
/

through men like Asanga and Santideva, to prove that their

literature originated with Sa.kyamuni. 7

structure shared by the Mahayana and Pali, ,Suttas is a. con-

tributing factor to the above mentioned equation (i.e. the

/
Mahayana origin with Sakyamuni).

In addition to, "Evam me suttam," there usually

follows a nidana (cause, source, origin) describing the

circumstances 1n which the Butta was given, this nidana

often appearing (whether factually or not is of no importance

here) as a piece of viable history, and thereby adding

credence to the sutta developments which follow. 8 The

following is a typical example from the Kassapa-Si~anada

Sutta, DN.I, 161:

Thus have I heard. The Blessed One was once dwelling at
Ugunna in the Kannakatthala deer park. Now .K{assapa, a naked
ascetic, came to where the Exalted One was, and exchanged
with him the greetings and compliments of civility and
courtesy, and stood respectfully aside. And, so standing,
he said to the Exalted One ....

7see Dutt, AMBRH, PP.58-59.

80n the question of the historicity given in the
sutta.s, see E.J. Thoma.s, History of Buddhist Thought, p.90,
a.nd his The Life of Buddha, pp.13-l5. Also Pande, SOB,
pp.44-47.

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.
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As well as the Nidana, we often find a character-

istic type of closing which generally acts to enhance the

position in which the Buddha was held. Often these

clos!img statements of praise to the Buddha, or the Dhamma,

are made by the bhikkhus who, as the suttas report, were

not only in frequent contact with the Buddha but were

often held by him in high regard.

sutta closings are the following:

Examples of such

DN.I, 46 Brahma-ja,la Sutta: "Thus spake the Blessed One,
and glad at heart the brethren exalted his word. And
on the deliver~ of his discourse the thousandfold world
system shook. II

DN.I, 158 Mahali Sutta: "Thus spake the Blessed One; and
Hare-lip the Licchavi, pleased at heart, exalted the word
of the Blessed One. II

MN. II, 266 Ananjasappaya Sutta: "Thus spake the Lord:
Delighted, the venerable Ananda rejoiced in what the
Lord had said. II

Thus it is easy to see how the repeating, later

reading, of the suttas would contribute to keeping alive

the significant place held by the Buddha, especially after

9The closing line concerning the shaking of the
thousand world system is probably of later origin, as is
basically the sutta, though it is based on early material.
See Pande, SOB, pp.8l-82, 114. For an example of similar
"shaking" in the Mahayana scriptures, see Kern, trans.,
Saddharma-Pundarlka, p.6; Conze, trans., Astasihasrika
Pra!jn~aramit§., pp.114-l15. -p
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The Function and Significance of Buddha Epithets

Another significant contribution to the growth of a

Buddhological conception is that of epithets and epithetic

statements about the Buddha. Before discussing particular

examples, we should try to ascertain the function of these

epithets and epithetic statements. In a verse from the

Anguttara (IV, 88) we have Buddha talking about his former

Lives, during one of which he was a cakkavattin (JlWheel

turming king"):

... This earth I conquered and then justly rUled,
Needing no rod or sword or violence,

. But orderEhng all impartially, I caused
The clans to grow in fortune, riches, wealth,
Theirs were all pleasures, mine the seven gems 
The Buddhas taught in pity for the world -
This is the cause of greatness and my names .•.

While this reference is found in the An..guttara, it

reveals the status which is given to "names" (nama) through

out the Pali Sutta.s, if not the Indian tradition in general. lO

lOThere are a number of examples in the Pali Suttas
regarding the importance of the "name," e.g. MN.~120; 145.
See also I.B. Horner, MLS, II, p.xxv.

For a discussion of the importance of "names" in the
Indian tradition see J. Gonda, Notes on Names and the Name of
God in_Ancient India, p.25. In connection with the specific
use of names in the form of a !VIantra or dha.rani, see A. Bharati,
The Tantric Tra.dition, PP.lOl-184. See also Edward Conze,
_~elected Sa.yings from the Perfection of Wisdom, PP .118-125.
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Thus the epithet is a sign of success, generally a success

which is recognized by many. It is not surprising to find

that becom~ng an upasaka involved mainly the taking of the

tisarpa, that is taking faith in the ratana-ttaya ("three-

jewels") of Buddha., Dhamma and Sangha (e.g. MN.I, 386).

Thus we have a very important example of the power invested

in naming and names. ll We may distinguish the "epithet"

from the "epithetic statement" as follows. The epithet is

generally a single word or group of words which succinctly

endows the Buddha with certain qualities (e:.g. teacher 

Sattha, seer - muni, well-farer - suga~a)12 while the epithetic

statement is generally of a more descriptive nature (possibly

containing a number of epithets) and is qUite often found in

various variations of a single 'simple' form.

--- ._._----------------
Take, for

IlSee N.Dutt, "Popular Buddhism," IHQ, Vol.XXI (Sept.,
1945), pp.246-247; Na.rada Thera, trans., The Dhammapa.da,
verses 190-192, p.54. Also DN.III, 227; MN.I, 37; 356 for
some variations 1n expressing faJ.th in the Buddha, or the
Buddha, Dhamma~, a.nd S~!2&ha.. Also of note is the fact that
the Mahayana Pra.t~moksa rules make of "speaking ill of the
~riratna" a Pa~jika (merit'ing expulsion) offence. In
addition, see N. Dutt, AMBRH, pp.294-295.

l2For further information on the epithets of the Buddha,
see references 1n Malalasekera, DICT.PPN, p.304; D.J. Thomas,
The}Ust~ry o:t Buddhist_'l;_t!9u$ht, p.151; S. Dutt, ~.!'1e Buddha and
the Five After Centuries, pp.83-85. It should be noted that
epithets and epithetic statements are part of the Indian
herita.ge, not the exclusive property of Buddhists.
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example, the following:

That Exalted One is an Arahat, a fUlly enlightened one,
abounding in wisdom and goodness, happy, with knowledge of
the worlds, unsurpassed as a guide to mortals willing to
be led, a teacher of gods and men, an Exalted One, a
Buddha. 13

And:

The Lord is perfected, wholly Self-awakened, endowed with
(right) knowledge and conduct, well-farer, knower of the
worlds, incomparable charioteer of men to be tamed, teacher
of devas and men, the Awakened One, the Lord. He makes
known this world wlth its recluses and brahmans, its devas
and men, having realized them by his own super-knowledge.
He teaches dhamma that is lovely in its beginn:ing, lovely
in the middle, lovely at the ending, with the spirit and
the letter; he proclaims the Brahma-faring wholly fUlfilled,
quite purified. It were good to see perfected ones like
t his (DN. I, III ) .

While from the English translations the openings of

both these passages seem different, the first passage can be

found verbatim in its entirety in the opening of the second

(see the Pili)14 and then the second expands with, fl ••• He

13DN.I, 7. Note, this is the Tevijja Sutta, which
for some unknown reason is not numbered as is the case with
the other fali Suttas in the English edition. The 17' refers
to the paragraph in the English.

14This is surprising considering that the two passages
were translated by the same individual, T.W. Rhys Davids.
The fact that no 'fixed form' is adhered to in the English
translations also makes it plain that a knowledge of Pali is
of absolute necessity in instances like the above; even if
thls knowledge is only elementary, it ca.n help to a.void simple
errors.
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Both the passages are spoken

by Bra.hmaQ.as, the former by the young Brahmar:~_ Vasettha, the

la.tter by Brahmat}as of Campa. In terms of chronology (and

common sense) it would seem that the latter example may be

later than the first, although the evidence is somewhat

t
. 15uncer aln.

The first thing discovered by looking at the above

two quotations is the opening, "That Exalted One is an

Arahat, a fully enlightened one "(II ••• Bhagava araham

11)16samma-sambuddha ... so that we have the Buddha appealed

to as both an Arahat and a Buddha (i.e. samma-sambuddha =

IIperfectly enlightened, a Universal Buddha. 1I - see PTS DICT,

p. 696) . This leads us to ask about the ascriptive powers

15 4See Pa.nde, SOB, pp.ll -115, 179. There, Pa.nde
d~scribes the Teviji§:. Sutta (No .13 in the First Volume of the
Dlg...h?J 8.S early, whi Ie DN. I, 111 SOQ_~dant?: §.~;[tJ;a (Sutta. No. IV
in the First Volume of the D1p;ha) is described as "uncertain,
perhaps late." Investigating other similar passages in the
suttas, such as MN.I, 285; MN.II, 401; MN.III, 140 leads to
a general conclusion that it does seem likely that the 'expanded
form I is used in later Pa.li Suttas whi Ie the shorter is used- -- --_._.-
in the earlier ones. However, it should be pointed out that
the 'shorter' form is still used in the later Buddhist writings.
See, for example, Edward Conze, trans., A!?~asah?-sri~_~ Pra.Jn~

para.mita, p.141.

16The Pali citations from the suttas of the Pali Ca.non
are from the PTS edition.
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like the above reveal that the two terms are still "in a

state of fusion." This 'fusion' is not, however, of a

synonymous variety; the difference between the terms is one

of degree not of kind. The Rhys Davids further maintain

that in suttas like the Mahapada.na (DN. II, 1) we ha.ve a clear

indication of the hardening 'differences' between the terms

/lArahat ll and "Buddha.,,17

In accordance with this view of the 'fusion' though

'difference' of the two concepts of Araflat and Buddha, one

is able to find in the p~ni Suttas references to the fact

that what seems to distinguish the Buddha from the brethren

is that the Buddha found the Way (~~) while others follow

it. T~e following example is given by Ananda in the Gopaka-

~o~allana Sutta, MN.III, 8:

There is not even one monk, brahman, who is possessed in every
way and in every part of all those things of which the Lord
was possessed, perfected one, fUlly Self Awakened One. For,
brahman, this Lord was one to make arise a Way that had not
arisen (before), to bring about a Way not brought a.bout (before),
to show a Way not shown (before); he was a knower of the Way,
an understander of the Way, skilled in the Way. But the
disciples are now Way-followers, following after him.

l7T •W• and C.A.F. Rhys Davids, trans., DB, Part III,
pp.2-3.
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Whether the above implies that tho se who ach ieve

arhatship are 'equivalent' to the Buddha from the point of

view of that goal is still a matter of some ambiguity.18

Interestingly enough the suttas, most of which have arhat-

hood as their goal, provide us with virtually no examples

of arhats with whom to compare the Buddha. In addition,

those who are proclaimed arhats are usually so named at the

close of the sutta, after which we hear virtually nothing

more of them (e.g. DN.II, 153). In the instance of bhikkhus
I

like Moggallana and Sariputta we are still left indecisive

as to their status, for they are, as far as we know in the

Digha and Majjhima Nikayas, never called arhats. 19 It is

l8See Shwe Zan Aung and Mrs. Rhys Davids, trans.,
Points of Controversy (Katha.-Vatthu), pp .139-1Lj·2. This
section of the Katha.-Vatthu concerns itself with the
"controverted point ..• that the powers of the Buddha are
common to disciples." The conclusion reached by the
Theravidin is that a difference exists between the Tath~gata

and the disciples, at least on some points. E.g., regarding
Buddha I s omniscience (sabbannu), Buddha denies this claim at
MN.I, 482. However, see E.J. Thomas, The Life of Buddha,
pp.213-214; A.K. Warder, Indian Buddhism, pp.135-l50;
Malalasekera, DICT.PPN, p.ll09; K.N. Jayatilleke, KBTK, pp.378
380.

19 / - _ ( _
See the sections on Sariputta and Moggallana Maha

Moggallana) in Malalasekera, DICT.P~N, PP.541-547; 1108-1118;
and Nyanaponika Thera, The n L~fe of Sariput~_Cl:, Buddhist Pub
lication Society, Ceylon, 1966.

I
If we hypothetically were to accept that Sariputta
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also worth noting that quite often tt is the Buddha who

maintains that arhat ship has been obtained by a disciple,

and Moggall~na are arhats in the Digha and Majjhima Suttas in
which they appear, we would come to the following conclusions.

The fact that as arhats (L e. hypothetically)
- "--Moggallana and Sariputta were distinguished respectively by

virtue of iddhi and abhidhamma (see MN.II, 248) would
suggest that such distinctions would put them on a more
'mundane' level than that of the Buddha. For the Buddha
is nbt the subject of such limitations ('distinctions'),
hence Buddha's numerous epithets. This is not to say
that there are not passages in the suttas under discussion
where the disciples are highly praised by the Buddha, e.g.
DN.II, 145-146; MN.III, 29, 80~ 199. We do not, however,
find passages to suggest that S~riputta or Moggall§na is
'equal' to Buddha (see below). In addition, there are

~

passages, for example MN.II, 196, 456, where Sariputta
receives a rebuke from the Buddha, as does Mogga11ana (MN.
II, 437 and fn.l in I.B. Horner, trans., MLS.II, p.l07).

"'.
Horner claims that S~riputta attains arhat ship at

the close of ~he DIghanakha Sutt~. (MN. I, 501) - see the
index under "Sa.riputta ll in I.B. Horner, trans., MLS.II,p.
415. Malalasekera, DICT.PPN,/p.1082, agrees with Horner.
Nyanaponka Thera, The Life of Sa,riputta, p. 35, confirms
Sariputta IS arhathood by referring tothe Therag~tha. (995,
996). Neither B.C. Law, A History of Pa.li Literature, p.141,
nor Pande, SOB, p .168, mentions Sariputt-a-i·s arhathood-in this
sutta. The Butta reads (MN.I, 501):

"Now at that time the venerable Sariputta was s~anding beh~nd

the Lord. Then it occurred to the venerable 0ariputta: 'The
Lord speaks to us of getting rid of these things and those
by means of superknowledge, the Well-farer speaks to us of
casting out these th;ngs and those by means of superknowledge.'
While the venerable Sa.riputta was reflecting on this, his mind
was freed from the cankers without clingin,.,g. [:ftih idam
ayasmato §a~iputtassa patisancikkhato anup~day~ asavehi ciham
vimuccL)

"Freedom from the asavas" is generally equated with
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or who is asked to judge the 'truth' of the disciple's

a.rhatship (e.g. MN.II, 252).

arhathood (e.g. DN.I, 155; MN.I, 249). However, it is worth
noting that here we have none of the often found 'formula.e'
accompanying such arhathood (see PTS DIeT, p.77). This
cannot, however, provide sufficient evidence to reject
/

Sariputta's arhathood. Still, there are a number of further
questions which are worth noting. Why, we may ask, does
S~riputta's arhathood take place at the closing of a sutta
dealing with the Paribb~jaka Dighanikha? Secondly, why is
it treated so insignificantly, en passant, especially when
Sariputta is genera~lY regarded as BUddha's chief disciple?
Why do we not have Sariputta called an arhat, if not in this
sutta, then in any other in the Dlgha and Majjhima Nikayas?
Lastly~_how are we to distinguish between those suttas in
which Sariputta is an arhat and those in which he is not?

In addition, i~ is curious that in the Anup~dasutta

(MN.III, 25) in which Sariputta is praised by the Buddha
(see MN.III, 29 but compare with DN.III, 84; MN.II, Selasutta
= (Suttanipata 109, PTS edition)) as the ~'Lord' s own son, II

he still is not called an arhat. Also of interest is the
-'-

fact that the claim of Sariputta's arhathood here is provided
by the commentarial literature; see I.B. Horner, trans., MLS,
p.78, fn o 1.

All the evidence would tend to suggest that there are
numerous problems connected with arhats who have to vie with
the Buddha for place in the DIgha and Maj,jhima Nika:yas. Thus,
at this point (L e. as the suttas of the Dlgha and Majjhim~~

present the ~ase) Buddha still holds the dominant position,
even though Sariputta may be the heir of Buddha.

We may also be tempted to explain the difference
between Buddha and the 'hypothetical a.rha.ts' in terms of
karnma. That is, we may maintain that the 'differences'
between the Buddha and the arha.ts rest with the fa.ct tha.t
Buddha had exhausted most or all of his kamma in previous

~-----

lives, hence his Exalted position, but the arhats still have
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Regarding arhats, it is worth noting the following

remark by T.W. Rhys Davids:

In the old texts, we are informed of a custom by which,
when a bhikkhu thought he had attained [arhatship], he
could 'announce his knowledge,' as the phrase ran. The
112th Dialogue in the Majjhima gives the six questions
which should then be put to the new aspirant. If he
answered these correctly, his claim should be admitted.
By the time of the commentators this was obsolete. They
speak of no arhats in their own day; and we hear of none
mentioned, in any source, as having lived later than the
3rd century of our era. The associations with the word
became so high that only the heroes of old were esteemed
capable of having attained to it. 20

some kam!J1a (more than the Buddha) to work out.

However, the positlon of kamma, 11ke that of the
arhat, receives little treatment, at least ln the above
context, in the suttas under discussion (see e.p;. DN.III, 146j
MN.II, 104j MN.III, 203).

20T . W. Rhy s Dav id s , "Arhat," ERE, Vo1. 1, p. 775 . For
further information on the Arhat-Buddha distinction, see N.
Dutt, AMBRH, PP.35, 198, 285. A reading of these sections
in Dutt makes it clear that many of the problems connected
with making Arhat-Buddha distinctions were also problems
which contributed to the schisms which developed in the
Buddhist community after BUddha's parinlbba.na. We should
also remember that much of the information connected with
these problems is to be obtained in the commentarial and
~~stric literature, and this imposes further difficulties.

See also A_.QFi~i~~) Pa.li _D~~~c:?.Q.C!-r;y, VoL 1, p .148.
For an interesting view of the problem in a more contemporary
setting, see R.L. Slater, ?aradox and Nirvana, pp.47-50.
Walpola Rahula, History of Buddhism in Ceylon, pp.217-229,
maintains (p.226) that, "There were arhants who were guilty
of improprieties even at the time of the Buddha." It goes
without saying that Buddha was never so accredited.
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The above indication of the manner in which the arhat

and arhathood was subsequently regarded would seem to have

its origins in the suttas we are discussing. This is not to

deny that the Pa.li Suttas uphold arhathood as the I goal, I nor

that they speak of certain arhats, occassionally at some

length, but that the method in which the arhats are treated

as 'personalities' is minor in comparison with the extensive

treatment given the Buddha. The Buddha is not the end

product of a scholastic list of "six questions" but a dynamlc

'personality' who provides the Buddhist tradltion with its

most complete example of what lenllghtenment l (bodhi) can

accompllsh in the individual man, an accomplishment and

example not easily attained.

The arhat-Buddha distinction problem is one which is

not clearly delineated in the suttas themselves and it is,

therefore, not surprising to find that at the Second Council,

one of the questions with which the Council concerned it·self

was whether or not an arhat could fall. Rather than pursue

this discussion further, let us return to those passages which

opened the discussion on arhats and examine, as those passages

suggest, the significance of Buddha as teacher (sattha.).

The choice of Buddha to act as teacher (sattha) is

perhaps the most significant contribution a Buddha'makes to
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(
_)21mankind, it is an act of compassion karuna which saves--.-

beings from rebirth and wrong-doing,22 thus opening "the
-_._._----_._.

21Compassion (karuna) is an important ingredient in
Pa.li Buddhism. MN. III~-221, "A teacher teaches dhamma to
disciples, compassionate, seeking their welfare, out of
compassion, saing: 'This is for your welfare, this is for
your happiness. ,,, MN.I, 118, "Whatever, monks, is to be
done from compassion by a Teacher seeking the welfare of his
disciples, that has been done by me out of compassion for
you." See also DN.I, 4; MN.I, 46; MN.II, 239;;· MN.III, 117,
302. For examples of 'compassion' as a plea to Buddha to
visit, or instruct, see MN.I, 237; MN.II, 113; MN.III, 153.
An example of 'compassion' applied to Ananda to talk with

/-
King Pasenadi is found in MN.II, 113; another of Sariputta
to visit Bra.hmar:a Dhananjani, in MN. II, 192.

It is also worth noting tha.t 'compassion is one of
the elements used to get rid of the Five Hinderances (paffca
.nlva.~_,!nan,i) in pa.rticular of ~'ill wjll" C~Y.~J.?aqa); e.g. DN.I,
71.; DN.III, 49; MN.I, 275, 284, 347. Compassion is also one
of the Four Unlimited (appamanfi'a); e.g. MN.I, 297, 335.; MN.
III, 146, as well as one of the Brahmavlharas, see DN. I,
Tevij ja Sutt~.

For further information on K~!,uQa, see S. Dutt, The
Buddha and the Five After Centuries, pp. 202-205; Biswanath
Banerjee, "Place ~f ~aruDa (Compass"ion) 1n Buddhism," Proc.~~d
1.ngs of the Twenty-sixth Internati.on~Congref:?sof._9r~entalists.,

3an.4-10, 1964, Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, PP.336
342.

22 () "The text DN.II, 39 actually reads, ... discerning
the danger in rebirth in other worlds, and the danger in wrong
doing." The statement is made 1n describing what Vipassi
(Buddha) sees when he looks down over the world with his Buddha
Eye (buddha-~.9.kkhu); we have generalized the statement. The
'decision to teach' is archetypal in the li~~ stories of the
Buddhas. For an example with the Buddha (Sakyamuni) see MN.I,
168. In addition, the question of "rebirth in other worlds"
will be touched on later in this study.
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We find in the suttas a

great deal of 'tension' connected with the BUddha's decision

to teach the Dhamma which is described as (MN.I, 168):

Deep, subtle, difficult to see, delicate,
Unseen 'twill be by passion's slaves
Cloaked in the murk of ignora.nce.

Yet the 'difficulty' of the Dhamma is balanced by Buddha's

ability to teach it (DN.II, 232):

... a teacher of this kind, of this character, we find not,
whether we survey the past or

4
whether we survey the present

- save only the Exalted One. 2

23see T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids, DB, Part II, p.33,
fn.l. There, the "portals to Nirvana" is given in the Pali
as "Amatassa dvara.; literal~y the doors of ambrosia." In the
MN. I, 168 in which Buddha (Sa.kyamuni) makes the dec ision to
teach, we have the following, "Opened for those who hear are
the doors of the Deathless {amatassa dvara)." Here also we
have an allusion to ambrosia (amrta).

-0-

I
In addition we are using the epithet 'Sakyamuni' to

speak of Gotama of the Sakyan Clan; as far as we know this
name does not appear in the suttas under discussion. See
Malalasekera, DICT.PPN, p.969. However, since we have
Buddha originating with the Sa.kyan Clan (DN.II, 165, MN.II,
99) and/described as a muni (MN . .II, 100; MN.III, 193) the
use of Sa.kyamuni in this general application does not seem
out of place.

24It is interesting that we do not have any allusions
here to the future. Since the statement is made by the
de~as of the Thirty-a.nd-Three (deva Tavatimsa) it is even
more pUZZling for perhaps they would know the future. A
c lose look at the Mahapada.na Sutta (see DN. II, 50-54) suggesbs
that the "gods" could only remember the Buddhas of the past
and the Buddha of the present. Buddha himself says {DN.II,
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In addltion, Buddha's teaching is not restricted to

members of his own sect; there are numerous instances in

which he teaches to, or talks abol-it, Brahmat:tas,25 members of

53), IITbus, Brethren, through his clear discernment of the
principle of the Truth, is the Tathagata able to remember the
Buddhas of old. II Whether we can conclude that the 'silence'
here regarding the future is merely a limitation of the "gods ll

or implies a future Buddha. is difficult to say. Since we
have reference to Metteyya, as a future Buddha, in the Cakka
vatt.! SIhanada §utta (DN.III, 76), it is quite likely th~
the silence about the future pertains to a future Buddha.
It is also worth noting that the Cakkavatti SIhanida Sutta
says Metteyya wlll appear when humans live 80,000 years (DN.
III, 75). On the other hand, the Mahipadina Sutta (DN.II,
2-7) charts the lifespan during the time of Gotama (Buddha)
at one hundred years. Therefore it would seem as though the
Buddha of the Pa.li Canon is the last member in the present
cycle.

Regarding the place of Metteyya in the Therav!da., see
Malalasekera, DICT.PPN, pp.660-662, and Edward Conze, Buddhism,
p. 116. Conze maintains that the Therava.da. accepted a' future
Buddha but di.d not become very enthusia.stic about the prospect.

25 See e.g. DN.I, 87, Ill, 127,224, Tevij..l~ Sutta (No.
13 in DN.I); DN.III, 80; MN.I, 16,175,198,285,290; MN.II,
133-210 (the Brahma~avag~); MN.III, 1, 7.

It should also be noted tha.t the Buddha makes use of
the term brihmana not only to indicate what is generally---,-,,-- '- ' ..' "
referred to as a member of the Brahmana caste but as a man____ w __•

leading a pure, sinless and asceting life, often even synon
ymous with Arhant. II See PTS DIeT, pp. 494-495 .

The Buddha. in MN.I, 144, applies the term brahma.:,t)a_
to himself, "Brahman, Monk, this is a. synonym for the Tathagata,
perfected one, fUlly se If-awakened one. II See also MN. I.. 108,
337. For further references in the P~ili Canon to the Buddhist
use of the term Brahm~t;a, see AN. IV, 144; ,~ut~~ Nip~~_, 519;
Dhammapada, 388; ~ilinda.panha, 225. Note in addition, T.W.
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other sects,26 Kings,27 and laity28 (gahapati and upa.saka).

The results of his teachings are often depicted as being

revolutionary experiences in the lives of those who heed

them. Thus in the Lohicca Sutta (DN.I, 234) BUddha's

teaching is maintained to have saved Bra.hmaQa Lohicca from

rebirth in either purgatory or as an animal:

Just, Gotama, as if a ma.n had caught hold of a man, falling
over the precipitous edge of purgatory, by the hair of his
head, and lifted him up safe back on the firm land - just so
have I, on the point of falling into purgatory, been lifted
back on to the land by the venerable Gotama. Most excellent,
o Gotama, are the words of thy mouth, most excellent.

Rhys Davids, DB, Part I, pp .140-141. There the question of
Buddha's methodology of 'remaking' the term brahmaf}a is dis
cussed. Also, C.A.F. and T.W. Rhys Davids, DB" Part III..
p.4j C.A.F. Rhys Davids, "The Relations between Early
Buddhism and Brahmanism," IHQ, Vol. 10, 1934, pp. 274-287;
T. W. Rhys Dav:Lds, "Persecution of the Buddhists in India .• "
JPTS, 1896, p.91; B.L. Barua, "The Doctrine of Caste in Early
BUddhism," JASP, Vo1.IV, 1959., pp.133-156j N. Dutt, "The
Internal Forces in the Spread of Buddhism," !\ll India Orie~tal

Conference P~oceedings and Transactions, 1922, PP.539-541.

26See e.g. DN.I, 1, 47 (here the information is
provided by King Ajata.sattu), 161, 178.; DN. II, 316; DN. III,
1, 36; MN.I. 171, 227, 237, 368, 371, 387, 481-524j MN.II,
1, 22, 29, 40j MN.III, 214. See also A.K. Warder, "On the
Relationships Between Early Buddhism and other Contempora.ry
Systems," BSO{A)S, 18, 1956, pp.43-63, and LB. Horner,
"Gotama and the other Sects," JAOS, Vol.66, 196L~, pp.283-289.

27See e.g. DN.I, 47; DN.II, 72; MN.II, 74, 91, 106,
118, 125.

28For Gahapati see e.g. DN.I, 211.; DN.II, 84j DN.III,
180; MN. I, 285, 290, 339-400 (Q8hapa.~ivagga.).; MN.II, 54, 91 ..
106; MN.III, 291.
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Buddha. is also depicted as exhibiting considerable

skill in teaching to a particular audience. Thus in the

Brahma- ja.la Sutta (DN. I, 2) we have the Buddha praised in

these words, "How wonderful a. thing it is, brethren, a.nd

how strange that the Blessed One, he who sees, the Arahat,

the Buddha Supreme, should so clearly have percei.ved how

various are the inclina.tions of men, II while in the well

known and often quoted Mahaparinibbana Sutta (DN.II, 109),

Buddha's ab:Llity to suit the 'level of teaching,29 to his

----------------_.

29The phrase, 'level of teaching,' is used in a loose
sense. Thus, for example, the Buddha would generall.,;y not
lecture to the laity on the higher stages of the Path.
However Buddha's decision not to do so was based solely on
the fact that the laity, not haVing given up the household
life and embarked upon the preliminaries, would not have much
purpose for learning the higher stages. For example, we get
graduated statements like the following in the Kutadanta Sutta
( DN . I, 148):

Then the Blessed One discoursed to K~tadanta the Brahman in
due order; that is to say, he spoke to him of generosity, of
right conduct, of heaven, of the danger, the vanity, and the
defilement of lusts, of the advantages of renunciation.
And when the Blessed One became aware that Kutanda the Brahman
had become prepared, softened, unprejudiced, upraised, and
belieVing in heart, then did he proclaim the doctrine the
Buddhas alone have won; that is to say, the doctrine of sorrow,
of its origin, of its cessation, and of the Path. And just
as a clean cloth, with all stains in it washed away, will
readily take the dye, just even so did Kutanda the Brahman,
even while seated there, obtain the pure and spotless Eye for
the Truth, and he knew: 'Whatsoever has a beginning, in that
is inherent also the necessity of dissolution. I

Since the Dhamma is, IIdeep, difficult to see,
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audience as stated is follows:

Now I call to mind, Ananda, how when I used to enter into an
assembly of many hundred nobles, before I had settled myself

difficult to understand ... intelligible only to the wise,"
(MN .1,487) there is good reason to assume that Buddha taught
what he knew was best for a particular individual at a
particular time. In addition, the Buddha also makes the
point that those who are under a different teacher (MN. I, 487)
may also find it difficult to understand BUddha's Dhamma
which requires 'full time. I However, whether Buddha actually
restricted anyone from overhearing his discourses to the monks
is unlikely. See however MN.III, 261, in which the house-

"-holder Anathapindika is dying and Sariputta discourses to him
on Dhamma usualiy given the monks, "Reasoned talk such as
this, householder, does not (usually) (khO] occur for house
holders clad in white. It is for those that have gone forth,
householder, that reasoned talk such as this (usually) occurs."
For comments on this passage see I.B. Horner, trans., MLS,
Vol. III, p.3l3, and fn.l.

"'-It is noteworthy that Buddha does not rebuke Sariputta
for providing dhamma to Anathapindika, while he does in MN.II,
196, when Sariputta only shows Brahmar:a Dha.nanja.nlli the way to
the Brahma-world. Buddha himself taught such a Brahma-world
goal in the TevWa Sutta (No.13 in DN.I) so that there is
good reason to assume that Buddha takes into account the dis
position of those to whom he teaches, and that perhaps his
peCUliar ability to distinguish what is necessary is based
on his 'superior knowledge' (his Buddhahood).

"-Also of note connected with Saripytta's comments to
Anathapir:~ika is that Anathapir:~ika asks Siriputta to teach
him dha.mma in much the same way that Brahma Sahampati appealed
to the Buddha to tea.cl) (see MN. I, 168), for Ana.thapit)<;1ika says,
"There are, reverend Sariputta, young men of family with but
little dust on their eyes who, not hearing dhamma., are
declining, but they could be learners of dhamma." See also
DN.I, 68; MN.II, 379; MN.III, 136. In MN.I, 490, house
holders clothed in white are referred to as disciples (savaka).
See also DN.III, 125. Compare this with DN.II, 104, where
Buddha tells Ma.ra, "I shall not die, 0 Evil One, until the
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there or talked to them or started a conversation with them,
I used to become in colour like unto their colour, and in
voice like unto their voice. Then with religious discourse
I used to instruct and incite~ and quicken them, and fill
them with gladness. But they knew me not when I spoke, and
would say: 'Who ma.y this be who thus speaks? a man or a e;od?'
Then having instructed, incited, quickened, and gladdened
them with reU.gious discourse, I would vanish away. But
they knew me not even when I va.nished away, and would sav:
'Who may this be who has thus vani.shed a.way? a man or 8. ~od?,30

-------~--_.-

brethren and sisters of the Order, and until the lay disciples
L~.~yaka] of either sex shall have become true hearers ...
carrying the doctrinal books in their memory~ masters of the
lesser corollaries that follow from the larger doctrine
to spread the wonderworking truth abroad!" Thus the ;Qhamm?:
seems to be open to anyone who is willing to listen, even
though mere listening is insufficient to win the 'goal.'

30This paragraph, though often quoted as an example
of Buddha's 'upay.§:.' has rarely been fully dealt with. While
noone would deny the ~a.ya-like qua1ities found in the
passage, there is a1so a suggestion of some powers more
easily attributed to the 'supramundane' (lokuttar~) charac
terlstics of the treatment of Buddhas in the Ma.haya.na. It
would also seem that we have in this passage a suggestion of
the development of the kaya conception of the Buddha. We
have in the Pali Canon quite a number of suggestions of such
a ~~ conception, ~hen \'ve have instances of the thirty-two
1akkhana of the Maha Purusa (e.g. DN.III, 142) and Buddhals
'equation' with the Dhamma( see discussion above in the body
of this paper). Here~wever, we have a picture of BUddh~.
in a 'samb.!'lOkaya-like' manner, though not the sambhokaya of
the Mahayana. For here Buddha is presented as something of
an enigma to the nobles to whom he speaks. The nobles are
unable to tell Buddha from a "god" and since nobles (khattiya)
are not attributed in the pa.li Suttas with the ability to see
"gods," the statement is quite forceful. However, the
statement is made even more enigmatic when Buddha applies the
same desc~iption to the other members of the Assembly (DN.II,
109) which include brahma!)a.s, householders and wanderers, the
angel hosts of the Guardian Kings, members of the Great
Thirty-Three, Ma.ras and Brahmas. It is also interesting to
note that the Buddha 'vanishes' (antarahita) from the site
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There are numerous other incidents connected with

the BUddha's ability to teach the Dhamma, but neither space

nor our topic permits us to examine all of these. We can,

Most important to this discussion

however, say something about the relationship of Buddha to

the Dhamma.

Buddha's concern is with living things, most

particularly man,,31 and what he gives to man is Dhamma.

Thus in the Aranavibhanga Sutta (MN.III, 230) Buddha says,

"one should simply teach dhamma," while in the well known

parable of the arrow (MN.I, 429) and the parable of the

raft (MN.I, 134) the function and purpose of the Dhamma

is well dellneated. 32

of the teaching. A closer look at the use of the word
antarahita (see PTS DIeT, p.48) in other passages in which
it occurs, often shows it used in the sense of 'magical
disappearance,' as for example when Bhikkhu Kevaddha
'vaniShes' from the world of Brahma and instantly appears
before Buddha (DN.I, 222). Thus the above suggests that
Buddha was much more than a. teacher, he was also a mystery,
and such mysteries are easily seen as contributing factors
to a. developing Buddhology.

31Regarding the status of human birth in Buddhism.
see MN.III, 169, 178-179, 186.

32ThUS, the parable of the arrow is used to account
for the silence of the Buddha regarding the Avya.kata (the
Undeclared, the Inexpressible) which number ten and are
stated as follows (DN.I, 187-188):

1) Is the world eternal?
2) Is the world not eternal?
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of the relationship of the Buddha to the Dhamma, and vice

3) Is the world finite?
4) Is the world infinite?
5) Is the soul rattan} the same as the body?
6) Is the soul one thing, and the body another?
7) Does one who ha.s gained the truth live again after death?
8) Does he not live again after death?
9) Does he both l:i.ve again, and not 1ive a.gain, after death?
lO)Does he. neither live again, nor not live again, after
death?

Buddha's refusal to answer the avya.kata is stated as (MN. I,
431), "It is because it ls not connected with the goal, is
not fundamental to the Bra.hma-faring, and does not conduce
to turning away from, not to dispassion, stopping, calming,
superknowledge, awakening nor to Nibb~na. Therefore it
has not been expla!i:ned by me."

See also Buddha's reply in DN.I, 188; MN.II, 485,
and the Avyakta Samyutta in SN.IV, 373. See T.W. Rhys
Davids, trans., DB, Pa.rt I, pp. 186-190; K. N. Jayatilleke.,
EBTK, pp.47l-476; Nathmal Tataa, "The Avyakrtas or Indeter
minables," TAe Nava Nalanda Mahavihara Research Publication,
Vol. II, pp .142-159. Ta.tia's treatm-ent'-is baSi.cally that
given by the Ma.ha.ya.na. Also of note is R. Slater, Paradox
and N1.rv~na, pp. 74-75, who make s the signi fica.nt point-~-and
we quote him (everything in parentheses () refers to hi~
footnotes):

It is this gulf in experience which partly explains his
[Buddha'S] stlence on questions which have since been classed
by his followers as the Grea.t Indeterminates, questions which
the Buddha left open, answering neither Yea nor Nay (D.I, 17ff;
D.I, 187 etc). Various reasons have been given for this
silence.

It ha.s been suggested that the Buddha himself did not know
the answers or that he had reached no clear conclusion
(Keith, !Juddhi~L.Philoso_phy. Chap. II, p. 45) or that he wa.s
not interested in philosophy, indeed, distrusted philosophy,
and these questions were speCUlative. For this last
explanation, there is some support in the Pali scriptures
... There is still stronger support for the suggestions
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versa, is the fact that the Buddha is, in many ways, to be

that his silence was dictated by pastoral motives, "This
question is not calculated to profit," the Buddha tells
Potthapada, "it is not concerned with the Dhamma ll (D.I., 188).
Rhys Davids suggests that the speculations were eschewed
because they were based on insufficient evidence (Dialogues
of the Buddha, Part I, p.188). But insufficient evidence
for whom? For the Buddha himself, it might be said from
the standpoint of the critical historian. We are considering
the question, however, from the standpoint of his followers,
from the standpotnt of the Buddhist faith. Froms'Uch a
point of view there can be no question of insufficient evidence;
the Buddha knew all that was to be known; he was the Enlightened
One. But the Buddha himself mtght well consider that there
was insufficient evidence for the disputants and for his
followers who had not yet attained the Nibbana vision. That,
in fact, is the attitude indicated.

Slater's position is one which we find quite tenable;
it points to the fact of Buddhahood as something unique,
something which is in some way beyond our understanding.
This is not to imply that there are not passages in the suttas
which negate this view, as for example when Buddha states
(DN.II, 100), "I have pfr'eached the truth without making any
distinction between exoteric and esoteric doctrine ... the
Tath5gata has no such thing as the closed fist of a teacher,
who keeps things back." However, the lmplication is also
found in the suttas that Buddha 'transcends' the experience
of the common man, and of those who have not attained at
least arhathood, (e. g. DN. I, 46, 165; MN. III, 8). The-'
whole movement of the Buddhist tradition would seem to rest
almost entirely on the fact that the Buddha of the Pali Canon
is to some degree an enigma.

In a similar manner the parable of the raft (MN.I,
134) makes it clear that the Dhamma is only a means (upa.ya)
to get to the other shore, as is the parable itself (MN.I,
135), IlEven so, monks, is the Parable of the Raft dhamma
taught by me for crossd.ng over, not for retaining." When
the P51i Suttas declare (MN.I, 37) that Dhamma is "a come
and see thing (ehi-passika) , " we must be prepared to accept
that as fact. The roads of scholarship are not always the
roads of faith and, as Slater says above, IlWe are considering
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'equated' with the Dna.mma for, as Buddha, he 'embodies,33

the question, however, from the standpoint of his followers.
from the standpoint of the Buddhist faith," In addition,
we are not concerned wi.th a merely historical Buddha but the
Buddha. of the Pa,li Suttas. Thus, like the parable of the
arrow, the parable of the raft lends credence to the Buddha.
as 'different from' those with whom he comes in contactj the
question remains, how different?

330ne of the most important contrj_butions to Buddhology
rests with the view of Buddha as 'embodying' the Dhamm?.:., a
seeminglY necessary requirement for its being taught to those
most likely to use it - mankind (see DN,I, 230). Thus the
attitude taken to periods when the Dhamma is being taught by
the Buddha to the brethren is highly reverential. We read
in the Maha "~ak~lludaL:h- Sutta (MN.II, 4), "At the time when
the recluse Gotama was teaching dhamma to an innumerable
assembly, there was the sound neither of expectoration nor
of coughing among his disciples. Any group of people who
were waiting were ready for him, thinking: 'We will hear that
dhamma that the Lord will teach us. ' It is as though a man
at a crossing on a high road might press out a little pure
honey, and any group of people who were waiting might be
ready for him."

Apart from this idealized picture of the Buddha as
a teacher (satth~) we also find this sutta discussing a. number
of things for which the disciples (savaka), "revere ... and
honour [Buddha] and, revering and respecting, .11..Y~_iIl_
dependence" (MN,II, 9). All those things for which the
sa.vakas -"revere and honour" Buddha rest with the fact that--------
Buddha 'embodies' the dhamma:

The recluse Gotama is of moral habit, he is possessed of the
most excellent body of moral habit ...

When the recluse Gotama says: I Know, I see - it is because
he does know. does see. The recluse Gotama teaches dhamma
from superkn~wledge [abhiFG1~J not without superknowledge ,"..

It is not I, Udayin, that expect instruction from disciples;
on the contrary, it is the disciples that expect instruction
from me,
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Dhamma, and is the 'best' example of one who has achieved

success in and founded that Dhamma. In addition, the

Rather than pursue further the subject of Buddha as
a teacher of the phamma, lt would prove useful to examine
him as more particularly 'embodying' it. The nature of
such 'embodiment' might be gleaned from an analysis of the
parable of the raft (MN.I, 134) wherein Dhamma is only a
means (up~ya), and from the following passage spoken by
Buddha at the close of the Brahma-ja.la Sutta (DN.I, 46),
"The outward form, brethren, of him who has won the truth
[tath;gat~] stands before you, but that which binds it to
rebirth is cut in twain. So long as his body shall last,
so long do gods and men behold him. On the dissolution
of the body, beyond the end of his life, neither gods nor
men shall see him." Compare this with MN.I, 140 and
Buddhaghosa's comments given in I.B. Horner, MLS, Vol.I, p.
179, fn.3.

Even if we assume that the "outward form tl of Buddha
is only residual kamma, we must also acknowledge that what,
"b:1.nds it to rebirth [present and future kammaJ is cut in
twain." Thus we have a picture of Buddha as immanent, yet
transcendent. The fact that Buddha on flthe dissolution of
the bodyfl will. be seen neither by flgods" nor men does not
tell us anything other than that or, at most, that Buddha
w:1.l1 not 'suffer' a future birth.

In addition we may draw a connection between Dhamma.
as a device (upaya) and Buddha's visible body as being the
most excellent of bodies in the Buddhist view of existence
(e. g. the thirty::tw~-characteristicsof a great person).
Buddha's body :1.s most perfect because he 'embodies' the
Dhamma, for as has already been pointed out, this is a
requirement to teach it. Buddha's abandon:1.ng of his body
(outward form) can be equated with the abandoning of Dhamma
when the 'other shore' is reached (see I.B. Horner, "The
Concept of Freedom in the P~li Canon," Presence du bouddhisme,
Vol.XVI, PP.342-34~. .

A paradox (or problem) persists, however, for the
Buddha, in spite of having a body, in spite of any kamma (e.g.
he does become ill, and can supposedly ha.ve his blood drawn
- MN.III, 65) has crossed to that other shore. How else
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'value' of a teacher is directly connected with his having

or not having achieve~ that which he teaches and if he has

not, he should not teach (see Lohicca Sutt~, DN. I, 230).

The Mahakaccanabhaddekaratta Sutta (MN.III, 195) says, liThe

Lord knows what should be known, sees what should be seen,

he has become vision, become knowledge, become dhamma, he

is the propounder, the expounder, the bringer of the goal,

the giver of the Deathless [Nibba.na] , dhamma-lord, f'athagata. II

The concept ion of Buddha as 'embodying I Dhamm~. is

also found in expressions of faith (saddha)3 4 made to the

could Buddha know of Nibbana? He may refuse to a.nswer the
Avya.kta of whether a Tat~agata lives after 'death' or he may I

as in the above passage, say that after his 'death' neither
gods nor men will see him, but Buddha does teach the Way to
Nibba.na (MN. III, 6), "Even so, brahman, Nibba.na does exist,
the way leading to Ni~ba.na exists and I exist as adviser ...
some of my disciples, on being exhorted and instructed by me
attain the unchanging goal - Nibbana. fl

There are still problems connected with the suttas'
'view'of the Buddha but our analysis does reveal something of
the enigma surrounding the Buddha, as well as some of the
'strands' for developing the Buddha 'personality. I

34The place of saddha (usually translated as "faith ll

- see PTS DIeT, p.675) in P§::Li Buddhism is one meriting a
separate study. Though such a study will not be taken up
here, it should be pointed out that saddha, like its English
'equivalent' "faith ll is susceptible to a wide range of
interpretations. For some references to saddh~ in the
Dlgha and Maa9hima Nikayas, see DN.I, 63; DN.III, 227; MN.I,
123, 320, 356, L~80-481; MN.II, 170-171; MN.III, 6.

For further information, see B. Barua, "Faith in
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Buddha. Thus in the Aggani1'a Sutta (DN. III, 84) we read:

He. VaSE: ttha, whose faith [saddha] in the Tathagata35 is
settled, rooted, established and firm, a faith not to be
dragged down by recluse or brahmin by deva or mara or
Brahma or anyone in the world, well may he say: I am a
veritable son of the Exalted One, born from his mouth,
born of the Norm (DhammaJ, cradled by the Norm, heir of
the Norm. And why? Because, Va.settha, these are names
(adhivacana] tantamount to Tathagata; 'belonging to
[DhammakayoJ the Norm, and agaJ.n, belonging to the highest
(Brahma-ka.yo] and again, one with the Norm [Dhamma-bhuto],
and again, one with the Highest (Brahma-bhGto].

BUddhism," Buddhistic Studies, ed. B.C. Law, 1931, PP.329
349j E. Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, pp.47-')Oj K.N.
Ja.yatilleke, EBTK, pp. 383-389 (see further references in the
index, PP.5l3-5l4)j N. Dutt, "Place of Faith in Buddhism, It
IRQ, Vol.XVI, 1940, pp.639-646j Mrs. Gyomroi-Ludowyk, "The
Valuation of Saddha in the Early Buddhist Texts," UCR, Vol.
5, PP.32-49j Louis de la Vallee Poussin, "Faith and Reason
in Buddhism," Transactions of the Third International Congress
f~~t~e His~or~.Religio~s, Vol.II, 1908, PP.32-43.

35Malalasekera, DICT.PPN, p.989, has the following
entry for Tathagata, ItAn epithet of the Buddha, used by the
Buddha rer"erring to himself [see however DN.II, 129]. The
Commentators [see his fn.l and PTS DICT:1 p. 296J give eight
(sometimes expanded to sixteen) explanations of the word,
which shows that there was probably no fixed tradition on
the point. The explanations indicate that the name can be
used for any arhant, and not necessarily only for a Buddha.
The term was evidently pre-Buddhistic, though it has not yet
been found in any pre-Buddhist work. 1t

Malalasekera's entry is not very helpfUl and it
should be noted that, as far as we are aware, no instance
of the term Tatha.gata being applied to arhats appears in
the Dlgha and Maj2hima, nor the Nikayas in general. Scholar
ship still has to investigate the significance of Buddhist
J- _

sastras and commentarj.es in light of the Nikayas themselves.
Work done by S. Schayer and others make l.t quite clear that
commentators 0ften attempt to 'rationalize' materj.als which
cannot possibly fit into their systems. This problem is
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The reference to Buddha as Dhammaka;ya is striking,

especially when the term Dhammaka.;ya does not appear else-

where in the PalL Nikayas (see PTS DICT, p.338). As we

The above passage speaks of

have already indicated, there is ample reason to identify

~6
Buddha with the Dhamma.'

beyond the scope of our study~ but should be kept in mind
whenever the cnmmentarjes or sastras are alluded to.

"Tathagata" is generally translated as "thus gone"
or "thus come" (see F. Edgerton, BHS DICT, p.248). The
PTS DICT, p.296, transla.tes it as "he who has won though to
the truth. II Thus, as M. Anesaki maintains (Anesaki,
"Tatha.gata," ERE, VOl.12, p. 202), "whatever it may have
meant originally, or from whatever source it may have been
derived, Tathagata is an epithet of Buddha used to express
his very personality." Anesaki also points out that when
ever the question of Buddha's existence after his bodily
death comes up, the Buddha is addressed by the epithet
Tathagata and thus the epithet represents the personal aspect
of the dhamma. Anasaki also concludes (p.204), "Buddha's
personality is inseparable from the metaphysical entity of
dhamma and vic~_ versa~. The idea of the Tathagata has, in
this way, become the pivot around which both philosophical
speculations and religious faith have been moved and
developed. For further comments on Tathagata see I.B.
Horner, The Book ?f th~__l)Js~.l!.ne (Vina~:Jilak_~), Vol. I,
(Suttavibhanga), p.lv!.

For an interesting discussion of the ~.9~ll~ada.na~

Sutta and Tathagata, see L.A. Waddell, "The So-Called
'Mahapadana' Suttanta and the Date of the Pa11. Canon,"
JRAS, pp.66l-680. Waddell maintains (p.677) that the term
Tathagata is intimately linked with the scheme of previous
Buddhas, implying that Buddha has 'come' or 'gone' the way
of all Buddhas. Also worth noting is Waddell's conclusion
(see"Maha-Padhana Sutta," JRAS, 1914, p.1033) that the sutta
tit Ie should read Maha Padha.na (not Maha.-Apadana as in the
PTS edition) and that the epithet P<:Jdhana refers to Buddha
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Buddha as Dhamma when it uses the term Dhamma-buta, "having

become the Dhamma" (PTS DICT, p.339). One important point

. 37 8
connected with epithets like Brahma-kaya and Brahma-phuta3

rests with the fact that the word "Brahma," when combined

with another term, often exhibits a certain ambiguity, thus

as "The Foremost Being" and "which was a pre-Buddhist Sankhya
epi~het for the supreme Brahmanical god." This conclusion
is not as far fetched as it may seem.

36It 1s worth noting Buddhaghosa1s comments to
Dhammaka.ya in the sutta under discussion (T. W. and C. A. F.
Rhys Davids, DB, Part III, p.8l, fn.2), "why is the
Tatha.gat~ said to have a norm [Dhamma']-body? Because haVing
devised the Three-Pi~aka-Buddha-wordby his mind he conducts
it forth by his speech. Therefore his body from having
normness (dhammata.) is considered as the Norm, and is so
called."

37Buddhaghosa's comments on brahma-kaya are (above
source), "And ,just because of this Norm-body-ness, he has
an excellent body, for Norm is called braht.!!~ in the sense of
best, supreme, excellent."

38Foundl. elsewhere in the suttas (e.g. DN.III, 84;
MN.I, Ill; MN.II, 349; MN.III, 195, 224). The term brahma
bhuta js usually translated as 'becoming Brahma 1 ("divine
being, most excellent being" - PTS DICT, p.493). Dhirasekera
says, regarding the term Brahmabhuta (BMD, pp.63-64), "In all
instances, the term brahmabhuta as an epithet of the Buddha
is closely associated with the term dhammabhuta. In the

..,,-J
Agganna Sutta these two terms are declared to be epithets of
the Buddha. and are associated with two other terms derived
from the same concepts of dhamma and brahma. The Buddha
is also described as dhammakayo and brahmakayo. He is the
symbol of the Dhamma (dhammakayo) and he is identified with
it. Hence he is also dhammabhuta ... the term brahmabhuta
is used to stress the BUddha'8 perfection a.nd pre-eminence."
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the PTS DIeT, p.493 notes, "The combined form of all specified

bases (I, II, III) t s br...?hmao, and with regard to meaning it

1s often not to be decided to which of the three categories

the compound in question belongs." The specified bases

referred to as I, II, III are: I - brahman, II - BrahmEi, III

- brahma (see PTS DICT, pp. }-1-92-493) . The problems connected

wjth 'lnterpret1ng' the compound forms of the word "brahma"

are important, for it quite likely refers to an important

Buddhist characteristic of methodology by which an attempt

1s made to transfer or transmute the meanings of terms like

context.

"brahman" or "brahma" into a particularly Buddhist

Part of the value of such a technique is that it

not only transfers or transmutes the original use of the

term but may also retain in the minds of some who hear it the

characteristics of its original usage. Most often, at

least in the Digha and Ma.j j~ima.:. ~ikayas, these terms are

taken from the br~hmana tradition. 39

39See fn.25 of this Chapter. It is also of note that
Buddha refers to his Way (!!1agga) as Brahma-faring (brah~acariya)

implying, according to the PTS DICT, p.494, "the moral life,
holy life, religious li.fe, as the way to end suffering."
In the Ma.hasihanida Sutta (MN. I, 77) we have Buddha using the
term brahmacariya to describe the Buddha's former ascetl.clsm.
Buddhaghosa (DIgha Nikaya Atthakatha (i. e. f3umani_gulayJJjis i_n.1J
I, 177) lists the jol1owing application of the term Brahma
early-a. (translation from Jot~iya Dhlrasekera., BMD, pp. 58-5'9) :
"(1) gana - charity (2) veyy"ava!}!.:..§:. - rendering a service (3)
pancasikkhapadasila - observance of the five precepts (4)
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For example, also found in the suttas is the term

prahmapa~ta (e.g. MN.I, 386) which J. Dhirasekera (BMD, p.

61) maintains was, as far as the Buddha was concerned, to

imply "the attainment of the goal, the perfection of the

religious life which [Buddha] propounded." The term

"brahmafl says Dhirasekera (BMD, p.64), "connotes only the

idea of noble, worthy and supreme."

The PTS DIeT, p.493, has the following entry for

brahmapatta: "arrived at the highest state, above the devas,

a state like the Brahma gods." In addition, Dhirasekera

appamanna - practice of the Brahmaviharas (5) methunavirati
- celibacy (6) sadirasatosa - chastity (7) viriya - striving
(8) uposathanga - observance of the day of the fast (9)
artyamagga - the noble path (10) sisana - the complete
Buddhist way of life."

Some of the above applications of the term brahma
cariya are not peculiar to Buddhism and the general tenor
of the list seems to be virtuous living. Thus we have
another example of that aspect of Buddhist methodology
discussed above. For further discussion on the term
brahmacariya see Jothiya Dhirasekera, BMD, pp.80-83, 85-87,
and the references cited there, e.g. DN.I., 62; MN.I, 23,
38, 40, 67, 148, 172, 179, 197, 267, 304, 344, 431; MN.II,
39, 55, 67. A general statement on the use of the term
brahmacariya in Buddhism would be, "that U.fe wh1.ch leads
one to N1.bbana." This term, therefore, cannot be applied
to the life of the householder (see Ratthapatasutta, MN. II.
54) •
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(BOOD, p.66) mainta~ns that the concept of Brahm~ as a

personal being was recognized by the Buddhist texts.

With the above in mind, it is easy to see how the term

brahmapatta, even when used by a Buddhist with a Buddhist

context intended, may also have been understood in a

brahmana-like manner of implying 'union' with Brahm~ or
---1to--

the attainment of the Brahm~-world. Thus the adoption

We should remember too

by the Buddhists of traditional terms, that is, terms

with already established connotations, was perhaps as

dangerous as it appears wise. 40

that many of the brethren were originally Br~hmaQ.as and

that some confusion may have arisen in their minds when

they heard terms which they had formerly understood as one

thing, now being used in another context. The fact tha.t

converts to Buddhism may have been informed of the changes

in the ascription of these terms does not necessarily imply

that SOmf~ of their former connotations would .!2..~Q. fa.cto

di.sappear. The adoption by the Buddhists of other B~_~.:..QmaDa

frameworks and structures (at least as the Buddhist suttas

present the case) can be seen in a number of other instances.

In the Agp;an"Da. Sut~a (DN. III, 81) we find the following

J..l-O For further comment s see R. C. 001 tra, Th~J2.~~lfl~
of Buddhism in Indi.a, pp. 150-151.
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statement of comparison between Brahmal)as and Samanas:

The Brahmins, lord, say thus:
Only a Brahmin is of clear complexion; other complexions
are swarthy. Only brahmins are of pure bree:i; not they
that are not of the brahmins. Only_brahmins are genUine
children of Brahma., created ~ Brahma~ heirs of Brahma.
As for you, you have renounced the best rank, and have gone
over to that low class - to shaven recluses, to the vulgar
rich, to them of swarthy skins, to the fuotborn descendents.
Such a course is not good [our italics]. 1

Yet in the Anupada Sutta. (MN. III, 29) we find Buddha himself

making the following claim to the m~.tl..ks, "Monks, if anyone

speaking rightly should say of a man: 'He is the Lord's own

son, born of his mouth, born of dhamma, formed by dhamma,

an heir to dhamma, not an heir to material things' - speaking

,-
rightly he could say of Sariputta: 'He is the Lord's own son,

born of his mouth, born of dhamma, formed by dhamma, an heir

to dhamma, not an heir to material things."

41 In contrast to the intention of the passage, it is
interesting to note that the Buddhals complexion is often a
subject of praise (e.g. DN.II, 133), "How wonderful a thing
it is Lord, and how marvellous, that the colour of the skin
of the Exalted One should be so clear, to exceeding bright."
And (MN.I, 170), "Your reverence, your faculties are quite
pure, your complexion is very bright, very clear."

In addition, regarding the subject of "cla.ss" (vanna
- see PTS DIeT, p.S96, No.S), it is to the khattiY.§:. thatthe
Buddha belonged (see e.g. DN.II, 3-7) and which is spoken of
as the best (DN. I, 99), "The !\sh:atr~.ya.:.. is the best of those
among this folk who put their trust in lineage (Gatta-parti
-sarina]. But he who is perfect in wisdom and righteousness,
he is the best among gods and men." For further remarks on
khattiya supremacy, see T.W. Rhys Davids, DB, pp.215-216.
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What Buddha obviously does is to replace the word

"brahma" with the word "dhamma ll which on the surface appears

as a highly rational and realistic procedure. However, we

must remember that Buddha is in many ways 'equated' with

Dhammaj even here we find the phrase, IIborn of his mouth"

(i.e. the Buddha's) which, while it obviously alludes to

BUddha's ability to utter Dhamma, may also be taken as

alluding to the Buddha's power to 'metaphorically' or

'symbolically' do the same as Brahm~, that is to 'create'

_ 42
Buddhists as Brahma. creates Brahmanas.- We must be--:..;.,.:..:-.:;.--'-C. _

careful not to attribute to Buddha, as he is presented in

-
the Digha and Maj jhima Nif<:ayas_, a po sit ion by which we

free him from his Indian context. The whole development

of Rlddhism belies such a treatment. In addition, we must

remember that not all those individuals who 'supported' the

Buddha and the communi ti.es which he represented were upasakas

(lay disciples)j often enough they were merely the common

gahapatt (householder). While it may seem simplistic, it

should be stated that those who found themselves involved

with the Buddha and the Buddhist communities could not help

but conceive of the Buddha and the Buddhist community in a

1.~2Just how this statement of Buddha might have been
interpreted by those who heard it is yet another question.
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Nor should

we exempt the bhikkhu from such divergent views for, not

only does the history of the Buddhist tradition bear this

out, but the fact that the bhikkhus were often of brihmanic

extraction, if not from other segments of Indian society,

suggests a great 'pool' of Indian tradition in the Buddhist

camp.

The function of epithets not only helped to alter

the view taken of Buddha, but also indicated the d1.rection

of the development of his 'personality. I A thoJl?ough stUdy

of Buddha. epithets and epithetic statements still remains a.s

a study uncompleted. We cannot, however, at this time

expand our treatment further though we will take the oppor-

tunity to mention more of these epithets in subsequent

chapters. We will, however, conclude this chapter with a.

list of some epithets and epithetic statements not yet
4~

mentioned :"'

DN.I, 71

DN. I, 189

"crossed over doubt"

II the Ha.ppy One"
(well-fa.rer)

tinnavicik1.ccha
_ltI o_~__

-_._--- ._--_._._--_._-_._-_._-"_.~._-- ---_..._------

43If the reader examines the sources from which these
epithets and epithetic statements are taken, he will discover
them to originate predominently in the verse sections of the
s:uttas. The questions surroundip.g the sta.tus of these verses
and their chronology is still a. ma.tter for clarification.
Re 5arding recent work in this area, see A.K. Warder, .~9-LL11..~t~~_..



DN. II, 16

DN.II, 39

DN.II, 123

DN.III, 197

MN.I, 168

MN.I, 171

MN.I, 386

(said of Vipassi Buddha)
IIAn arhant, a Buddha
supreme, rolling back
the veil from the world"
-see also DN.III, 146.

"Hero"
"Conqueror"

"The master with eye
diVine, the quencher
of griefs, is at peace. 1I

"Kin 0' th' sunil
"humanity's aristocrat"
"highest among men"

"Seer"

"Omniscient ll

"For me there is no
teacher/One like me
does not exist
In the world with its
devas/No one equals me"

IIFor I am perfected in
the world,

A teacher supreme am I.
I alone am all awakened,
Become cool am I,

Nibbana attained"

"victor"

"all within"
"the stainless"
"world renounced"
"excellent charioteer l1
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11 -... bhagava araJlam
samma. sambuddho
loke udapadi l1

vira
vijita

"Dukkhass1anta-karo
sattha. cakkhuma
parinibibputo'ti"

adicca bandhu
purisajanna
purisuttama

samanta-cakhu
"all-seeing" (see
PTS DICT, p.683)

sabba-vidu =
'i'all-='wise" (see
PTS DICT, p.681)

IINa me a.cariyo atthi
sadiso me na vijjati,
sadevakas mim lokas
mlm na-tthl me
2atipuggalo,"

"Ahami hi araha. lok~_,

aham satth~ anuttaro,
eko'nhi sammasam
buddho, sitibhuto'
smi Nibbuto l1

vessantara
vimala
vantalokamisa.
sarathivara



MN.I, 386

MN.II, 100

"the matchless"

"the shining"
"of no tncertitude"
"deep"
"Bringer of security"
"on dhamma standing"
"supreme one"
"without i.mpediments"
"seer"
·"Brahma-attai.ned"
I'Breaker of the Citadel,
sakka"
"incomparable person"
"unequalled"
"the confident II
"the accomplished"
"worthy of offerings
the yakkha
"the best of persons"
"beyond measure"

Ilgreat sage"
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Anuttharassa =
"nothing higher"
(PTS DICT, p.26)
ruciradhamma
Nikkankha
gambhira
khemamkara
dhammattha----_.,-
naga. "..nlppapanca
isl
brahmapatta 44
purindada sakka

~~ipuggala

asama
vlsarada
nipllQ9:.
a.huneyya45
yakkha
uttamapuggala
atula = "incom
parable, not to
be measured, beyond
compare or descrip
tion" (PTS DICT, p.
305, under tUla)

maha + lsl (mahesl)

MN. II, (Sn .109)" ... you are king of
kings, the lord of men;
rule, 0 Gotama"
"Awake"

(Sn.llO)"physi.cian without peer"

" - - --... ra,jabhiraja
manu ji!.ldo ra.j jam
karehi Gotama"
Buddha
"sallakatto anuttaro;"
N.B. sallakatta =
Ilone who works on
the (poisoned) arrow"
(PTS DICT, p.699)
.----_.. _--

44See comments in I.B. Horner, MLS, II, p.52, fn.5.

1.~5PTS DICT ,
worthy of offerings
worshipful."

p.ll7. says of Ahun~_, "sacrificial,
or of sacrifice, venerable, adorable,



MN.II (Sn.110) "As speaks the Vtsioned
One, phystcian, great
hero, so roars the
forest 1ton"

MN.III, 153 "dhamma master"

"yatha. bha.sati
cakkhuma sa11a
katto maha.viro,
siho va nadati
vane"

dhammassami
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FURTHER ASPECTS OF THE BUDDHOLOGICAL CONCEPTION

In this chapter, we examine the characterstics of

Buddha's 'birth' and the qualities that are ascribed to one

'born' in such a manner. This treatment of Buddha's (a

BUddha's) 'birth' indicates the direction in which the

Buddhological conception developed and reveals as part of

this development the conception of the Buddha, if not as

loj<uttara (II supramundane"), then as 'slJperhuman,' a type

of being surpassing even the ~eva.§.. and brahmas. 1 In

--'----'--'--_._--

IThere 1s no difficulty 1n labelling the Buddha
'superhuman' but the question of whether he can be described
as lokutt.~.£a. is still a problem - see the discussi on on
0.15, fn.? of this paper.

Further to the discussion presented at that time, we
should like to add the following points of information.
Andr§ Bareau, in hi s translation of Vasumitra's Treatlse,
entitled, "Trois traites Rur les sectes bouddhiques attribues
a Vasumitra, Bhavya et Vinitadeva" (premlere partie), Journal
Asiattque, Vo1.CCXLII, 1954., p.?38, says the following re
gardjng the Mahasanghika, Ekavyavaharlka, Lokottarav8.da and
Kaukkutike schools' nosition on the question of the status
of Buddhas:

]DTous les Buddha Bhagavant sont supramondains (loko~.~ara).
(Deux Interpr~tations possibles, qui furent soutenues toutes
deux: 1. les Buddha sont hors du monde souill~ et suoerieurs
a lui. par leur valeur; 2. les Buddha resident en deh~rR et
au-dessus du monde).
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addition, we examine Buddha's relationship to the CaJ~kavattin,

----.__.__._---------------------- ----_.

In English this reads (our translation): II All the
Buddhas, Exalted Ones, are supramundane (].okuttal'a). (Two
possible interpretations, bbth of which are supported: 1. The
Buddhas are outside of the foul world and superior to it by
their value; 2. the Buddhas reside outside and above the world).

Before commenting on the above, it would prove useful
to exami.ne the term "lokuttara" which literally means "superior,
higher," than the loka ("world"). See PTS DICT under "uttara"
(p.13l) and "IQka"--rPP.586-588). However, the English term
"world" cannot be blindly equated with the Pa.li term "loka"
unless we extend the usual designation of "world" to include
the immaterial as well as the material aspects of 'world.'
Sinc3 "loka" also refers to the various deva abodes, lokuttara
refers to that which is 'outside' those lokas (i.e. 'outside'
the !<a.ma, !,upa and aru~-lokas). ---

Another significant point is that most of the entries
for the occurrence of the term "lokuttara" at least as listed
in the PTS DICT (see p.588 under "lokiya") are references to
the commentarial or ~istric literature, with very few refer
ences in the Pali Suttas themselves. For example, at MN.II,
181, we find "1okuttara dhamma" which the PTS DICT equates
with Nibba.na. Buddha says at MN.II, 181, "Now I, brahman,
lay down that a man's wealth is dhamma.., ariyan, supermundane
[Ariyan kho aham brahmana lokut~.9..ram dhammam Q}~rissasa

sandhanam p,,!-_nnapemJJ."

Thus it is Nibbana which most clearly exemplifies 'that'
wh'ich is "outslde ofthe-;orld" (see Bareau' s statement above).

When Buddha declares in DN.I, 46, "The outward form,
brethren, of him who has won the truth Ctathagata] stands before
you, but that whj.ch blnds it to rebirth is cut in twain," he
(BUddha) 1s in some sense declaring himself to be "outside
of the fOUl world and superior to i.t by Chis] value. II (gee
Bareau I s point #1). However, when the DI~t'!.a passage (1. e.
DN.I, 46) concludes with, IIS0 long as hi.s body (Le. BUddha's)
shall last, so long do gods and men behold him. On the
dissolution of the body, beyond the end of his life nei.ther
gods nor men shall see him," then we must assume that Buddha
is still in s'2..~~__~ense, as here implied, II rooted ll to the world.
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the other alternative open to one possessing the Thirty-Two

Marks of a Great Man.

The chapter makes it clear that Dhamma apart from

the Buddha, apart from its perfected example, was insufficient

material on which to found a 'religion.' Some appeal to

certain of the 'emotional' qualities in man was also

required and these 'needs' were felt by both the bhi.kkhus,

who 'produced' this conception of Buddha for their Canon.,

as well as by those outside of the Order. The fact that

However, the position of the Buddha in relation to both the
'worlds' (lokas) and Nibb~na is, in this passage, somewhat
ambiguous. Buddha does declare himself to have attained

. - 6"Nlbbana, e.g. MN.I, 1 7, 171: For I am perfected in the
world, IA teacher supreme am I, II alone am all-awakened
IBecome cool am I, Nibb~na attained." Yet, the question
of Nibb~na ~ith or without remainder' leads to further
difficulties, e.g. MN.I, 148. See also Chapter I, p.38 ff
of this studyj B.C. Law, "Aspects of Nirva.na," Indian CUlture,
Vol. II, No.2, Oct. 1935, pp.327-348j and Mrs. C.A.F. Rhys
Davids, "A Historical Aspect of Nirva.na," Indian CUlture,
Vol. II, No.3, Jan. 1936, PP.537-547.

Thus we must conclude that the Buddhas in the suttas
under discussion are not clearly lokuttara_ in the Mahasamghika
sense given above of "outside and above the world." While
we have no trouble in making the lokuttara claim for the
Buddha metaphorically, the real solution is to be found in
the later development of the tri-kaya conception. The
Mah~samghikas could never have accepted the Theravada claim
that the Buddha completely 'disappeared' at the ~rinibb~.na..

The passage quoted above from DN.I, 46, suggests that there
may have been some in the Therav~da camp who also could not
decide the answer to the question, though the passage at the
same time preserves some historical framework for the Buddha.
Since the suttas themselves are composite in nature, we find
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these Buddhologlcal developments likely appea.red after the

'death' of the Buddha did not stop the tradition from

connecting them with an early ori.gin by) for example, establish-

inrs a. scheme of previous Buddha.s and appealing to the

Br?hmaQa tradition as a recognized source of knowledge for

The Buddhals 'Birth,2

a divergence of vi.ews on the sta.tus of the Buddha, though
moving toward the tri-k~ya view. Some of these threads have
already been elaborated in our first chapter. See also
O. Stein, "Notes on the Trikaya Doctrine)" Jha. Commemorative
yolume, Poona Oriental Series, No.39, 1937. PP.389-398~--
especially pp.396-397.

2We use the term 'birth' merely for convenience.
In no way can we claim the appearance of the Buddha in the
world as 'birth' in the familiar sense of the word, even
thou3:h the fra:.!Y1pwork bears a similarity to 11)irth' as we
know it, in that he has a mother and spends time in her womb.

3The term "bodhisa.tta" is the correct term to use in
any instance 1n which we are sneaking of the Buddha prior to
his enlightenment (bodhi). The PTS DICT, p.49l. reads,
"Bodhi_-.~a~t~~ (1) a 'bo.~S).:..-be1ng,' Le. a being destined to
attain fullest enlightenment or Buddhaship. A B<?dh~_:3.9.tta

passes through many existences and many sta~es of progress
before the last birth tn which he fulfils his great destiny."

See also T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids) DB, Part II,
p.3. Dhirasekera, BMD, p.53, fn.3) has the following entry,
"The term Boq.hisatta ... refer[s] only to Buddha Gotama
during the thirty-five years of his early life, prior to his
enlightenment. This covers both the princely life of twenty
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in the Mahapada.na Sutta. (DN. II, 1) in which we learn of the

existence of six previous Buddhas before the coming of

4Gotama.

we have specific reference to Gotama's 'birth' as described

by Ananda who declares, "Face to face with the Lord, reverend

years under the name of Siddhatta and the six years of
mendicancy during which he came to be called Samano Gotamo.
Referring to this earlier period prior to his enlightenment,
the Buddha calls himself the Bodhisatta, Pubbe va me bhikkhave
sambodha. ~nabhisaf!lJ:mddhassa bod~-attassa sato tMN. i-,'240 j

J ffSN.lI, 10 .

4See DN. II, 5. There, the previous six Buddhas
are listed as Vipassi, Sikhi, Vessabhu, Kakusandha, Kona.gamana
and Kassapa. See also Malalasekera, DICT PPN, p.295, for
references to the mUltiplication of former Buddhas in the
Pa.li Sources. L.A. Waddell, "The So-called 'Mahapadana'
Suttanta and the date of the Pa.li Canon," JRAS, 1914, pp.675
680. There (pp.676-677) Waddell maintains:

The theory that former human Buddhas preceded Gotama, although
generally accepted as an integral part of Buddha's Buddhism,
seems to me to have been invented after the BUddha's death.
For it is not essential to that system, but is indeed opposed
to the principle that Sa.kya Muni achieved Buddhahood solely
on his own initiative, and that his Arhatship was measurably
beyond and practically different in degree from that attair.?-_
able by his followers [my italics here], so as to leave no
room for the possibility that two Buddhas could co-exlst as
contemporaries. Moreover the number of these Buddhas
continued steadily to expand in later periods. But strongest
of all evidence is the fact that all these former Buddhas as
described in the text are mere reduplications of the historical
Buddha in eve!'Y.. sinp;le respect .. except in the trivial points
of names for themselves, parents, etc. This theory, therefore,
in my opinion, manifestly belongs to the later period when
the monks were systematizing everything and extending the
basis of Buddhism on cosmic lines, so as to make the advent
of a Buddha a part of the great flxed laws of Nature. This
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sir, have I heard this, face to face have I learnt. 115

Perhaps the most remarkable characteristic of the

description of the 'birth' of a Buddha, that is from the

point of view of those who would think of a Buddha as merely

an historical figure,are the 'supernatural' embellishments

which surround the event, thus heralding it as a unique

occurrence. With this in mind, Bakka declares in the

is the constant refrain by whjch descriptive paragraphs are
lntroduced in this Pa.li. text, II It is the rule [that] (dhammata.
esa). Thus a series of imaginary Buddhas were extended back
along the fabulous past ages of the world, according to
Brahmanic notions of cosmic ages or Kalpas."

5It is of note that the two accounts of the 'birth'
of a Buddha are the same.. except for the fact that the
Maha.pada.na Sutta. uses Vipassl Buddha as its example while
the Acchariyabbhutadhamma Sutta uses Gotama Buddha. In
addition, the two Suttas have a different refrain at the close
of each of the sections (see main body of paper above).
Thus the ~.?hapa.da.na, as we have a1 ready ment ioned (see fn. 4
above) has the refrain, "That, in such a case, is the rule fl

( -) IIA;y:am etth....~:._5~h~mma~~~ while the .Acchar'1:vab1?hutadh.amma, I
regard this too as a wonder, a marvelloUS quality of the
Lord' s II (idam p~~ha..l!!.L..b.!:l~.nte, Bh?-rsavato acchariY...?~_..Ebhutadhammam

.c!hare!!llJ .

Both the suttas are late; see Pande SOB, PP.94-96;
140. Pande says (p.14o) of the Ma,Lihima. account, liThe Sutta
obviously belongs to a period when the Buddha was a full
fledl?,ed ?;od, or rather, more, and his birth a miI'3culous
descent of the divine. fI It is quite likely that the Ma ,Lj-hima
account is earlier than the DigQ.§:. one because It does not
make mention of the previous six buddhas. Thus the refrain
in the ~.§hap.9.d~!18:, "~am etth?.:..-dtlil.mm..a..:-ta, II is a way of accounting
for the universal pattern of a BUddha's 'birth'. Of course,
there is also the possibility that both the P1Eha and l'!.~jJ..bim.?.:.

accounts appeal to some form of a legend no longer available.
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Maha. Govinda.: Sutta (DN. II, 225), "Nowhere., gentlemen, and

at no time is it possible that, in one and the same world

system, two Arhant Buddhas supreme should arise together,

neither before nor after the other."
/

S~riputta reiterates

Sakka.'s position in the Sampasadaf}.J~ .§utta: (DN.III, 114),

"In the presence of the Exalted One have I heard him say

and from him have received, that whereas in times gone by

and in future times there have been, and will be other

supreme Buddhas equal to himself in the matter of Enlighten-

ment L~.9-m12g9hiJ, yet that in one and the same world system

[loka-p.hatu], there should arise two Arhants Buddhas Supreme,

the one neither before nor after the other: - that is

impossible and unprecedented. That cannot be."

The embellishments of the 'birth' of a Buddha are

highly significant in reflecting the status and nature of

the Buddha in his relationship to other beings (human and

non-human) in the Buddhist 'spiritual' milieu. The BUddha's

'birth' is made to appear as a benefit to both devas and

men alike, the former being partlcularly involved in the

event. The events of the Buddha's birth (~ BUddha's

'birth') are presented in the Digha and Majjhima accounts

alluded to above as follows:
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A) The Buddha's Last Birth

The bodhisatta remains in the "Tusita group" (Tusita ka.ya),

the "Heaven of Delight" until it is time for his final birth

(DN. II, 12). The Maj,jhima account (MN.III, 119) adds, that

the Bodhisatta remains in the "Tusita group for as long

as his life-span [yavata.yuga.] lasted," a.nd that both there

and in the bodhisatta's 'descent' into his mother's womb,

h " . df 1 0. 1 1 . [t .-] ,,6e was ml.n 1,1 an c. ear. y conSClOUS sa. ? .~a.mpa,~o .

6'I'us:l.ta (Tusj.ta ka.;ya) refers to the fourth deva loka
(of whtch there are six) of the l{'a.ma dha.tu. See eog. DN.I,
215; DN.III, 259. Louis de la Vallee Poussin, in a.n art:l.cle
based primarily on the Sanskrit Abhidharma Kosa of Va.subandu,
"Cosmogony and' Cosmology(Buddhist)" ERE, Vol:'4'; p .134, has
the following entry, "The abode of the tusitas, 'satisfied'
or 'blissfulj' the residence of a future Buddha before hi-s
last existence; king, samtusita [e.g. see DN.III, 219J;
length of life, ~·OOO years j hetght 1 kr~a. I'

The figure 4000 refers to the fact that to those
found in this ahode one day is equivalent to four hundred
human years and that there are 4000 such days for those in
the ,~u_sita. ~aya. See Al ica Matsunaga, .!3~dq.hist _~hi losoph;y
of ~ssimilation, p. 52. The reference to height as 1 krosa.:.
refers to the physical height of those in the ,!;ustta group,
thus the devas are usually of a grea.ter stature than men.
See, regardi~g the krosa, William McGovern, A Manual of
Buddhist PhilOSOP!!y-:-pp-:-42-43. For further information see
McGovern, pp.66, 77; Lou1s de la Vallee Poussin, trans.,
L'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, troisteme chapitre, pp.l,
164, 166. For spec tfic ;'e'ference s to the Palt TipiJa.ka,
see Malalasekera, DICT PPN, pp.l033-1034.

It should be noted that the development or elaboration
of these cosmological notions are most likely a later develop
ment in ThJddhism for we are given in a number of places in
the Pal!:.. Sutta~, e. f';. the B~3l).ma..:.-.J8l8~ Sutta. (UN. I.. 1) defi.n i te
statement f" again st such specula.tion. See also Loui s de 13
Vallee PouBsl.n. "Cosmo~ony and Cosmology (BUddhist)" ERE,
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B) Entering his mother's womb

Wh.en the bodhisatta enters his mother's womb, we are g;iven

the following account (Roth the Df.c;h~ (DN.II, 12) and !YI.iliJ..him~

(MN.JII, 1?0) concur in the P~ili):

When ... the Bodhisatta, having descended from the Tusita group,
entered his mother's womb, then an illimitable glorious radiance
[a2l?.?..mJ3.no ulero obha.so], surpassing even the deva-ma.jesty of
de_val?_, appeared 1n the world with its d~va~, its Ma.ras, its
Brahmas, among the generations with recluses and brahmans,
devas and men. And even in those spaces between the worlds
()OJ5'2:!!_ta:rik_~J, gloomy r §!:gh~J, base less [.9~'3._~!!1~~_~J regions of
blackness plunged in blackness, where the moon and the sun,
powerful a.nd ma,jestic though they are.l cannot make thelr light
[a.bha.ya nanubhont~J prevaj.l - even there there appeared the
illimitable glorious radiance, surpassing even the deva-majesty
of devas. And those beings who had uprisen there recognized
one another by means of this radiance, and they thought:
"Indeed there are other beings who are uprising here." And
this ten-thousand-world-system quaked, trembled and shook,
and there the 1l1imitab1e glorious radiance surpassing even
the deva-majesty of devaE_ (MN. III, 120).

The most distinctive feature of this passage is the

constant allusion to light Cgbh_as~J, an image which here, as

elsewhere in the R'J_~.!c.-?--.Y_?:.~_, affirms the lmportance of events

connected with the Buddha or accompanies various achievements

An analysls of the function

•._--_._.- ...._._._-------- ---

Vol. 4, pp .129-130; and "Agnost i.e ism (Buddhist L" ERE, Vol. 1,
p.22l.

Also of note 1.s the phrase in the Maj jh1.ma. account,
"for as long as his 11fe span [;yavata.yuga] lasted," implying
that those in the deva lokas were subject to kamma. The
DIp;ha account says the sa.me"when i.t d(~clares,~nt·:i.l lt i.s
t1.me for his f1.nal birth."
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played by 1I 11ght ll is a study unto itself J so that we must

restrict ourselves here to only those aspects whlch directly

concern us. 7

The passage clted above also alludes to the fact

that BUddha's lIillimitable glorious radiance" surpasses

the IIdeva-majesty of devas. 1I Since the devas are often

described in the suttas in terms of light (e.g. DN.II J 209,

225.: MN.III. l47 J 192) - the term deva literally means lito

shine" (see PTS DIeT, p.329) - the fact that Buddha surpasses

the devas and brahmas in llradiance ll reveals his status over

them, at least in this instance.

(DN.II J 221) we learn that IIthose gods ... who had been

recently reborn in the hosts of the Thirty-Three because

they had l~ed the hlgher 11fe under the Exalted One, they

outshine [atir_C?2ati] the other gods in appearance and in

glory. II Whether those who were reborn 1n the deva-lokas were

7For an overall picture of the importance of II l ight II
as a 'religious ' symbol, see J. Gonda J The Vision of the
Vedic Poets J pp.266-275; Mircea Eliade, The Two and The One.
pp .19":78. and IISpir1t J Light a.nd Seed J II !:!J.sto~y of Reltgi~C?-~i,
Vol, II J No.1, August 1971, pp. 1-30. In connection with the
Pa.ll term lI obha.sa ll see LB. Horner, MLS, lIT, xx1-xxlii,
p.202, fn.l~·-··-Horner makes the po:int (p.202 .. fn.l), "Obha.sa
is a difficult word for a translator and its meaning or
meanings, for these seem to vary from context to context,
need further investigation. II The PTS DICT, p.169 has for
01?J:2§.:-.1?.§:', "(from 2bl1a.s~tj) shine, splendor, light J lustre,
effUlgence; appearance. In clairvoyant language also lI aura .1I
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In the

':i.dealtzed' framework of the Pali §ll~tas_, Nibbana 1s the

'real' aim for a bhikkhu or bhikkuni.

In the Agganfia Sutta.:. (DN.III, 85) we have an

elaborate description by the Buddha of the genesis of

mankind. The most significant point is that the "descent"

from the llWorld of Rad iance" (DN. III, 85) is the taking on

of solidity (DN.III, 85-86), "Then those beings began to

feast on the savoury earth, breaking off lumps of it with

their hands. And from the doing thereof the self-luminance

[sya.!!!.-psbhaJ of these bei.ngs faded away, the moon and the

sun became man1fest" (see also DN.III, 28).

Since Buddhist cosmology sees the sun as a stage

1n con,junction with the decline/descent of those from the

"World of Radiance," the attribution of Buddha with a "light ll

greater than the sun's ("And even in those spaces between

the worlds ... where the moon and sun cannot make their

light prevail - even there appeared the illimitable glorious

d · ")ra lance, describes the a.dvent of Buddha as a descent

it t f ". t"w. hou loss 0 llgh.

We also find th['oughout the Pall. .9.J:1t!:as numerous

epithetic statements (often metaphorical) which describe

Buddha as a bringer of 'light' to the 'world,' "It is wonder-
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It 1s as

if good Gotama; one m1ght set upright what had been upset;

or might disclose what was covered, or might point out the

wa.y to one who had gone astray, or might bring an oil lamp

[t~la-pa.Ljota] into darkness so that those with vision might

see material shapes - even so is dh.?-mma made clear in many

a. ftgure by the good Gotama" (DN.I, 110, 125; 176j DN.II,

41j MN.I, 184, 290).8

In conclusion, we should also reiterate that a con-

nection exists between the Buddha's complexion and "light"

(see p.50 of this study). In addition, one of the Thirty-

Two marks of the Buddha is the gold-colour of his skin (see

DN.III, 143 - 11suvanna-vanno").9

SIn addition, there are statements on "light" connec
ted with success tn the Buddhist Dhamma.. Thus in the Maha
padana. Sutta (DN.II, 33, 35) we find the following said----c;r
Vipass"i~;;Bodhisat; just before he becomes a Buddha:

IIComing to be, coming to be!" - at that thought, brethren
there arose to Vipassi the Bodhisat a vision into things not
called before to mind, and knowledge arose, a reason arose,
wisdom arose, light [Aloka] arose ...

"Ceasing to be, ceasing to belli - at that thought, brethren,
there arose to Vipassi; the Bodhisat a vision into things not
called before to mind and knowledge arose, wisdom arose,
light [~.101:<2.] arose.

In the Dvedhavitakkasutta (MN.I; 117) Buddha says (see also
MN.I, 249):

Th1.s; monks, was the third knowledge attained by me in the
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We are still left with the problem of how to differ-

entiate between the various Pali terms which we, followtng

the English language translations of the suttas (and the PTS

DIeT) have translated as "light". This understanding must

be left in abeyance because it is beyond the scope of our

study and the treatment to which we have put the examples

in which these terms occur.

last watch of the night; ignorance was dispelled, knowledge
arose, darkness was dispelled, light [alOka] arose, even as
I abided diligent, ardent, self-resolute.

The connection between "light" and "vision" is, as
suggested by these passages, highly significant, for it is
"light ll which makes possible "vision." Thus Buddha's "light"
allows those beings who have uprisen in "those spaces between
the worlds, gloomy, baseless regions of blackness" (DN.II,
12; MN. III, 120), to see each other. On another level,
"vision" and 1I 1 ight" combine to bring 'sight' ('insight')
into things not 'seen' before. The subject of 'vision'
like 'light' is highly complex and a study unto itself.
See e.g . •T. Gonda, The Vision of the Vedic Poets, PP.302-317;
Mrs. C.A.F. Rhys Davids, IISee ing things as they-really are,"
BUddidsm, Vol. I, No.3, March 1904, pp.377-392.

9For further remarks see Andre Ba.reau, "The Superhuman
Personality of Buddha and its symbolism in the !:'!£lh~~.rininirva.na

sutra of the Dharmaguptaka, II Myths and Symbols, Studies in
Honour of Mircea Eliade, pp.12-13. Note BareaJl'S comments" -. - -on p.19, The Maha.pa.rlnirvanasutra of the Dharmagupta thus
reveals a rather extensive ~once.ption of Buddha whi~h a.ll the
fj rst disc iples could havp formed of him. Let us state
immediately that it does not differ essentially from those
which one C01Jld draw from the study of the five other versions
of the sa.me work."
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Returntng to the Di.gha and Ma,jjhtma accounts of

Buddha's 'hirth,' we will now examine:

"When ... the Bodhisatta is entering h.is mother's womb, four

devas [devaputta J a.pproach so as to guard the four quarters,

saying: 'Do not let a human being or a. non-human being

[amanussaJ - whatever annoy the Bodhlsatta or the Bodhisatta's

" ( ) 10mother' MN.III,120 = DN.II, 12 .

The fact tha.t the Buddha, as the Bodhisatta enterln~

his mother's womb, has the protection of the devas is sig-

nificant in establishinR; his importance among them, as well
- .._----- ._--_.._.-~-_.__._-----_._--_.._----_._..._--_.__._-_._--

10The PTS DICT, p.73, has the following entry for
amanussa:"[a + m~.nussaJ a being which is not human, a fairy,
demon, ghost, spir1t, yak_~.!:!a." For a more comprehensive
listing of its occurrence see A Critical Pali Dictionary,
p.392.

The siR;nificant point about the amanussa is that
he/she/it may be good or evil. Thus in-the passage above,
the gevaputt..§.. guard the bodhisatta from being harmed. We
find a similar 'evil' use of amanussa in the Sonadanda
Sutta (DN. r., 116) , "Truly, s1rs:-i~-Whatsoevervillage or
town -the Samana Gotama stays, there the non-humans [.?mar:!-ussaJ
do the humans no harm."

Regarding "evil spirits" see Patilal N. Mehta, Pre
BuddQ.ist-.-1.ndia, PP.323-325. Mehta's sources are based
mainly on the }a:.t~kas but much of the information therein
applies equally to the period we are discussing.
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In addition, the fact that Buddha later

becomes a means of protecting oneself from 'evil forces'

(e.g. see fn.lO) shows his 'power' over such evil forces,

a power which benefits all those within the BUddha's

'proximity,' or - by implication - those following his Way.

D) The BUddha's Mother

The mother of the Bodhisatta also receives special attention

in the suttas by virtue of the fact of her association with

the Bodhisatta:

When ... the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, the
BOdhisatta's mother is virtuous through her own nature,
restrained from onslaught on creatures, restrained from
taking what has not been given, restrained from wrong
enjoyment of pleasures of the sense, restrained from lying
speech, restrained from occasions of slothfulness resulting
from idrinking) strong intoxicants (MN. III, 120 = DN. II,
12) .1

When ... the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, no
desire connected with the strands of sensual pleasures arises
in the BOdhisatta's mother towards men, and the Bodhlsatta's
mother is not to be transgressed against by any man of
infatuated thoughts (MN. III, 121 = DN. II I 13).

When ... the Bodhisatta is entering his mother's womb, no
ailment whatever arises in the BOdhisatta's mother, the
BOdhisatta's mother is at ease, her body not tired; and
within her womb the Bodhisatta's mother sees the Bodhisatta,

IlThe mother is described in following certain silas.
(the so-called panca-slla).l all of which are upheld as the
proper code of morality for upa.sakas and ~pa.slkas. See DN
II, 174; DN.III, 62. Also B.G. Gokhale, Buddhlflm and Asoka,
p. 30; N. Dutt. JlPlace of Laity in Early Buddhism:-Jl-· IH-Q"; 1945 ~

p. 176. For reference to the pa.nca-sIla in the Pal i !!ik~.:yaI2.1
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complete in all his limbs, his sense-organs perfect
[abhinindriya] (MN.III, 121 = DN.II, 13).12

... the Bodhisatta's mother dles seven da.ys after the
Bodhisatta is born and arises in the !ysita group Tusita
J\a.;ya •

While ... other women carry the child in their womb for
nine or ten months before they give birth, the BOdhisatta's
mother does not give birth to the Bodhisatta in this way.
The Bodhisatta's mother carries the Bodhisatta in her womb
for exactly ten months before she gives birth.

While ... other women give birth sitting or lying down,
the Bodhisatta's mother does not give birth to the Bodhisatta
in this way: the Bodhisatta's mother gives birth to the
Bodhisatta while she is standing (MN.III, 122 = DN.II, 14).13

.!tl_ The Birth

When ... the Bodhisatta is issuing from his mother's womb,
de~a ~. receive him flrst, men after\imrds.

When ... the Bodhisatta is issuing from his mother's womb,
the Bodhisatta does not at once touch the earth; the four
devas having received him, place him in front of his mother,
saying: "Re joice, la.dy, mighty ttl. the son that is born to
you" (l\m.III, 122 = DN.II, l)~·).-·

see PTS DIeT, pp.7l2-713. E.J. Thomas, H1story of Buqdhist
Thgugh.t, p. 4L~, makes the point, liThe formulation of the moral
training in the 1!k0..~. is no doubt a. scholastic prodnction."

12See T.W. and e.A.F. Rhys Da.vids, DB, Part II, p.IO,
fn .1.

l3 A1l the events in section "D" above depict the
uniqueness of a Buddha's 'birth' and of the Buddha himself.
The 'birth story' attempts to retain some semblance of
commonly held 'reality' by actually usin~ eJe~pnts of the
birth process. The fact that the Bodhisatta's mother dies
seven days after the blrth is perhaps a reward for her unique
function, for she is reborn in the Tu~ita ~.

14The fact that it is the devas who receive the Buddha
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When ... the Bodhisatta is issuing from his mother's womb,
he issues quite stainless, undefiled by watery matter,
undefiled by mucus, undefiled by blood, undefiled by any
impurity, pure and unstained (MN.III, 122-123, DN. II, 14).

When ... the Bodhisatta is issuing from hi.s mother's womb;
two streams of water appear from the sky, the one cool, the
other warm, wherewlth they perform a water libation for the. . _ 15Bodh1satta and his mother (MN.III, 123 - DN.II, 15).
_._..__.._------_.._---_._----_. _.__.._---_._-_ .._-----

first, once again enhances the position of the Buddha,
implying he is Q.~v~-like, jf not more exalted than the .de'yas.
The latter position is often maintained in the suttas; see
the events connected with the following: DN.I, 222j DN.III,
135j MN.I, 85 and MN.I, 330.

l5Supernatural events such as those alluded to in
the verses a.bove are found 1nterspersed throughout the Pali
Suttas, and indicate the concern of the universe 1n the
events of Buddha.' s 1t.fe. Thu s, for example, at the close
of the Brahmaja.la Sutta (DN. I, 46) we find the following:

Thus spake the Blessed One, and glad at heart the brethren
exalted his words. And on the delivery of th1s discourse
the thousandfold world system shook.

The Maha.parinlbpa~Qa §~Jtta~ is also replete with
these supernatural happenlngs. When Buddha rejects (DN.II,
106), "the rest of his natural term of life [ayu.-samkha.ra.m
ossaji] ... there arose a mighty earthquake, awful and
terrib Ie., and the thunders of heaven burst forth." When
the time comes for Buddha's 'death' we have the following
description (DN.II., 137-138):

Now at that time the twin S~la trees were all one mass of
bloom with flowers out of season; and allover the body of
the Tathagata these dropped and sprinkled and scattered
themselves, out of reverence for the successor of the Buddhas
of old. And heavenly Manda.rava flowers, too, and heavenly
sa.ndalwood powder came fa1li.ng from the sky ... And heavenly
music was sounded in the sky ... And heavenly songs came
wafted from the skies.

At the time of the Buddha.' s 'death' (DN. II, 156),
there 1s a. "mighty earthquake, terri.ble and awe-inspiring:
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The moment ... the Bodhisatta has come to birth, standing
on even feet and facing north, he takes seven strides, and
while a white sunshade is being held over him he scans all
the quarters and utters as with the voice of a bull: "I am
chief in the world, I am best in the world, I am eldest in
the world. This is the last birth, there is not now again
becoming t (MN. III, 123 DN. II, 15) .16 -

___. u_. _

and the thunders of heaven burst forth." When the Mallas
of Kusinara try to lift the body of the Buddha they are
unable to do so because the "spirits II (dey'a~) want the body
removed in a certain manner and the Mallas must give in to
them (DN. II, 160). The fact that the Mallas are forced to
give in to the devas is significant in revealing the power
which the devas had over the ordinary man.

When the time comes to light the funeral pyre, it
cannot be lit until Kassapa appears and then it catches fire
by itself (DN.II, 163-164). Finally, when the Buddha's
body was burnt and only the bones remained, IIthere burst
forth streams of water from the storehouse of the waters
[beneath the earth], a.nd extinguished the funeral pyre of
the Exalted Oneil (DN.II, 164; see also DN.II, 171-172).

16For an interesting account of this passage see
Mircea. E1iade, Myths, Dreams a.nd Mysteries, 9P.ll0-115.
Elta.de says of the Budd.ha I sbirth-( p-:--iiiT=-' "What the myth
of his nativity expresses with perfect precision, is that
as soon as the Buddha. is born he transcends the cosmos and
abolishes space and time (he becomes th.e IIhighest ll and the
"oldest ll in the world). II Ellade regards the seven steps
(p.1J2) as IIBuodha l s passing through the seven heavens to
attain the I hip;hest point I. 11 When Buddh.a attains the summit
of the cosmos, he (p.114) IIbecomes contemporary with the
commencement of the world. II

See also T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys DavidR, DB. Part II.
p.12, fn. 2.

Further, see A. Foucher, 'rhe Life of the Buddha,
pp. 35 - 36. Foucher IS comme nt s on'--th~--seve~-'-:~tep s-ar~'b8 sed
on the account in the LaJitavtstara.
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Both the Dip,ha and l:"a j ,jl'!_ima~ (DN. II, 15 = MN. III,

123-1?4) accounts then repeat the four passages with which

we open section (E) above.

The Thirty-Two Marks of a Great Man
----- (Mahapurisa1akkh~nani)----

There are a number of instances in the suttas of the

DIgha and Maj jhi'!!.~ Nj:~ay:a~ where we have reference to the

- - - 17
Mahapur1sa1akkh.?Jn.9.ni and the only two possible careers

-------_..__ ..._---

17The Mahaouris~:I.§~kha.n.~iniare as follows (DN. II,
17-19) :

(1. )
(2)

(3 )
(4)
(5)
(6)
( 7)
(8)
(9)

(IO)
(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)

(15)
(16)
( JJ)
(18)
(19)

... feet with level tread.

... on the soles of the feet wheels appear with
a thousand spokes, with tyre and hub~ in every way
complete .
... projecting heels,3 4
He is long in fingers and long 1n the toes,
S~ft and tender in ha?ds and fe~t,

Wlth hands and f~et llke a net.- 6
His angles are llke rounded shells;
His legs are like an antelope ' s. 7
Standing and without bending he can touch and rub
his knees with either hand.
H1s male or~ans are concealed in a sheath.
His complexion is like bronze, the colour of gold.
His skin i.s ~o delicately smooth that n~ dust cleaves
to his body.d
The down on it grows in single hairs, one to each pore.
The sma.ll hairs on hi.s body turn u rwmrd. every hair
of it, blue-bla.ck in colour J.ike eye-oalnt, in little
curling rjngs.t~ the rlgh~. I
... a frame dJVlnely stral~ht.... ?
He has the seven convex surfaces.-
The front half of his body is like a lion4s.3
There is no furrow between his shoulders.
His proportions have the symmetry of the banyan tree::>:-
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Thus we read in

the ~a~~.p.9-dan.9..:. Sutta.: (DN. II, 16) the following statement by

the brahmaQ-_~. soothsayer (nemitta-brahma\:la) regarding the birth

_._----------_._-----

(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25 )
(26 )
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
(31)

(32)

The length of his body is equal to the compass of his
arms, and the compass of his arms is equal to his
height. 6
His bust is well rounded.
His taste is supremely acute. 7
H · . . - J' I 8lS ,Jaw ].s as a _.lon s
He has forty teeth. 9
Regular teeth.
Continuous,
The eye-teeth are very lustrous
His tongue is very long (see DN.I, 131)
He has a divine voice like the karavlka-birds. l

His eyes are intensely blue,2
He has the eyelashes of a cow. 3
Between the eyebrows appears a hairy mole, white atiJld
soft like cotton down.
His head is like a royal turban. 4

For references to the footnotes, taken mostly from
the Digha commentary, see T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Da.vids, DB.
Part II, pp .14-16. See also the account in the ~rah~u~~~_~_~:
(MN.II, 135+) and the fn. references in LB. Horner, MLS, II,
pp.320-322., as well as E.J. Thomas, The._Lif~----2.K Budgh~, pp. 220
223.

It is worth commenting on the entry to footnote 9
associated with No.(23) above (see p.l5 in DB, IlL " ... The
Great Man at a more adult stage has eight more than the normal
thirty-two. How the learned brahmins saw these sj_gns in the
babe is not explained. 1I The question is a strange one to
ask in the liq;ht of the legendary account of the marks in
general. One possible way to answer it would be to refer
to an earlier remark in the sutta (DN.II, 13) that the
Bodhisatta was 'born' IIcomplete in the endowment of all his
limbs and ·organs. II Certainly if the Bodhisatta can decla.re
on his 'birth' (DN.I, 15), "ChJ_ef am I 1n the lJ\1orld, Eldest
am I In the world,1I we have no difficulty 1n assumlng him to
have all forty teeth. There is also the possibility that
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of Vlpassl:

Rejoice, lord, for one of the Mighty Ones is born thy
Fortune Is thine, my lord, good fortune is thine that
family such a son has come to birth! For this babe,

._---------------------

,18son.
in thy
my lord,

the account of the Mah.§2EF.) salakkhana,ni was originally not
applied to the Buddha as a 'ch11d' but to him as the adult
and only later was it applied to him as 1.n the story of his
birth in the Maha,pada,na Sutt~. However, the nature of the
marks as a predictlonary device would tend to work against
the above view, because nowhere are we told that they are only
present in the adult but rather must be there from the very
beginning. For some of the difficulties connected with the
thirty-two marks, see I.B. Horner, MLS, II, pp.320, fn.4, 321,
fn.2. Also, Alex Wayman, "Contributions Regarding the Thirty-Two
Characteristics of the Great Person," Sino-Indian Stud1es
Liebenthal Festschr1.ft, Vol.V, Parts 3 and~May 195-':;-,-p·p.
243-260. It 1s interesti.. ng to note the followlng remark in
a footnote of Wayman's paper (p.258, fn.57):

This relation between the laksanas and Dharma may help clarify
the fact, pointed out by Paul Demleville, Le concile de Lahasa,
(Parts, 1952), I, 116, fn., that among authors-whokne;--oF'-
only two bodies of the Buddha (L e. r~p'§:.-ka,x.§: and ,9,harmakaya),
the Dharmakaya is sometimes attributed to laksana and anvycfr1.iana.
But the fUll--fledged Mahaya,na, whlch assigned the characterls
tics to the Sambhagak~ya, also specialized the meanings of
dharma.

We have seen in the previous chapter of thts paper
that there is good reason to assume the 'trend' if not case
of a two body system in regard to the Buddha; this also might
glve credence to the case suggested above that only those
1.ndividuals with some 'religious' tradning would be able to
detect the lakkh~n~ni whlch is somehow connected with the
dhamm~!<"aya. Thu:" for example. in the ~.£:!:Q.a.:padanB:.§utt~_account.
even though kinr:; Bandhuman sees the child before sending for
the brahmin soothsayers, it is they who declare that the child
is 'marked. 1 This 1s not to imply that the king may not have
f?een the 'marker and only then asked for the brahmin soothsayers.
espec:ially since such soothsaying waB very much a Dart. and
still is, of the Indian tradition. Rather, the textual treat
ment seems to suggest that such non-knowledge, or non-ability,
to detect the )~]£liha.!]li'.0_:h. may have been the result of lack of
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is endowed with the thirty-two marks of the Great Man
[i'Ial'!.~B...llrisatak~J}ananiJj and to one so endowed two careers
lie open, and none other. If he lives the life of the
House, he becomes Lord of the Wheel L~~·kka-vattiJ, a righteous
[dhammt ko ] Lord of the Right [dhamma-ra..1~l, a ruler of the
four quarters, conqueror guardian of the people's good, owner
of the Seven Treasures [satta ratanaJ. His do these seven
treasures become, to wit, the Wheel treasure, the Elephant
treasure, the Horse treasure, the Gem treasure, the Woman
._--_._.--------_.__._--------

proper training. In this regard, it is also worth noting
that Bandhuman r§jg is never able to accept one pole of the
bra.hmana's 'prediction' (i.e. the Buddha pole) but attempts
~-,---.-

to keep the 'child' at 'home; , hoping h~ will become the
cakkavattin (DN. II, 23) and thus continue in the Khattya
tradition of his father, lIWe must not have Vipassi declininf!,
to rule. We must not have him going forth from the House
into the Homeless state. We must not let what the brahmin

~-----_._-~

_[3oo~h}?ayers spoke of come true."

Finally, it should be added that a case is often
presented that (see Wayman article above) p.246) as Senant
sa.ys, "the Buddhist Maha.purusa, a. Buddha or a cakravartin,
is essentially the Purusa Narayana of mythology and mysticism."
Regardinf!, this comment, which is beyond the scope of this
paper, see D.C. Sircar, S~ud~es ~_the .Religious Life of
Ancient and Medieval India, 1971, p.37.

18The openj.ng of this quotation runs in Pali as
follows, "Attamano cleva hohi, make~~kkho te deva putto uppanno."
What is particularly worthy of noti.ce is that the king is
referred to by the epithet, lIdeva." The PTS DICT, p.329,
has the following brief entry~'. king, usually in voc.
[vocative] deva, kingl"

A list of occurrences then follows; however the list,
like many in the PTS DICT, is scanty (e.g. the present example
not being listed), so that the only other reference in the
suttas is to .Anguttara II, 5'7. F .D. Woodward, GS, Vol II,
p.67, fn.l, states about this Anguttara passage, "These terms
[sleva, devi] are of course honorific terms, and are titles
given to a king and queen."

A look at the entry under "deva ll in the PTS DICT,
PP.329-330, reveals that the general significance of the term
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treasure, the Steward treasure, the Eldest Son treasure
making seven .19 More than a thousand son will be his, heroes,
vigorous of frame, crackers of the hosts of the enemy. He,
when he has conquered this earth to its ocean bourtds, is
established not by the scourge, not by the sword, but by
righteousness rdl:l.9-m_men~J. But if such a boy go forth from
the life of the House into the Homeless state, he becomes an
Arhant, a. Buddha Supreme, rolli,ng back the veil from the
world [J2ke_ vivatta.c_~a.dqQ.].

"deva" is "divine" and, though it sometimes applies to
"subordinate deties, II is generally a "title attributed to
any superhuman being or beings regarded to be in certain
respects above the human level ... Always implying also a
kinship and continuity of life with humanity a.nd other
beings; all devas have been man and may again become men."
We will have more to say about devas in the next chapter;
what we imply here is that the king is often regarded in
Buddhism as a 'special' type of indivldual. For an inter
esting problem connected with King Asoka and devas see J.
Filliozat" "Devas of Asoka, IJ Studies in Asokan Inscriptions,
pp. 35-55. On p. 34 of .his study, Fillioza.t draws our . --
attention to a passage in the Maha.govinda Sutta (DN.II, 250),
"And whether he arrived at village or town orclty, there he
became as a kin3 to kings, as Brahm~ to brahmins, as a deity
to commons =householders, gahapati, esee DN. II, 248 ltlhere
the Rhys Davids use the English word householdersJ.

Filliozat adds to the quotation from the ~~ap':>.2_Y.:Jnda

Sutta, " or as the Mahavastu says in the correspondinr:
pa~sage (III, 223), -Kin~ a-i'-the Kinp;dom, a god ~mong the
masters of house. Bra.hrria for the Brahmins. This is of
course a. figure of speech but it proves that the ideas of
gods sojournin~ among men was strongly established in the
. . t· "Imaglna. lone

What Filliozat could also have added was that Buddha
was thi s Maha go'l; nda in a former life (DN. II, 251).

'19 .. For elaboratJ.ons on the sutta-ratana see the
Maha.sudassana. Sutta (DN. II, 169) a.n(itheB~'iaPandjta. Sutta
TMJ'(III~---i72);--:s~e-also Ambattha Sutta (D-N. T, 88) ;-Brahmay-a
Sutta (MN. II, 13L~). _._,---,--_. ---_., _h •••·hH ,
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bra.hmana) who is responsible for making the 'pred5cti.on' on
'--'---0'-

the future of the child VlpassI (DN.I, 16).

._-----------------_._._---_.
Hovvever, Buddha

and in the Balapandi ta Suttas (MN. III. 172) in aadit ion to
the Seven Trea8u';:;'es-'-als;--;ention the "four efficac ie s"
(catu-iddhi). The four iddhi.s are summarized in the PTS
D~ p.120 (under "l.9.:S!h:ilf ) as---follows: "1. Pre-Buddhistic;
the Iddhi of a layman. The four Iddhis of a king are
personal beauty, long life, good health and populari.ty."

The Rhys Davids, DB, Part II, p.208, fn.2, maintain,
"The Four Iddhis. Here again, as elsewhere, it will be
noticed that there :is nothing supernatural about these four
Iddhis. See the passage quoted above, Vol. I, p.272 foIL
[inDB', Part I]. They are merely attributes accompanying
or forming part of the majesty (iddhi) of the king of kings."
See also I.B. Horner, MLS, Vol. III, p.2l7, fn.3.

Returning to the satta-Fatna, it :is worth noting
some of the magical qualities connected with some of the
Treasures, e.g.:

(MN.III, 174): the Treasure of the Horse appears to the
Wheel rolling king; it is all white, w:i.th a head (as black
as) a craw's, a dark man, going through the sky by psychic
potency [iddhima.], a king of horses named Vala.ha ... the
Treasure of the ~Tewel appears to the wheel rolling king.
It is an emerald jewel, of purest water, well cut into eight
facets. And the light of ~hat Treasure of the Jewel, monk8,
is shed all round a yojama [see PTS DIeT, p. 559J. Once
upon a time, monks, the wheel-rolling king, in order to test
that very Treasure of the Jewel, arrayed the fourfold army,
raised aloft the jewel on the top of a standard and went out
into the dense darkness of the night. And, monks, the
villagers all around set about their daily work by its
effUlgence, thinking it to be day.

(MN. III, 175): . .. Treasure of the Hou sehoIder appears to
the wheel rolling king. As a result of kamma, he has dev_~

like vision by which he sees treasure whether it has an
owner or not .... 1 It is just here, homeholder, that I
ha.ve need of !Sold co ins and gold. 1 The n, monks, that
Treasure of the Homeholder, touching the water with both
his hands, drew up a jar fUIl of gold coins and gold.
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in the Brahmaja.la S~ta:. (DN. I, 8) says, rrWhereas some

recluses and Brahmans, while living on food provided by the

faithful are tricksters, droners out (of holy words for pay),

diviners [nemittaka], and exorcists, ever hungering to add

gain to gain - Gotama the recluse holds aloof from such

20
decept ion and patter. II

The suttas of the P.Igh~ and Maj jhi~~ mainta'in that

the thirty-two marks of the Great Man (~ha.purisa1akkhanani)

are part of the Bra.hmana tradition.. ,- In the Ambattha Sutta

(DN.I, 88) we read in the 'stereotyped' description of a

Bra.hmana:----.-
Now at that time a. young Bra.hman, an Ambattha, was a pupil
under Pokkharasadi the Bra.hman. And he was a repeater (of
the sacred words) knowing the mystic verses by heart, one
who had mastered the Three Vedas, with the indices, the
ritual, the phonology, and the exegeses (as a fourth), and
the legends as a fifth, learned in the idioms and the grammar,
versed in Loka.yata sophistry, and in the theory of the signs
on the body of a great man [italics are ours].

rr. W. Rhys Davids comments on the above, DB, Part I,

p.llO, fn.2, "The knowledge of these thirty-two marks of a

often-reClJrT'infT paragra.ph giving the points of Brahman l hlisdom

... No such list has been found, so far as T know, in those

portions of the pre-Buddhistic priestly literature that have

20For further references see DN. I, 9 and T. W. Rhys
Davids., DB, Part T, pp.1.6, fn.5; 17. fn.?
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survived ... Who will wri.te us a monograph (historical of

t:h A ~. I d' ?"amon[!, _,.e ryan ... ].n .n .1a.

As far as we are aware, no such historical monograph

has yet been written, which would lead one to conclude that

there are numerous difficulties involved. Most work done

on the Maha.purusalakkhanani refrain from dealing with the

k th I 1 t . th' . 21mar .s emse ves, or mere y men 10n em ln passlng.

The fact that the ~~uttas maintaiQ. the thirty-two

ma.rks of the great man to be part of the Bra.hmana tradition___r. ._p __

(a.gat..9.J makes the marks a criterion for others to judge the

BUddha's claim to enlightenment. It is of note that in

the ~lasutt§:. (MN.II, Sutta 92 = Sn.108) we find Sela the

--- --------

21 8ee , for example, Alex "'layman, "Contrlbutions
regarcting the Thirty-Two Characteristics of the Great Person,"
Sino-Indlan Studies Liebenthal Festschrift, ed. B. Kshittis-_... .. I'
Roy, Vol. V, Parts 3 a.nd 4, May 1957, pp. 242-260. Also Andre
Bareau, JIThe Superhuman Personality of Buddha and its Symbol
ism in the Ma.hapannlrvanasutra of the Dhammagupta, JI Myths_~~nd

Symbo~s, Stl~.9ie~J:.IJ __J:!.onour _QX_.J:'l}.r~ea.~.!.ade_, p.13; E ••T. Thomas,
Life of Buddha. pp.200-20l; A. Foucher, The Life of Buddha,
DP. 39-46 FOl~cher' s account there is ba'sed mainly on the
Lali tavistara.

For other references to
the Thirty-two marks of a great
tradition [a.gata] see DN.I, 88,
#92 = Sn. 10'7 .

the claim by Br~hmanas that-----.-
man are part of their
114, 120; MN.II, 134, Sutta
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brahmin saying, "The Lord is endowed with the thirty-two

marks of a Great Man in fUll, not partially, but yet I do

not know whether he is an Awakened One or not. All the

same, I have heard it said by aged brahmans f~ll of years,

teachers of teachers: 'When their own praises are being

spoken, those that are perfected ones, fully Self-awakened

Ones reveal the self [attanam pa.tukaronti]l II Sela then

praises (by acknowledging) the thirty-two marks of the

Buddha, but does not receive the Jrevealment of the self,'

because such a 'self' 1s shunned in the BUddha's teaching

(see LB. Horner, MLS, II, p.335, fn.4). Buddha convinces

Sela to have faith in him (SN.I09) and eventually wins Sela

over.

The attitude adopted to the Buddha in the example of

Sela seems to be a typical attitudp. of the young Brahman

(see also DN. I, 105-108, the case of Ambatthaj MN.II, 136

146, the case of Brahmayu NB. 144) who requires a little

more than the seeing of the thirty-two marks themselves.

What this 'tension' implies is diffiCUlt to say. Perhaps

the Jtension' reveals the difficulties which the redactors

of these suttas faced in dealing with the less historjcal

and more spectaCUlar aspects of the Buddha, and thus required

the Buddha (as depicted in the Buttas) to discourse to these
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brahmanas on some subject or other.
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The 'tension' may also

suggest a loss of orlgins, for the older bra.hmanas like.. -
Pokkharasadi have no trouble in accepting the thirty-two

marks as a 'sign' of the status of Buddha (compare DN.II,

89 with DN. II, 107) and thus such episodes in whi.ch a young

Brahmana has doubts is perhaps meant to reflect the degene-

ration of the Brahmana tradition, or the religious tradition.-
in general, or at least to imply that hereditary pra12marya-

hood is not in itself a sufficient criterion for the 'true'

PT8.hmaQa (see e. g. DN. I, 111 j MN. II, Sutta #98 = SN .122,

verse 650).

As has been pointed out, Buddha is presented in the

Brahmajala. Sutta as being against such practices as those

associated with diviners (nemittak~) so that the reluctance

of young !?ra.hmar:~~ to accept the Buddha merely on the basis

of the thirty-two marks may be an attempt to deal with a

situation in which diviners are, as in the Brahmajala Sutta,

looked down upon.

Since we do not have instances in the Digha-:. and

Maj jhim~ !'Til<:_~yas of individual s other than Brahmanas 'seeinrr;'
~._.._._.. _..- --.

the marks, we must aS~3'ume that RPeing them required some

type of 'training'in order to see them. 'I'h'llS the common

man could not 'see' them. Also, there is the case of the
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BUddha's tongue and his penis in a sheath which reouires

the BUddha's intervention in order that they should be

'seen' and this intervention is often, particularly in the

case of the latter, a 'psychic phenomenon' (see e.~. MN.II,

135- "Then the Lord contrived such a contrivance of psychic

power [id-'lbabl!iSa!T!ka.ra.rr~] that the brahman youth Uttara saw

that which the Lord had cloth-hid was sheath-cased." We

are tempted to think of the aforementioned event as not

really 'psychic' but as an attempt to deal with a situation

which would otherwise be difficult to handle, for people

are generally reluctant to reveal their private parts in

public. Indeed this is a possibility since almost all of

the remaining marks can be seen externally, by merely

observing the Buddha. However, 'psychic' events are part

of the very nature of meditational success, and we must

assume that their significance here ~lns deeper than can

be answered with a mere rationalization. In this regard

it is of note that tt i.s always the Buddha who 'senses' or

'reads the mind' of those wishing to confirm the two marks

of the tongue and the penis in a sheath. Perhaps the

difficUlty in 'seeing' these two marks, in themselves

extraordinary, is used as a ploy by the Buddha to wtn

young Brahmanas over to his fllde .
.- _._-•.._--f!. ~--,
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As has already been stated, there is little to be made of

the particular 'marks' (lakkt:!-.?.n~.s) themselves until further

research is attempted in this area; in particUlar the

appearance of the lakkhanas in pre-Buddhistic materials

calls for exa.mination. What the thirty-two marks do

accomplish is to mark the Buddha off from the rest of

mankind by virtue of his 'perfect' outward appearance.

Buddha is yet much more than a 'perfect man,' as he is a.

Buddha. What is more, we can gain some appreciation of

the Buddh.a' s status by comparing him with hi s 'alter ego., '

the cakkay..<3.:tt In, 22 th.e "Wheel rolling King" (see 1. B.

Horner, MLS, Val.lI, p.217) or "Lord of the Wheel" (see

T. W. and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, DB, Part II, P .13) .

22The subject of the cakkavattin is capable of a
study unto itself, so that we will concern ourselves here
only with those aspects which are important to our study.
To quote Wijesekera, "The Cakkavatti and his Rig Vedic
Prototype," All India Oriental Conference Proceedings and
Transactions, 1955, p.238:

Several attempts have been made by western scholars to
ex plain the origin of this important concept. But no
agreement is found either as to the nature of the cakkavatti's
character or with regard to the symbolism of the cakka which
1s the most characteristic of his seven precious possessions
or ~§..tta:.-rata.na. In fact, scholars have shown marked
diversity of opinion even as to the exact meaning of the
term 'cakka-vatti' (Skr. cakra-vC!:.:!::tinJ.

We may menti.on, in passing, that Wijesekera (p.241)
makes the point that "one cannot fail to note the striking
similarity of the ... achievements of Indra to the career
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The most significant thing about Buddha's relation

----_.--_.. _.

of the cakkravartin as found mainly in the Buddhj.st works. If

Wijesekera is led to conclude (p.242) and it is worth quoting
him in the entirety:

we may come to the conclusion that in the character of
Vedic Indra we have a distinct antecedent of at least one
aspect of the Cakkavatti's personality viz his aggressive
and conquering nature as an imperial monarch. It is true
that the Rgvedic Indra is a blustering, pugnacious adventurer
wlth morals of a specious character, and, the Cakkavatti of
the Buddhists is a mild and highly religious person who is
described as a righteous and moral ru ler (dh~.tl"!.rrl1_kq. dhammar~.:.J..~).
But, as Mrs. Rhys Davids has pertinently observed, the
Cakkavatti himself reflects a career of military aggression
however righteous the end of his conquests be. It may be
mentioned here that Indra himself appears in Buddhism as
.sakko devanamindo, dlvested of all his crude and primitive
traits, transformed into a isentle and amia.ble devotee of the
Buddha. Moreover, the importance of the ~heel in the
Cakkavatti's career is sufficiently exemplified in the cakra
which Indra wields against his foes in the Rgveda, and what
ever be the basic significance oP t.t, the marked similarity
to the ~_~)5:.~£!~-ratana cannot be lr;nored. But it must be
mentioned that a full explanation of the symbolism of the
cakka will be multiple and complex. It is necessary to
emphasize that even in the parallelisms suggested in this
pa.per, it has not been possible to refer to several other
aspect s of Indra' s ca..kra~ - such as its use as a whirl jn~
weapon or djscus - which need to be gone into fUlly before
a final jud~ment is passed.

Regard1nr; Indra in early Buddhism, see Charles
Gadage, liThe Place of Indra in Early Ruddhlsm,lI UCR, Vol. 3,
19LJS, DP. l~ 1-72.

The important distinction between the Buddha and the
Cakkava.tt i.n j s that the former "holds sway over the ent ire
spiri tlJal world. II whi Ie the latter "is the ideal supreme
ruler of the secular world." See Walpola Rahula, !!.:!.::'?tc?}:y,:.
of Buddhism :in CeYlon, p.66. Also see H. <Jacobi, "Chakra
;a-rtin ~·if ERE'-.• -V;"l. 3, ·-column two. p. 336, "Wi.th the Buddhists
and the Jat.nas the Cakkravat1n represents the hlp;her tempora.l
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to the cakkavatti~ is that Buddha, in choosing the homeless

state (only two choices being open to hi~) is, from the

------_._-------- ,----_._----_.•._----.

power, just as the Buddha or Jina represents the highest
splritual power. 1I Indeed the suttas themselves seem to
bear out the distinction; note for example the following
rema.rk in the Balapancl:Jt_~__~13-t~.5!: (JVlN. III, 177):

Even so, monks, that happiness and joy that the wheel-rolling
king experiences from the seven Treasures and the four
efficacles, compared with deva-like happiness does not count,
it does not amount to an infinitesimal fraction (of it), it
cannot even be compared (With it).

Thus the Buddha seems to maintain that even rebirth
in the heaven world c.~"§'.£IT,a 1.ok.§: - see JVlN. III, 178) is
superior to that happiness derived from being a cakkavatti~.

Obviously, BUddha's interest goes beyond the ~amma.-bound

'world. '

It is worth notin~ the remarks of U.N. Ghoshol
(though based on the work of Przyluski), Studies in India~

History and CUlture, 2nd revised edition, 1965, p.35,
regarding the development of the cakkavattin concept in
later Buddhist literature:

The rise of the popular concept of Chakravarti,had a profound
repercussion upon the legend of the Buddha. Sakyamuni must
now appear to be equal or even superior to the le~enda.ry

kings. The aim of this legend was to show that Sakyamuni
in his anterior birth was a mighty Cha.kravartin king, and
that the humble village of Kusa, v.lhere he died was formerly
a capital-city more magnif1cent than the residence of the
greatest monarchs.

E.J. Thoma.s, The Life of Buddha, p.222, maintains
that these suttas which speak of the caJ5:kav..?-.!.~J:.Q. are amongst
the latest portions of the Canon. However, regarding the
"theory of a Great JVlan," Thomas (p.219) maintains that it
is "undoubtedly originally non-Buddh 1st.; II but he fails to
give us bJJs evidence.

For an instance of the cakkavattin in Indi an
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Buddhist point of view choosing the highest path. In

addition, the Buddha often receives the t~rpe of treatment

usually received by both kings and cakkavattins. The most

obvious examples are connected with the Buddha' s £...E!:£in~..!?_l2.a.na..

Thus in the Maha.parinibba.na. Sutta (DN.II, 142) we read:

The men, Ananda., worthy of a cairn [thupa], are four in
number. Which are the four?
'A Tath~gata an Able Awakened One, is worthy of a cairn.
One awakened for himself alone is worthy of a cairn [i.e.
a .~_accels..a.:.-BuddhaJ. A king of kings [r~tja C,?.:.kk~vattiQ.J is
worthy of a cairn.

-
In addition, at DN.II, 146, Ananda entreats the Buddha

not to "dle lf in the insignificant town of Kusina.ra.,. but

Buddha answers:

Say not so, inanda ... Long ago, Ananda there was a king, by
name Maha-Sudassana, a king of kings cakkavattin, a righteous
man who ruled ln righteousness [dhamma J,--i,ord of the fou~
quarters of the earth, conqueror and protector of hiLs people,
possessor of the seven royal treasures. This Kusin~r~,

Ananda was the royal city of King Maha.-Sudas sana .. . [see a1 so
the lVIaha.:. Sudassa!:1i?: ~Sutt..~ (DN, II, 169)J.

Also in thp Mahanarinibba.na (DN,II, 161) when the

question arises as to what to do WI th the remains of Buddha.,

inanda. flays, "As men troat the remains of a kj ng of ki.ngs so

- "... should they treat the remains of a Tathagata. It is

worth noting that it is Ananda who makes the statemont?3 and

SCUlpture (dated 200 B,C,) see T.N. Rama.chandran, "The Iden
tificati on of a Buddhist SCUlpture from Jaggayya.peta, It AU1_-=.
Ind i.~:_.9ri.~_~.~?J.. Co nJ:.~:r:'~.Q.c:;_~_..Rrc.?.-9~_~_d j~15.~ ...?:!.1s'L,,~!:.~Il~~·g_t ion s.' 193::3.
pp.763-772.

23 In this case it is Buddha who has earlier given
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then goes on to tell the Mallas of Kusin~r~ h~ the body should

Ananda the appropriate information (see DN.II, 141-142).
However, Ananda1s function in the suttas is particularly
interesting for he embodies a more 'popular' aspect of the
doctrine than do those other ~!:!:1:~l<:h~~ who are more easily
viewed as partaking in the 'restricted' and controlled path
that leads to Arhatship.

If one examines the place of Ananda in the Mah~

parinibbina Sutta, one finds that the questions he asks (or
has~"i")U-t-i-~his mouth) are more appropriate to the laity than
to the bhikkhu (at least as the bhikkhu is generally depicted
in the sut'tas)j thus. for exampl~-,i-t is with Ananda that the
question of the Buddha's prolongation of life arises (DN.II,
103). It is to Ananda that Buddha talks about the pleasant
ness of the various Cetiy§.~ (e.g. DN.II, 117). In addition,
it is with Ananda that Buddha works a magical fea.t of clearing
the turbid waters (DN.II, 129), to which Ananda replies, "How
wonderful, how marvellous is the great might and power of the
Tatha.gata! " (It is unusual for anyone other than the Buddha
to use the word Tatha.gataj see T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids,
DB, Part II, p.140, fn.l). Buddha also shares with Ananda
the information about when the "colour of the skin of a
Tathagata becomes clear and exceeding bright" (i.e. DN.II,
134). It is to Ananda that Buddha reveals the cause of his
~elling Upavana. to "stand aside," that is, "In great numbers,
Ananda, are the gods of the ten world-systems assembled
together to behold the Tath~gata. For twelve leagues, Ananda,
around the Sala Grove of the Mallas, the Upavattana of Kusinari
there is no spot in size even as the pricking of the point
of the tip of a hair which is not pervaded by p~werful spirits."
Also of significance is the fact that it is to Ananda that
Buddha reveals (DN.II, 140), "four places ... which the believ1.ng
clansman should visit with feelings of reverence." These
include (1) where the Buddha was born (2) where he attained
enlightenment (3) where "the kingdom of righteousness [was]
set on foot by the Tathagata" and (4) where the Buddha
atta.ined the 2.?!:in_ibE_~_na_.

~Ijle one may claim the central
is baspd solely nn the fact that he was
at the time of the I?_arinibba.n~_, thi s in
for his function in the MahanaY'inibbana

si~n1f1cance of ~nanda

the Buddha's attendant
itself cannot account
Sutta. If one attempts
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In addition, Ananrta maintains that just

as a thUpil j s erected for the remains of a klng of kings flO

should one be erected for the remains of the Buddha (DN.II,

142), "At the four crossroads a cairn [thi~.p~;J should be

----------_._----------_.-

to find a common denominator in the discussions between Buddha
and Ananda, one finds that it rests in an 'emotional' fra.me
wor~. All the qllestions, or facts revealed by the Buddha
to Ananda are concerned with those individuals who are still
caught up 1n the 'world' of samsara. Of course, one may
a.lso see the situation as a methodology on the part of the
redactors of the suttas to embody 'popUlar' aspirations by
providing Borne basis for a Buddha cUlt; indeed this is quite
likely. The suttas in instances like those above attempt
to wield a two edged sword by satisfying both lay and monkish
aspirations. In addition, Buddha does tell A.nanda (DN.II,
141), "Hinder not yourselves, A.nanda, by honouring the remains
of the Tath~gata. Be zealous, I beseech you, A.nanda in your
own behalf! Devote yourselves to your own good! Be earnest,
be zealous, be intent on your own good! There are wise men,
Ananda, among the nobles, among the brahmins, among the heads
of houses, who are firm believers in the Tath~gata; and they. . -"wlll do due honour to the remains of the Tathagata.

However the above goes unheeded by Ananda who immediately
asks, "But what should be done, Lord, with the remains of the
Ta.thagata?" And even more surprising Buddha proceeds to
a.nswer the question in detail. N.Dutt, "Popular Buddhism,"
IHQ, 1945, pp.250-251, maintains that the above statement by
the Buddha to A.nanda to devote himself to his own salvation
is suddenly put in because, "The interpolator, who put in the
directions for worshipping ceti:l.~~_ and ~tupaf2. and held out the
hope that by such worship one would be reborn in the heavens,
realized the inconsistency with the principles of the religion
and immediately corrected himself by adding the remark that
the advanced monks were not to occupy themselves with such

-1 IIworsh_p.

One must agree that the passage in question seems out
of place especially when the conversation 1s carried on as
if the Buddha's warning had never been uttered. The compositp.
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And whosoever shall there place

garlands or perfumes or paint, or make salutation there, or

become in its presence calm in heart - that shall long be to

them for a profit and a joy."

Also the Buddha and the cakkavattin both indicate

acceptance through silence (see e.g. DN.II, 180), both a.re

of ~h~.ttiy~ origins (DN. II, 172, DN. III, 64) and both have

our quotation above from the Mah~.pada.na Sutta (DN. II, 16)II
the epithet "righteous ll (dhamma) applied to them. Thus in

II

II

II

j

II

~I

we learn that the cakkavattln conquers the earth by "righteous-

ness" (dhamma) or as the Mahasudassana S~tta (DN.II, 169)

If -states, Long ago, Ananda, there was a king, by name Maha.-

Sudassana, a king of king~ a righteous man, who ruled in

. ht "rlg eousness.

In addition, in the same sutta (Maha Sudassana, DN.

)
- 24

II, 181 , a jataka-like account is given, :in which Vissakamma

builds for the king a palace called 'Righteousness' (lfDhammam")

as well as (DN.II, 184) a "Lotus-lake" also called Righteousness.

Buddha is called "2ham!!.!~ lord lf (e.g. MN.I, 111; MN.

ITI, 195), "whosp words are righteousness itself" (DN.I, 95,

------------_...

nature of the ~§:..haparin_tbb..§na Sutta is well attested to, see
e.g. T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davlds' remarks in DB, Part II, pp.
71-77; also G.C. Pande, SOB, pp.98-106. Pande (p.g8) titles
his section on DN.16, "A Veritable Mosaic." For further
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NB context), "King under ph.,,!mmaH (MN. III, 262), "g.h~mma.:.-

master" (MN. III, 153), "a Tatha.gata founds the sublime

kingdom of righteousness [anattaraf!.l_dh..§.!!!-f!l_~_Cali~9~l!lJ (DN. II,

108 - NB the English translation is not very close to the

- 25Pali.), and finally has even "become p'pamma." (MN. III, 195).

The significance of g.ham.ma for both the Buddha and

the cakkavattin cannot be overemphasized for both are

dependent upon dham!p.A. Thus in the Cakkavatti-Slhana.da

§~~!~ (DN.III, 61), King Strongtyre instructs his eldest

son in the IfAriyan duty of a sovran [SiC] of the world

[ariyam cakkavatti-vattanti]. 'f The basic ingredient is

"leaning on the Norm [Dh.E.lmma.J ... honouring, respecting

and revering it, doing homage to it, hallowing it, being

thyself a Norm-banner, a Norm-signal, having the Norm as thy

master. " The use of dhamma is thus as significant for the

Q.akk~~.§.~tin as for the Buddha, though the nature of the Dhamma

details on Ananda see Malalasekera, DICT PPN, pp.249-270.

24See T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids, DB, Part II, pp.
1.92-198. There the authors state (p. 192), "The same legend
recurs at the Mahe-Sudassana Jataka, No.95, in Mr. Fausboll's
edition ... the latter differs in several important particulars
from our Suttanta."

25Regarding "righteousness " (dhammaj dhamma cakka)
see U.N. Ghoshal, "Principle of the Kings Righ-teousness-(In
the pe.l i Canon and the Ja.taka commentary)" Gautama _BU9:,g_h~,
25th Centenary Vol., 1956, pp.196-204j and S. Tachibana,
The Ethics ofBudd~is~, pp.191-195.
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in each case is not strictly the same; the Dhamma of the

Buddha assumes and transcends the dhamma of the Cakkavattin

as ruler. 26

Both Buddha and the Cakkavattin are also described

as teachers, thus in the Mahasudassana Sutta (DN.II, 173;

see al so DN. III, 62) we read, "Then ... all the rival kings

in the region of the East came to the Great King of Glory

and said: - I Come, 0 m,ighty King! We lcome, 0 Mighty K:Lng!

All is thine, 0 Mighty King!

T h [ d JJ ,,27aeacer snusa a .

Do thou, 0 Mighty King. be

However. the status of the Cakkavattin is not

eqUivalent to that of a Buddha, a situation which in light

of the very nature of the texts is not surprising. The

suttas reveal the difference when in the account of King

Strongtyre (told by the Buddha) the king learns that he is

soon to die and then says (DN.II, 60). III have had my fill

of human pleasures; 'tis time to seek after divine joys.

Come, dear boy [the king's eldest son], take thou charge

over this earth bounded by the ocean. But T. shaving hair

26The term IIdhamm~" has always been a problem for
scholarship in the field of Indian studies, see e.g. PTS
DICT, pp.335-339. See also B.G. Gokhale, IIDhamma as a
Political Concept in Early Buddhism, II Journal of Indian
:t!.:~story, VoJ.,46, April 1968, pp.249-26~------------

27The term used for IIteacher" is a.nusas, implying
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and beard, and donning yellow robes will go forth from home

into the homeless state,lI

Buddha himself says in the Ba.lapandita Sutta (MN.

III, I Tn, IIThat happiness and ,joy that the wheel-rolling

ktng experiences from the seven Treasures and the four

efficacies, compared with deva-like happiness does not

count, it does not amount to an infinitesimal fraction (of

it) it cannot even be compared (With it).11

Thus though many of the Buddha's characteristics

may have originated in the legendary accounts of the kings"

it is in Buddha's 'nature' to surpass thpm, and the

C?kkAva~tl.Q., which perhaps best symbolizes these legendary

kinp;s to a Buddhist's consciousness.

j n their pre sentat ion of kings, other than the g.§J.(kavatt ill7

often depict the king as seeking out the advice of the

Buddha. praising him. etc. With this in mind we read the

following account (MN.II, 120):

Then King Pasenadi having entered the dweJling-place. having
inclined his head to the Lord's feet, kissed the Lord'S feet

advisinz, instructing. See PTS DICT .. p.h4. Note the
term usually used to describe Buddha. as "teacher" is !,attha.
Both terms however have the same root, s~s.
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on all sides with his mouth and stroked them on all sides
with his hands, and he made known his (own) name: "I. revered
sir, am King Pasenadi of Kosala; I, reverend sir, am King
Pasenad! of Kosala ... I, re~erend sir. see monks here faring
a perfectly ful£'111ed, perfectly purified Brahma-faring all
their lives long until their last breath. And outside this,
reverend sir, I behold no other Br~gma-faring so per£'ectly
fulfilled and perfectly purified. " __

Another notable example is that of King Avantiputta

of Madhura (MN. II, 84) who, after a discussion with Kacca.na

the Great on caste, asks Kacdina for refuge, "I am r;oing to

the reverend Kacc&na for refuge and to dhamma and to the

order of monks. May the revered Kacc&.na accept me as a lay-

disciple [~pasakamJgOing for refuge from today forth £'or as

long as ljfe lasts."
-

Kaccana replies (MN.II, 90):

But do not you, sire, go for refuge to me. You must go for
refuge only to that Lord to whom I have gone for refuge.
"But where, good Kacca.na is this Lord staying now, perfected
one, fUlly Self-awakened One?"
Sire, this Lord, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One, has
now attained final nibb&na [parinibhuto J. II

... But good Kaccana, since the Lord has attained final
Nibbana, we are going for refuge to that Lord who has attained
final nibba.na and to dhamma and to the Order of' monks. May
the revered K-acc&.na accept me as a lay disc 'Lp Ie. 29

----_..._---------- -----~--_..--_.

28Regardlng Kosala see the useful article by B.C. law.
"Buddha's Activities in Kasi-Kasala, " Journal of Indjan
History, Vol.34, 1950. pp.139-171. For other references in
the suttas of the Dlgha and Majjhima to Buddha's relationship
with kings. see e.g. DN.I. L~7. 85;-MN.II, 92 - case of Prince
Bodhi. Also of note is the claim by Buddha that he was King
Makhadeva. in a former life (MN. II. 82). However, a.s Ki.ng
Makhadeva (Buddha) tau'!;ht only the reaching of the Brahma-world.
See a.lso B.C. Law. Buddhistic Studies, "Some Ancient Indian
Kinp~s." pp. 185 -219. For kings in a --main ly India.n context.
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Thus we see that the fact that Buddha had attained

the parinibbana. had Idied,' did not imply that he was no

longer functioning in the Buddhist community. The Madhura

Sutta makes the point that refuge must be asked of the Buddha,

though Kaccana will decide whether or not to accept the king.

In this way, Buddha. remains very much a part of the Buddhist

Way, even if he is not physically there.

see A.L. Basham, "Ancient Indian Kingship, II Indica, Vol. I,
No.2, Sept. 1964, Op.119-l27.

290f note, though deleted from the quotation given
above, is the fact that Kaccana is described in a stereotyped

II -form usually appl led to the Buddha, Excellent, good Kaccana,
excellent, good Kacc~na. It is as if one might set upright
what had been upset, or might disclose what was covered, or
show the way to one who had gone a.stray."

The same incident occurs at MN.II, 162. including the
case of a brahman Ghota.mukha trying to take refuge under
Udena instea.d of Buddha.

It is difficult to show what to make of the fact that
a stereotyped form·usually applied to the Buddha is here in
two cases applied to a bhikkhu. Both suttas are classified
as " late" by Pande, SOB. pp.136-171, and this is loVell in
keeping with the fact that Buddha is therein described as
having attained parini))ba.~a. We can only suppose that the
stereotyped form in question is applied to the Bhikkhus Udena
and Kaccana in the same way as to the Buddha to show the
universal nature of the conversion experience regardless of
who it is who achieves the conversion. However, the f3~t

that both these suttas make reference to the fact that refu~p

must be 1;18de to the Buddha, even if he has attained pa:£,inibbana.
would tend to render the above con~lusion as only probable.
though perhaps the self-consciollsness ')f the Butta in terms
of maintain:tng the Buddha as refuge may nrovide the justifi
~ation f2r using the stereotyped form in the case of Udene
and. Keccana. The main difficl1Jty 1s the obvious fact that
most of the suttas in the Dlgha and Majjhima concern them8elves
with the Burldha, the '1 i ving~uddha-:--·--·---~·~-
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IDDHI

In this chapter we examine one of the 'powers' con-

nected with the Buddha, and some of the other brethren,

which is found in what is commonly referred to as the "cha

bh . ,...~- " (" . k ] d " " ).§!..._ H~.Q~~'? SlX super now.e geL> , :i n particular the idSlJ:1i. 1.

These 'powers' are, in the order in which they appear in the

IThe only place in the 1?1g11?:. and ~ jhi.ma !'Ti.!.<:ay!?s
where the six 'powers' occur under the name ~Jl.a~bl'!inn~~ Js
in the Dasuttara Sutta (DN.III, 281). See also PTS DIeT.
p.64 and T.W. 'Rhy's Davids. DB, Part 1, pp.59, 62. In
addition, while the six 'powers' do occur as a list of six
in a number of places 1n the texts we are considering (e.g.
DN.I. 77 100. 12~·: DN.III, 281; MN.II, 18; MN.IIL 98), at
no time are they ca lIed there abhinna s_. Thus our use of the
term is merely ~ne of convenience and is based on the fact
of the Dasuttara Sutta account.

2 ----The .?.J2h.!nn.§l..:.~ also occur as a list made up of the
first five components of the list of six. See e.g. T.W.
Rhys Davids, DB, Part T, PP.59, 62. Rhys Davids' justification
seems to rest with the fact that the last abhlfi~~ is most--.._-----~
distinctly Buddhist. whereas the others ma.y be the common
property of many Indi.an relig1.ous traditions. See also N.
Dutt, EarlY... Monastic B.:uddhLsll!, p. 81, where the Bsi~sit£l_ is
credited with the five abhififf~s; Rev. N.R. M. Ehara, Soma
Thera, Khemi.nda Thera, T"h"e Path of Freedom (Vimuttimarr,ga),
p . 209 and P. V. Bapa t. yimu t t i ma-:,glSa 8 nd Vi ~u dC!.h i rna gga , A
.QomP.~r.a t 1.ve.uSt~~ty, pp. 65, 86.

97
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va.sana.na ("knowledge of previous births"), (5) di1?b~ cakk_hu

("heavenly eyes") and (6) .a.~ay'an13m_ kha.yallana ("knowledge of

the extinction of one's own impurities,,).3

The 'stereotyped' and formulaic account of the list

of the abhinnas is usually regarded as the result of success

in the four jhanas thus indicating that the 'powers' are in

some way connected to a meditational techniQUe. 4

._----------------------_.__._-_._--

In addition,

3see N. Dutt. Early Monastic Buddhism, p.78, fn.l.
The Dasuttara Sutta (DN. III, 281) lists 'the cha abhinna.s as
follows:

(1) enjoys the wonderous gift [iddhiJ in its various modes:
being one, he becomes many ... he becomes '0' invisible; he
goes without obstruction through a wall ... solid ground ...
on water ... in the sky ... he reaches with the body up to
the heaven of Brahma;
(2) by deva-hearing [dibbaya sota-dhatuya], purified, surpas
sing that of men, he hears sounds both heavenly and human,
far and near;
(3) by his mind he understands the minds of other beings,
other persons; he discerns the passionate mind as passionate
... the freed mind as freed, the unfree mind as unfree;
(4) he recalls to mind the various temporary states as he
lived in days gone by, namely, one birth, or more .0. in all
their details and their modes;
(5) with the deva sight [siibbena .cakkhuna,]. purified, surpas
sing that of men, he discerns the pageant of beings faring
according to their deeds;
(6) he lives in the attainment. the personal knowledge and
realization, through the extinction of the intoxicants, of
sane and immune freedom of heart and mind.

4 .See e.p;. Pe Maunp; TIn. trans., The Path of PurJ.tx.
(Visuddhimagga )_. Dp. 432-471. It is a1 s·o interest inp; to note
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the structure of the list seem~ to indicate a hierarchy

leading from the id?_hi~ to the ext :inct ion of the asavas,

usually equated with arhatsh:ip (see PTS .DICT) p.115 and DN.

II, 84). hut the path indicated by the l:ist :is only one

among many found in the suttas so that not every bhl:!ckhu

becomes proficient in the iddh1:.~, at least as far a.s the

suttas we are studying present the case.

The Iddhi

The word "J-ddhi" does not lend itself to ea.sy

translation. As the PTS DICT, p.120, states, "There is

no single word in English for iddhi, as the idea is unknown

in Europe. The main sense seems to be 'potency'." Some

of the Eng1 ish I equivalents' used in place of iddhL, where

'ddh' , d "t' d" ('ddhi -tih-'L.__...2:. occurs In compoun , are mys JlC won er ~--=--pa. •. ar:sya.;.

- DN, I, 212), "wonderous gift" (iddhi.-yidha. - DN. I, 77),

"magic power," "supernatural power," and "miraculous power,"5

t . ti f t f' t . --- "in he iddhi descrlp on o. he. lrs~ abhlnna the phrase, he
travels cross legged in the sky," which;my- indi.cate a yogic
posture. From the typical description of the abhinnas
following after the four jh~nas and nana 9-assana ii-iS-obvious
that the iddhis and other abhinna.s are regarded as being cul
tivated through a 'meditational' technique. There is nothing
unusual about this, as it was a common attitude of the Indian
tradition to regard the acquiring of such 'powers' as the
result of the cUltivation of certain techniques, be they
meditations, ~"?"pa~ or other austerities.
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The edltors of the PTS DICT, p.120, list three deflnitlons;6

---_..----_._----._----_.._--

Regarding the Jhana~, see e.g. PTS DICT, p.286; N.
Dutt, "Buddhist Meditation," IHQ.. Dec. 1935, Vol. XI, No.4,
pp.736-740; and K.N. Jayatilleke. EBTK, pp.438 ff (see also
his index).

5Th E l' h' . 1 t'''' ". d be .,ng u, eqlnva. en magJ.c power lS ;lse y
Poussln. "Magic (Buddhlst)," ERE, Vol.B, p.255. See also
E.J. Thomas. The Llfe of Buddha, p.292 under lddhi. Alica
Matsunaga, The--'Buddhlst Philosophy of Assimilatio~, p.64,
uses the Engllsh equivaTe'nt;--JJsupernatu;-alpower'-s;-" as does
N. Dutt, AMBRH, p.342. N.Dutt, Early Monastic Buddhism,

78 f
". 1 ·-·-·-....W-····----····--..- ..··---·-

p. , .n.l, uses mJ.racu.ous Dowers.

6These three definitions are categorized under the
following headings: 1) "Pre-Buddhistic" 2) "Psychic powers"
3) "The Buddhist theory of Iddhi." Since we will have more
to say about numbers 2 and 3, we will only comment here on
the f-irst entry ("Pre-Buddhistic JJ ), which runs as follows:

1) Pre-Buddhistic; the Iddh:L of a layman. The four J_ddhL~

of a king are personal beauty, lon~ life, good health, and
Dopularity (D.II, 177; M.III, 176; cp.J.III.454 for a later
set) . The Jddh.:.h of a rich young noble is 1. The use of a
beautiful garden, 2. of soft and pleasant clothing. 3. of
different houses for different seasons, 4. of good food,
A.l. 145. At M. 1.152 the Iddh~:. of a hunter 1 s the craft and
skill with wh1ch he captures game; but at p.155 other game
have an Iddhl. of their own by whlch they outwlt the hunter.
The Iddh1, the power of a confederation of clans. 1s referred
to at D.II.72. It 1s by the Iddhi they possess that birds
are able to fly (Dhp. 175) . --"

There does not seem to be any reason for us to comment
1n any detall about the above use of the term ".!.ddhl." The
term as used above merely seems to imply tha.t which 1s pa.rt
of the 'nature' of the indlvldual. While we may contend that
the .lddh:\, as used above, is something which is developed (for
example the hunter improves in hunting with his eXDerience in
hunting) the suggestion is also there that it is part of the
'nature' or perhaps '.k~mma-content' of the Lndiv:i.dual to do
what he does. This is not to imply that the questlon of 'will'
does not have its pl.ace. For example the reference to the
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we are particularly concerned with the following:

2. Psychic powers, including most of those claimed for modern
mediums (see under Abhinna.). Ten such are given in a stock
paragraph i.e. the first abhiRfia .

The "stock paragraph" is as follows (DN.I, 77):

He enjoys the Wonderous Gift [iddhi-vidhiya] in its various
modes - being one he becomes many or having become many
becomes one again; he becomes visible or invisible; he goes,
feeling no obstruction, to the further side of a wall or
rampart or hill, as if through air: he penetrates up and
down through solid ground, as if through water; he walks on
water without breaking through, as if on solid ground; he
travels cross-legged in the sky, like the birds on wing;
even the Moon and the Sun, so potent so mighty though they
be, does he touch and feel with his hand; he reaches in
the body even up to the heaven of Brahma.

One of the difficulties which immediately arises in

a discussion of the iddhi is, how are we to regard the appear-

ance of the term outside of its occurrence in the stereotyped

paragraph above? Does the above fstock paragraph f represent

the earliest form in which the term iddhi appears in a Buddhist

context or are the !ndividuaJ examples of lddh! scattered

throughout the suttas earlier than the seemingly scholastic

"power of a confederation of clans" (DN.II, 72) states that
i f_ the Vajjians continue tl':l~__ .trag}tton of meeting together,
honouring their elders, supporting the cetiyas, etc., the
Magadhans will be unable to defeat the Vajjia.ns (see also
DN. II, 77). In this regard it is interest iog to note P. R.
Barua. I R comment, "Brahmin Doctrine of Sacrifice. 1I ,JASE, Vol.
1, 1956, p.97, "A guiding principle of Buddhism is not to
introduce anything new which is not consistent with the times
and not to upset a.nything which has long been established as
a custom. According to this principle, Buddhism has accepted
without averse criticism but with some modifications the social
and reLigious rules based upon ex·istiolS belief." See also
T.W. Rhys Davids, DB, Part 1, pp.272-273.
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paragraph above?7

These questions are difficult to answer because the

jddhi~ were not the exclusive property of the Buddhists but

were. as we have already indicated (see e,g. fn.6 of this

chapter) nre-Buddhistic, so that to try to answer the qlJestions.

we would have to examine their pre-Buddhistic use, and this

lieR beyond the scone and intention of this chapter of our

study. fA possibility would be that both views of the iddhi

are found together. That is, the iddhis were spoken of AS

both the 'nroduct' of a technioue such as meditation or yoga

(as a dogmatic asse~tlon of success in such techniques). as

well as in the Iloose' sense of 'so and so bein~ able to

perform this or that. I This latter 'loose l description of

the lddhi was, once it appeared, an lmportant ingredient in

capturin~ the attention of the laity. We must however be

careful not to aSSllme that only the laity was affected by

7In this regard it is also worth noting that the last
three of the cha nb:rlnna.s occur :i. n a senarate Buddhlst 'formula. I-_.,_._-- .
called the teviJ.ia. See e.r;. DN.IIL 220. 275: MN.I, 22.
182 .. 2h8 278:-' 367', The term !:evi..1)a is also used to descr1be
the knowled~e had by the br~hmanas. that 1s the three vedas.
Regarding t~vijja in the b~~a~a--sense, see DN.I. 238. The
tevijja (j-;:;the Buddhist contextT. l1ke the full list of the
abh:Lf5n~s., often follows on the four jha.Q_~~_' Are we to con
cl11de that the .!_E?~_lj ja represents the earlier form of the
list and the slx abhi~fi~s the later?
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the 'loose sense I of the _iddh.-_~, for it was quitel:i.kely

important to certain members of the religious 'organizations'

(e.g. the bhikkhus) as well. In order to better understand

the position of the iddhi in the suttes, we now turn to the

suttas themselves.

Sutta (DN. I, 211); there, Kevaddha, a lIyounrs householder

[v,ahapati-Dutta JII8 saY~1 to the Buddha:

It were well if the Exalted One were to give command to some
brother to perform. by power surpassing that of ordinary
men, a mystic wonder [.~ddhj-pa.tih~riY?J:l:I..J Thus would this
Nalanda of ours become even so much the more devoted to the
Exalted One.

Buddha replies (DN.I. 211) that he is not accustomed

to making such requests of the brethren yet goes on to

-reassure Kevaddha that such 'powers' as the iddhi-pa_tiha_~.~~

are part of his teaching (DN.I, 212):

there are three sorts of wonders, Kevaddha, which I.
having myself understood and realized them, have made known
to others. And what are the three? The mystic wonder
[igdhi-pa.tihariyamJ, the wonder of manifestatio~ [adesanii
.2~t.-:i.:-h~riya.mJ. and the wor:der of education [anusasani-
pat ihariyam] .

Buddha then elaborates each of the three IIwonders;1I

the iddhi-Eat :i.hariya is none other than the II stock paragraph II

--------------

8The householder (gahapati) is also called od~ta
vasanana (in DN.I, 211) meaning-Ildressed in white (of house
holders or laymen as opposed to the yellow dress of the
bhtkkh\l~) . II See PTS DIeT, p. 167.
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Buddha then points out to Kevaddha

one of the drawbacks to such claims to "!ddhts. and that is

connected with the possibility that an unbeliever may say,

regarding these powers of iddhi (DN.L 213), IIWell J sir!

there is a certain charm called the Gandha.ra Charm. 10 It

is by the efficacy thereof that he performs all this. 1I

Then Buddha, having got Kevaddha to acknowledge this possible

rebuttal, states the 'often quoted 1 lines, II It is because I

perceive danser in the practlce of mystic wonders [lddhi:..

pa.tiha.riye J, that I loathe (jigucchami] and abhor [~ttLy}imiJ

[ - - 'J II] 1an.d am ashamed haraX.9ml. thereof. ..

9Here we have reference to iddhi vldhaya {the usual
de signat ion of the first a1?.h1firf.?.J a"sa:rl.:!:dd:b-:i p_~t ~h~.riy?_,

lOT.W. Rhys Davids, DB, Part 1. p,278, fn.l states,
liThe Gandha.ra Charm is ment ioned at Jataka IV, 498, 499. as
a well known charm for the single purpose only of making
oneself invisible, II This leads us to question how the sutta.s
can maintain that the Gandha.ra ch.arm can accomplish all the
iddhis. Rhys Davids states (P. 278, fn. 3). II It is mo's-t"
probable that the !atak_~ is rtght in both cases [i. e. the
Gandhara Charm and the Jewel Charm {see DN.I, 214)J as to the
meaning of these charm-names, and that the objector is intent
ionally represented like Kanha in the Ambattha Suttanta
[DN. T. 88l to be I drawing the long bow'. II One imagines
from T.W. Rhys Davids' somewhat cryptic statement that what
is being suggested here is that the objector, like Ambattha.
is merely trying to provoke a response from the Buddha and
that it is not a case of comparing the 2E5~his to the II Cha.rms, II

11 - - - , - , II f'f t t' "The adesana-pa!lha.:.~}),-:.§.., the wonder o. manl es a lon,
by which other people's thoughts are read, is treated similarly
to the "mystic wonder, II except that the IICharm" used is the .
IIJewel Charm" (DN.I, 214).
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To understand the place of the iddhi in the Kevaddha

Butta, if not in the suttas in general, we must analyze

carefully what has just transpired between Kevaddha and

Buddha.

The first point to be made is that Kevaddha is a

gahapat~ (householder) and that he, like the other members

of the communlty at Nalanda, supported the Buddhists as

they would have supported any mendicant. 12

12As E. Lamotte states, Histoire du bouddhisme indien,
PP.72-73, ilLes religieux bouddhistUes comme ]~eursuconfreresuu-,

des sectes h~t~rodoxes ne pouvaient subsister sans l'aide de
la population indienne. I.e moine est par d~finition un
mendicant (bhiksu): il ne peut rien posse'der, et l'exercise
d 'un m~tieru·lucra·tif lui est interdit. II doit vivre de la
charite des la'ics et celle-ci, dans 11 Inde. ne ltd fut jamais
refusee. Pour l' Indien en effet Ie tramana-brahm"!.0a, Ie
pravrajita. ouelles que soient ses croyances et ses pratiques.
e st- un ue-;ce llent I champ de merites I (punya -ksetra), faisant
fructifier au centuple llaumone qu10n y seme:-~n revanche,
Ie moine repondait aux generosites dont on Ie comblait en
accordant ben~volement l'instruction religieuse: Ie 'don de
la Loi' (dharma.si8lla.J compensait Ie 'don materiel' (amJ_~'3§d~~..9.).II

In translation (OlJrs) thi8 reads. liThe Buddhi8t monks
like thelr counterparts (brothers, colleap-;ues) in heterodox
sects. could not subsist without the willing help of the
Indian population. A monk is by definition a mendicant
(phiJ.c,?.!::!): he may possess nothing, and he is forbidden to
engage in a lucrative profession or trade. He must live off
the charity of the laity and this [charityJ, in India. is
never dented him. For the Indian in fact the ~ramana

brahmana, the pravra jita. no matter what his belief-s-and his
pra-cti~eus, is al; excell~nt I field of merit I (puQ;y.?_.-}~se_~~.§).
makinp-; bear fruit one-hundredfold the alms one sows In it
[i.e. the 'field of merit l 1. Tn exchange, the monk responds
to the generosity heaped on him by compassionately providing
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Kevaddha, and others, to see some display of iddhi is not

unusual as the lay community most likely regarded the

relip;ieux as cUltivating and being distinguished from the

non-re l!gieux by virtue of such 'powers.' The fact that

Kevaddha suggests that a display of iddhi would increase the

devotion of the people of N~land~ to the Buddha perhaps

suggests that a certain amount of competition existed in

obtaining lay support, which as time went on beca.me more

'organized' around lay devotees of specific religious

affiliations. and/or that some of the people of Nalanda

would be willing to become up~saka~.

The second point is connected wlth the form of

Kevaddha's request. for he asks that a brethren (bhil:Dchu)

perform the iddhj with, of course, the BUddha's approval.

religious instruction; the 'gift of the Law' (dharmadan~J

compensates the I material gift I (al11_:h.~_~C!~na).

See also H. Oldenberp;) Buddha: His_.b.ife, JiJs Doctrines,
His Order, p.382.

Rega.rding merit (punna), 'merit-type' sta.tements,
and o;ifts (dana), see DN.I~i, 60; DN.IL 11..11, 1lt2) 266.
355: . MN. I. 287~- lt03. ltlt6; MN. III. 25lt.

At DN. II, 9lt, we find (see also DN. III, 227), " ...
believin,s this church [sa~~~ka ~amgho1 to be worthy of honour
~f hospitality. of ~ifts. and reverence: to be the supreme
sowing; ground of merit for the world ['§'T!2~tar_!3m punnakkhettam
10kass~ti]. II-----_..-----
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In addition. as mentioned above, a request such as that of

Kevaddha, if granted, would enhance the position in which

the Buddha was held. The sutta directs the question of the

attempting, to provoke Buddha to making such a disDlay by

asking it of the brethren. We wou]d tend to favour the

former v-i ew, for at no time are we csiven the impression that

what is at stake here is the ability to a.ctnally perform the

iddhis but rather whether the jddhis should be used as a

means of gainin~ the community's approval.

The third point to be made 1s tha.t Buddha. actually

states that he can Derform such .tE.dhjs. and has taught them

as well. but he refuses to display them or have them displayed

because they are not unique to his Way. Thus Buddha draws

on the Gfmdhara Charm as a means of sugp;esting that the jd.Q_b.~.~_

are achievable thrmlgh other methods than those nsed by

Fuddhip,ts. It lflould spem that Bl.1ddha' s statement about

IfDerceivi nn.; the danser in the nractlce of mystic wonders If 1s

8 way of maintaining that they are not central to his Way.

nor do they d~stin3uish his Path from the paths of ~thers.

___..__._u.. ..._.. .. .._ ... .. ._. ..... .._.. _

At DN. III. 66. If ... veep up such alms for holy men
[samalJ.cs.l.!.. :t?_!.'.~hmane~_l:J .1'13 shall he of value in the realms
ah')vc. heavenly n.;iftR. th,." result whereof shal1 be hapDiness
hen: and Y'pbirth in the heavenly worlds. II
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The strongly worded statement that Buddha Jlloathes and

abhors and i.s ashamed" of thE' practice of i.ddhis is somehow

out of place in light of the fact that Buddha has jw~t

provided Kevaddha with 3 list of iQ.(jJ~'.-.l,:::. in which he (the

Buddha), and others he has tau~ht. are proficient. Further,

Buddha closes the section of the Butta dealin~ with the

patiha.rtya as follows (DN.I, 215), "So these, Kevaddha, are

the three wonders I have understood and reali~ed myself,

and ;l1adp known to others." This closing would seem out of

place in 1 i.ght of the Buddha' R cri.ticlsms of th.e first two

patiharjya and the sug~eRtlon, by implication, that the

"wonder of education" :is the best. Since the "wonder of

edllcation," !inusasa'l<2. 12.§~!1-Jlariya, leads to arhatshlp, it

shOUld obviously be labelled here as the best. Another

significant point is that the ""vander of education 11 is

nothing more than the path revealed in the Samanna Phala

Sutta (DN. 1. 117). except that here the first five abhlnnas

have been deleted. l3

Pande. SOB, p.91. implies that the Kevaddha &ltta's

attempt is to extend the connotation of the term "p~!.th?E.!ya_."

13See T.W. Rhys Davids' DB. Part 1. pp.57-62. We do
not agree with his conclusion'. 0.62, that the Buddhist Order
rejected th.e first three .?bh1~nnas, for how does h~ ac-~o~~t-·_-··

for the var i ou s 111u strat ion s of Buddha I sand Mogga llana's
power of .~2dh1:.? Or at fJfN. II, 18. where Buddha says.. "a
course has heen pointed out by me for dlscioles. practicing
whi.ch d1:.sciple2, of. mi.Q~_ experience the various forms of psychic
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a typical Buddhist method as we have indicated in chapter 1

of this paper. What is really intended is difficult to

say. Apart from the suggestions we have already made

regarding the possibility that Buddha did not want his Way

to be dist inguished by virtue of the L<1?_tl.}s, because they

were common property of other religieux as well, there is

also the possibility that such an attitude is continued by

certain post-Buddha Buddhists. If the so-called 'scholastics'

had intended to relieve themselves of the burden of the

performance of iddhis, what better way than to put such a

claim in Buddha's mouth, while at the same time maintaining

that the iddhls were capable of being performed? Do we have

here that same type of conflict we have seen elsewhere in which

the Buddha as legend, or legend as Buddha. has to struggle

with the more scholastic attitude taken on the part of certain

Buddhists, and possibly evidenced here in this sutta? We

do not intend to imply that the historical Buddha was not

himself averse to the practice of iddhis, but rather to draw

attention to a fact of Buddhological development.

We find another attempt to debase the iddhis in the

Sa~p~~adan~ya.: Sutt~ (DN.III, 112) where the first ?bhi~.~~

II stock h II • l' d t d b -hpa.ragrap 1 S a.pp Ie 0 some sama_na~_ an ...~ ma_Q9.:s

power: having become one [etc.] . II

I, 1'70.
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and labelled as "ignoble" ("no ariya till) while another type

of J~ddhi is la.belled as II noble" ("ariya till). Onc e a.ga in,

however, Buddha is totally familiar with both the modes of

"supernormal power" (iddhi-vidha). The iddhi description

of the first abhifffi§ is labelled "supernormal power which is

concomitant with the mental intoxicants and with worldly aims. 1I

whereas the "noble" iddhi is connected with the bhikkhu's

ability to "remain unconscious of disgust amid what is

disgusting; or [113J conscious of disgust amid what is not

d isgu sting; [etc.]. II Here again we see that the sutta is

extendinp; the use of the term 1I1:-dd13J:1l and telling us at the

sa.me time that the bhikkhu should concentrate on the "noble ll

power. It :Ls difficult to draw any defin:i.te conclusions

regarding the above, though it is worth noting that the

sutta closes with the following statement by the phi.}ckhu

Uda.yin (DN. III, 115):

Wonderful, lord, marvellous, lord is it to behold how self
contained, serene, and resigned is the Tath§gata, when he who
Is so mighty and powerfUl will not proclaim himself! If
any Wanderers of independent doctrines were to discern in
themselves even one of such matters, they would flourish
around a banner because of it. Wonderful. marvellous is it
to behold how self-contained, serene and resigned is the
Tathagata. when he who is so mighty and powerfUl will n':1t
proclaim his own virtues!

Thus the sutta's a.im is to present the Buddha as above

worldly desire. worldly desire being equated with. a.mong other
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things. the practice of iddhis aR instanced in the "stock

paragraph" of the first abhlnna. It should 81 so be noted

/-
that the main interlocutor of the sutta is Sari.putta who was

not distin~llshed. as was Moggall§na, by such powers of

iddhi.-_._-

j t is to Udayin that the Buddha says, II a course has been

pointed out by me for disciples, practicinr; which disciples

of mine experience the various forms of psychic power;

havjn~ become one they become many ... 11

WhAtever conclusion is reached regarcUng the status

of the iddhi. it obviously annoyed some members of the

Bl)ddhist community to have the Iddh]:.. viewed as Ima~ica1

powers' to be demonstrated. if not acauired. Yet, at some

stage in the development of the doctrine these powers of

iddhJ. made their anpearance, perhaps as a way of exalting

the personal ity of the Buddha. because other groups were

making similar claims for their heroes or because the

competition to gain lay support was on the increase with

'religions' er,roups actually cY'p.diting certain members of the

Since nibb~na was

l)f II
See p.r;. N. Dutt, Place of

IHQ. Sept. 1945, Vol.XXI, pp.164-183;
9-.0_~~~.Q_l:<:~. pp.25-5 7 ; Etienne Lamotte,
indlen. pp.71-92.

Laity in Early Buddhism 11

B.G. Gokhale. Buddhism_._--------
Histotre du bouddhlsme
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not the ideal to which most householders aspired, rebirth

in the heavens being their aim, there is some cause to

believe that the j~Q_dhls may have been a concession to the

laity. However, this presents a rather fragmented picture

of the Indian community, for it is just as certain that some

btv~!ckh~:~s themseLves felt the n~~pba0..a ideal as something

abstract" unemotional and beyond their reach, and the !?.Q.a.}~_~.i

development in Buddhism suggests these bhikkhus as an

important source for maintaining the iddhis.

The Sampasadan iya Su~ta (DN. III, 102) includes among

its list of r:i.ghteous doctr:i.nes ("kusakesu dhammesu") the

"Four Roads to Saintship" ("cattiiro iddhipaj.all ). Wh:lle the

Butta does no more than state this, it is interesting to

examine the usual significance of the :i.ddhip~d~.

interesting example is found in the ~an?.:..:Yasabha

II, 213) in which Brahma Sanamkumara. reveals the

The most

Sutta (DN.
~_.._--

"Four Ways

to Jdd!J.i" to the s'!-~vas of the Thirty-Three, as the Buddha

revealed them:

In the first place a brother practices that which is compounded
of concentration and effort "'lith desire. In the second place
a brother practices that which is compounded of concentration
and effort with energy. In the third place a brother practices
that wa.y which is compounded of concentration and e"f"fort with
a [dominant] idea. In the fourth place a brother practices
that way which is compounded of concentration and effort
with investi~a.tion [the italics belong to the tranSlators].
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Brahm~ also points out:

Now those recluses or brahmins who) in past times,. have
enjoyed 1dcih~ in one or more of its forms, they have all
done so through the practice and improvement in just these
Four Ways. And those recluses or brahmins who, in future
times, will enjoy iddhi more or more of its forms) they will
all do so through practice and improvement in just these
Four Ways.

Brahma Rlso goes on to state (DN. II, 214). II I too

through practice and improvement in just these Four

Ways to Iddhi have acquired such power and potency therein. II

There is sufficient ground based on what Brahm~ says to

maintain that the 'type I of L'!S!.bJc. being spoken of here is

closer to the lIignoble ll tddh:ls of the S~mpasadaniya. 0~ltt~.

than to the IInoble ll iddhis. That is, the iddh~pada are here

taken to mean that which is productive of those iddhis which

are similar to the first abhinna. list which, we might add,

are frequently attributed to the brahmanas and samanas.
. ..-0--

A cursory look at Brahma.' s 'powers' in the DIgha a.nd Ma .Lihima

would bear this conclusion out, as well as the fact that the

<Tana-Vasabha Sutta speaks of samanas and bra.hmanas as havim,;-- ~.'~ ---- ----- -.--.. - -

attained their idC!llis. through the iddhipad~~. It 1s these

same }dd~~<!§:. which, at DN.III, 77. are claimed responsible

for prolonging a bhikkhu's life and which appear in the Mah~-
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One possible reason for the inclusion or acceptance

('f th.e iddhis in the Buddhist dhamma is perhaps 1111)strated

. .. if the system [brahmacari.yam] be not successful, prosperous..
widespread and popular 1n its fUll extent [l2ahU-_.iail5i!.!n. =
belon~in~ to the mass of people, masses - see PTS DIeT, p.486],
well proclaimed among men, or if the system be all this but
have not attained the foremost place in public fame and
8upport:- by anyone such circumstance the system ~s rendered
imperfect.

Sutta (DN.II, 106) 1"1here he tells Mara that he will not die

"until this plJre religion of mine shall have become successfUl.

prosperous, wide-spread, and popuJ.ar in all its full extent;"

(see also DN.II. 219).

15Du t t. ;f.a r 1 Y_lVf.?.J:1.~ s t:};.£. .~.~J~Q_g)1J:J=~. D p . 247 - 248 say S 0 f
the Lq0. h j~{l..?~q~ :

The third grOlJp of practices [i.e. in the DN.IL 120 list] is
called I~hipad~ (=Sansl{rlt!1d_c!hiPada) or attai.nment of SlJper
normal powers through meditation, for which are required strong
desire (chanda) energy (viriya), mental application (cltta)
and exami~-ati-oil and discrimination (mImam~~J. The adept
shOUld ohserve that each of these four practices of his is
not feeble or clogged by idleness and arrogance. While
undergoing those exertions, the adept rises above all
distinctions of time and place or day and night and remains
also mindful of the contents of his body.

These practices are supposed to confer many miraculous powers,
of which there is a long lif"t in the JijJ~ay.a~ e.g. he can rise
and walk in air as if on land. he can dive into the earth as
if in water. he can pass through a wall or any material
obstruction, and so forth.
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One thing does seem clear from this study of the

1ddhi, a nd that 1 s that the tddh1. wa s not to be regarded as

an end in itself. In the lideal framework I which leads to

The important thing

arhatshir the .1ddhi~ is an insignificant by-product which

16
some may cultivate and others bypass.

is that the Buddha did _..0_<.2-~ bypass such claims to 5.:.-.Q_9..h1. and

thus he stands with the other brahmanas and samanas who._--.-- ------

supposedly possessed such powers as a sign of success in

their Ireligious' endeavours. We shall now turn to some

examples of iddhi, as they appear outside of the stereotyped

and formulaic statement in the II s tock paragraph" of the first

abhinna.

The Iddhis-Examples

One of the most numerous uses of the iddhis is

connected with the ability of Buddhist and non-Buddhist

re ligie\!~~_ to vis it the 9:eva_fi. and Brahma s in the Kama and

For example, in the Ci:ilatanha sankhaya Sutta
--:.;..:::..:--#>-~---~-------

(MN.I. 252) MoggalJana decides to go to the Tavatimsa heaven

l6The point shOUld be made that the suttas exhibit
a number of paths by which to reach arhatship; the one
containing the iddhts is not the most frequent.
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(Sanskrit tray_as_trimsa), the second heaven of the Qeva.-lokas.,

the heaven of the Thirty-Three Devas, 17 to see Sakka the king

of the Thirty-Three to ask him whether he understood what

the Buddha ha.d told him. The sutta accomplishes the

transition with the help of the following simile:

Then the venerab Ie Moggalla.na the
stretch out his bent arm or might
arm, vanishing from the palace of
Eastern Nlonastery, appea.red among8 . .
three. l .

Great, .as a strong man might
bend back his outstretched
Mig~ra's mother in the
the devas of the thirty-

It is interesting to find that the very same simile

which is used to describe Moggallana's "vanishing" and

appearance in the heaven of the thirty-three, is also used

to describe Brahma Sahampati's "vanishing" from the Brahma-

world in the Rupadha.tu, and his appearance on earth (MN. T,

--_.._._-_.._----------_..--------------_.._.._-_.._.-_._----

17For further information see W. McGovern, A Manual
of Buddhist Ph:i.losophy, pp.6o-6g; Louis de 1a. Val le-e--Po{m s in,
"Cosmogony a.nd Cosmology (BUddhist)," ERE, Vol.8, p.l3h ff.

18See also MN. I, 253, where Maha. Moggalla.na shakes
the Vejayanta Pa.la.ce, IIThen it occurred to the venera.ble
Moggalla.na the Great: I This ya~kha I ives much too indolently.
Sllppose that I were to a.gi tate this yakkha.?' Then the
venerable Moggallana the Great worked such a. working of psychi\;
power [iddh2bhis£l.I]l:."b:?Tatl1] that with his big toe he made
Vejayanta Palace tremble, shake and quake. Then the minds
of' Sakka, the lord of <2:ey...?~.., a.nd of the great ra jah Vessavana
and the Q:=:..Y..£ls of the thirty-three were full of 1Nonder and
marvel, and they said: 'Indeed, the great psychic power, the
~reat ma.~esty of the recluse is wonderful, it is indeed
marvel10us, :inasmuch as with his hip; toe he makes this deva
like abodp tremble) shake a.nd O11"l1<"e. ,,,
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458) :

Then Brahm~ Sahampati, knowin~ by mind the reasoning in the
Lord's mind, as a strong man might stretch forth his bent
~rm or might bend back his outstretched arm, even so,
vanishing from the Brahma.-world he appeared before the lord.

The simile. while obviously implying the ease with

which Moggall~na and Brahm~ Sahampati accomplish the feat in

moving from one 'plane' to another is also a way of linking

Brahma's and Mor.r,ga lliina 's' potency' regarding this .Jddhi 0

In addit ion, the fact that some of the a12J}_~_ff.iia~. actually

are labelled as devao (e. g. deva-hearing, geva-sight) is once

again a way of I inking the power of the g_~\T_~s. with those

humans proficient in these powers as well as perha.ps a means

of impressing those to whom both .devas and such powers were

important.

2.:r_Ma:-,rl_~erf~cte_g.., p. 83), liThe display of these [.j~_dh::.t~J would

easily impress the many-folk (puthujjana) who are always

more ready to compute worth by unusual physical prowess

than by outstanding mental achievement." We would also add

that there is excellent grounds to believe that this type

of "impressing" was equally so to many of the Buddhist monks.

who also found "mental achievements" not sufficiently

satisfying.

In the !"!.a..Q.?:p?:..c!al}a Sutta (DN. II, 48) we read, "Then

brethren, those bh~~_lc_tJ._~_i?_, some by the ir ma.gic power
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[1Q_1~~Q..1:!.l?b_~Y~Il.~], some by the m8r>;:1 c power of the p;ods

[~}~v_anam ~~dhanubhav.~_~~], on that very day came to Bandhumati

to recite the Patlmokkha. 1f Here again we see that those

who had mastered the j_dq_~:LLsl concerned were able to move

~reat distances in a short oer10d of time. The fact that

the devas assisted those who had not the Dower of iddhl to

arrive at Bandhumat1 on time reveals that the devas are

re;arded as not only interested in the events in ,Tambudlpa

bui- in the Buddhist community as well.

In the Anzulimala Sutta (MN.II,J9) we have the case__ . __n_..,.

of the robber Angulim~la who wishes to kill the Buddha,
.').

thinking him to be an unaccomoanied recluse:

Then the robber AQa;ul imala, havinr>; (~rasped his sword and his
shield having armerl himself "11th bow and quiver, followed
close after the Lord. Then the Lord oerformed such a wonder
of psychic power [lddhabh~..~.9.!J:1}{"llar~~~J that the robber AQgulimale
althouo;h walking with all his strena;th. was not able to catch
up with the Lord who was walking At an ordinary pace.

Another important use of iddhi is connected with the

hi~ Denis was hidden in a sheath19 2nd that in order to

1'PVpg 1 th 1. s f';:jet to any:me the Buddha ADDeR 1 s to h:i S Dower

8f lddhl (DN.I. 1(6):

----_._----_._- ___. ._._m_.. . _

19Th i s ;;opt icular l('j!ckh.Cl_l'].£l of the BuddhR m8st ]1.ke ly
lmpl i('2 that the Buddha V.JaB free of earthly dp'8ire:". Thus
thp §_:2~'!'.l?R~:a2.2niy8:.o?2Lt~.? (DN.ITL 113) states, "The Exaltc:~d
One neither follows the hRbitual practices of th~se thin~s
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And the Blessed One kne~'} that he [Amb8ttha] W8 s in doubt,
and so he arranged matters by hi.s Wonderou8 gift [idc1h~_

bh:l.~amJ:."haramJ that Ambattha the Brahman Raw how that part
of the Rlpssed One that ought to be hidden by clothes was
enclosed In a sheath. And the Blessed One so bent round
his tongue that he touched and stroked both his ears.
touched and stroke~ both his nostrils, and.the ~hole 20
circumference of h1S forehead he covered wlth hlS tongue.

examp les of Buddha's power of .~.9d_t!i, for exa.mple (DN. II)

88), "At that time the river Ganges was brimful and over-

flowibg: and wishing to cross to the opposite bank some

be,q;an to seek for boats. some for rafts of wood, whilst

some made rafts of basket-work. Then the Exalted One as

instantaneously as a strong man would stretch forth his

arm. or draw it back again when he had stretched it forth,

vanished from this side of the river, and stood on the

further bank with the company of brethren. II Whilst the

above reference to Buddha crossing the river does not

contain any mention of .:!:.slsih.1:.' the I tyne' of event and the

which attract through worldly desires, especially sensuality
- a low and pagan way, unworthy, unprofitable, belonp;ing to
the worldly majority; nor does he follow the habitual prac
tices of self-mortification."

?OIt would seem as though
tongue by the Buddha was a way of
the Buddha always spoke the truth
do not speC'lk against the truth. II

~.~J--:.I2;~!)_~_. S_ll_~_~?uol']__R~F.rel:2!_~.G~~,,:d orn,

the possession of such a
expressing the fact that
(MN. II, 108), "Tath8Q;atas
See also Edward Conze.
Part I, 1961. p.3, fn.2.
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use of the simile gives us ~ood ~round to assume that it

was a power of .!ddhl which allowed the Buddha to accomplish

the feat.

Perhaps the most controversial of the powers of

Iddh:l is connected with the so-called question of the

"Buddha's prolongation of life." Strictly speaking, this

'prolonq;a.tion' is connected with the "four paths to iddhi,"

but a s has been suggested in the section on J:.ddhi_ (see p.

114, fn.I5 above) these four paths lead to the Iddhis of

the first abhifl~~.2l---- Further complicating the case is the

fact that prolongation of life is not listed as one of the

iddhis in the first abhifi5~. In soite of these well taken

critic1sms, it would prove useful to examine the question

of Buddha's prolongation of life, if only in brief. At

DN.II, 103, we read:

Ananda, whosoever has developed, practiced. dwelt on, expanded
and ascended to the very hei~hts of the four paths to Iddhi
[cattaro Jddhip~d~], and so mastered them as to be able to
use them as a vehicle, and as a basis he, should he desire
1 t, could remain in the same birth for an aeon [~:..ppaJ or
for that por~ ion of the aeon which ha s yet to run [kapyB:yasesam].
Now the Tathagata has thoroughly practiced and developed them
[in all. respects as just described] and he COUld, therefore
live on yet for an aeon, or for that portion of the aeon which
has yet to run.

-----_._----_.......__.--._------_.

2lFurther to the remarks "indicated in the earlier
section of this paper it is interesting to note that the
Vim1..rt~.!imag~'il_ credits the "supernormal power of transformat jon"

to the "four bases of supernormal power." See Rev.N.R.M.
Ehara. Soma Thera. Kheminda Thera, trans., The Path of Freedom
LYirn.~_~.t1m(3.gga ), D. 217 . . --..--- ...---- .-------.-.--....-----.-
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Almost the entire debate hinges on the translation

as, "for the rest of the ~.?l?l2§_," and which Edgerton translates,

BHS DIeT, p,173, "more than a ~alpa." Padma.nabh Jaini, who

has made a. careful study of the subject, feels tha.t Edgerton's

t 1. t ' . t ] 'k ] th correct one. 22rans.a lon lS mas .1 e.y e_

Since we are unable to state definitively which trans-

lation of kappavasesam 1s applicable in the Butta under dis-

cussion, i.t might prove useful to examine the subject from

other points of view, First. Buddha directs the question

of his prolongation of life to Ananda but the sutta presents

Ananda as under the I spell' of Mara (DN. II, 101.~, II So far was

his heart possessed by the Evil One,") and so A.nanda cannot

make such a request to the Buddha, There are a number of

interesting questions whi.ch arise from the above presentati~n

--
of Ananc'la. Why did the Buddha. 1118ke the rf:qtF'st to Anan08?

--
Was it merely because Ananda was his attendant? Why dio not

Buddha, who is everywhere else in the suttas incapable of

-
bein~ 'foole~' not know that Mara had out a spell on Ananda?

stomach '"'If Mon:o:alli'ina but much to M8ra' s slJrprise ~1o(J:o:al1ana

I sees I hi'11 Rnd tells him to p;pt out. thereafter deliverinp; a

22paomanahh S, ,T8ini. "Buddha I:", Prolon~a.tion of L:i.fe. II

BSO( A) S. No, 21. lQS8 pn. 5116-5 1')2.
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H8wever, we are asked to believe that Buddha

was unable to 'sense' that Ananda was under the 'spell' of

M~ra. not even when M~ra appears before the Buddha almost as

soon as Ananda leaves and asks Buddha to accomplish the

parinibba.na at that moment (DN. II. lOll). In add it ion, the

with an example of Buddha being able to tell that others are

affected by Mara. "Then the Exalted One thought: Everyone

of these fooljsh men is pervaded by the Evil One, so that to

not even one of them will the thought occur," Also, in the

I Evil One, know you: do not think that I do not know you.
Mara you are the Evil One. And whoever, Evil One, is a
Brahma, and whatever are Brahma companies. and whatever a.re
Brahma-conclaves, all are in your grasp, all are in your
power. It occurs to you thus, Evil One: Let this one too
be in my e;rasp, let thi s one too be in my power. But I.
~v..:~..:l On~_,_~~_~_r1-9_~ ~0_ ..YQll.!.:'-.3.!.:'-~~? p'-_uL?~.~ 0 ~_._j.!l.]O_~~_!::._l.?..?.~~i'. Tj tal i c s
are ours].

The g~J],.~_~_ClE.E;.Cl_ account of the first counc i I contai.ns

a section dealing with Ananda's not having responded to the

Buddha's "hint" that he could live on for a "full lifespan,"

(Cullavagga, 288):

You, reverend Knanda ... (although) a broad hint was being
given, a pFllpable sip;n was bet"ne; made, did not Flsk the Lord,
saying: "Let the Lord remain for a (fulJ.) lifespan, let the
well-farer remain for a (full) lifespan for the welfare of
the many folk ... Confess that offence of wrong-doing. "But
I honoured sirs, because my mind was obse8sed with Mara, did
not a 8 k the Lo rd ... " .
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.Jaini I S comment on this is well taken. "Surely if kappa

meant only an ~yukapp~ [duration of a man's life], and if the

power of the Buddha was only limited to avert any premature

death, there vias no polnt in censuring Ananda for his absent

" . d d ,,23mJ.n e ness. .

23Ibld. p.549.

Further to our rema.rks regarding Ananda. throughout
this study, it is noteworthy to read the following statement
of Jean Przyluskt, Le _conc tIe de Rajagrha, p. 297:

r - /
... Il serait, en tout cas, incomprehensible qu'Ananda. honore
si longtemps de la confiance du Mattre et qui devait un jour
succ~der a Ka~yapa dans/la dignit~ de Patriarche, n'eut pu
parvenir, du vivant de S~kyamuni. ~ cette condition d'Arhat
que des personnalite"s moins eminentes surent acqUE"frir lnstant
an~ment. La v~rit~ qu'Ananda personni fait l'id~~l du
?ouddhisme primitif; tand5s q1Je K~sya.pa est Ie chef d' une
Eglise d~j~ reform~e. Ananda pouvait ~tre un saint dans une
assembl~e du Mah§samgha, mais sa popularit~ chez les bhiksunI
et les lalcs lu1 nuisait aupr~s des z~lateurs de l'id~al 
monast ique. Pour incarner ce nouve 1 :l.d(;a.l. i I falla1 t des
saint nouveaux.

In translation (ours) this reads:

-
... It would in any case be incomprehensible that Ananda, honoured
for so long by the confidence of the Master, and who would one
day succeed K~~yapB in the dignity of Patriarch, wouJd not

" /

arrive, during the lifetime of Sakyamuni, to that condi.tion
of Arhatship which less eminent persons knew how to acquire
instantly. The truth is that Ananda personified the ideal
of primitive Buddhism: while Kasyapa is the head of an already
reformed Church. Ananda could be a saint i~ a Mah~samgha

assembly but his popularity with the !?h.i:.~.s_~ni and the laity
was injurous to him in terms of the zealots of the monastic
ideal. To embody this new ideal, new saints were needed.

Przyluski's criticism is, in our opinion, extremely
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The Katthavatthu account (XL 5) hinges on the question,

if Buddha could live for a Mahakappa or longer. then how would

this fit in with the law of kamma (see Angut~a.r_~ II. 172)?

There is no point in our trying to solve the problem

here, for the problem as we have presented it, and as it

presents itself, attests to the fact that it was one of great

controversy in the period concerned. The 2lutta 8ccolmt in

ridiculous if all that is at stake 18 whether the Buddha could

have lived another twenty years. In add1ti~n, the question

of kamm_,?.:. 82 it applies to a Rw:Idhaif' not very well worked

well taken and would tend to suggest that Ananda was used as
a scapegoat by those members of the S~.D:3l?:.?-:. who could not come
to terms with the growing buddhological conception. If the
'religion' of Ananda was indeed the "primitive" form of
Buddhism. then scholarship has much more work to do in attempting
to reach this early period from the sources which are available
to us, as well as to point out in greater detail than before
that the Buddhism which they have so far spoken of is pre
dominently the Buddhism of the monastic order.

If Przyluski is correct. then the so-called 'degenerate'
develooments which take olace in Buddhism are really more in
keeping with the 'original' spirit of Buddhism than was the
purely monastic form which required of the Buddha that he be
regarded as a human being. however exalted. so that they (the
members of the Order) could hopefUlly acqUire 'something' of
the same status.
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RRther, we must conclude that the Maha-

parini-bbana exhibits some of the problems which arose when

the redactors of the suttas had to deal with Gotama as both

a man and a Buddha. The Mahasamghika.s, on the other hand,

had no problem deciding that the life of a Buddha was limit-

less (see Masuda, VT, p.20, No.8).

Returning to other examples of .~.dd_1J.1_l?_) we find

in the Udumbarika Sl!l~n~q~~ S~t~a (DN. III, 57) the following

description applied to the Buddha. "Then the Exa.lted One

having uttered his Lion's roar in the park Queen Udumbarika

had assigned to the Wanderers. rose up and went through the

air, and alighted on the vulture's peak."

It is also noteworthy that Buddha is referred to by

the epithet muni (e.g. MN.II, 144) and that the muni in a

~g;~y~q~. (Hymn cxxvi, Book x) is described as follows:

2 The Munis, girdled with the wind, wear garments soiled of
yellow hue,
They, fol18wing the wind's swift course go where the Gods
have gone before.

3 Transported with our Munihood we have pressed on into the
winds:
You therefore, mortal men, behold our natural bodies 'and
no more

4 The Muni, made associate in the holy work of every God
Looking uEon all varied forms flies through the region of
the air. 2

24RalPh R.H. Griffith, trans., T~~_!:!Ll!l!1:§_-.9f. the Rgveda~.
Vol.II. p.582. See also p.32. fn.23 of th.is pa.per.
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Another significant example of Buddha's power of

Lddhi is found :in the Brahma9imat}tanika Sutta (MN.I, 329)

where Buddha not only declares that he is greater in super-

knowledge (ab0.inna) than Brahma. but actually proves it (MN.

I. 330) by the following incident:

'Now, Brahma, you vanish from me if you are able,'
Then, monks, Baka the Brahm~ saying, 'I will vanish from the
recluse Gotama, I was nevertheless unable to vanish from me.
When this had been said, I, monks s~oke thus to Baka the
Brahmii: Now I am van ishing from you, Brahma..
'Come, good sir, you vanish from me if you are able. I Then
1. monks, ha.vinr; resolved a psychic resolve like this: 'May
Brahma and Brahma.' s company and Brahma r s cone lave hear the
sound of me without seeing me,' disappeared and spoke ....

There a.re other examples of the power of iddhi which

we could draw on; however our ai.m is to show that these powers

Nikayas ':tn situations lvhich present themselves as historic

incidents in the daily life of Buddhism.

One of the diffiCUlties whl~h some scholars have

exhiblted in interpreting such items as the ]..9:..clh.is 1 s that

they cannot refrain from making 'truth evaluations' of the

claims. Thus we read in the PTS DICT, p. 120 (under II i~WI'!.L") :

There is no val. i.d evldence that anyone of the ten j.ddhis in
the a.bove I1st actually took place, A few instances are
given, but all are in the texts more than a century later than
the recorded wonder.

Su~h a.n approach to Buddhist materia.ls .. that is a
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certain 'self-consciousness' about some of the contents of

the suttas we are studyin~, may lead to a certain methodological

outlook which often seeks to Irationalize' the 'magical'

contents of the suttas.

We have drawn attention to the above problem beCffilse

it is pertinent to the passa~es under discussion. For,

while the iddhis are regarded as the product of a training,

usually a meditational one, the suttas present exa.mples of

the exercise of iddhi~, like those above, in a. spontaneous

And lnon-meditational' format. The situations which they

denict are significant to those who hear or read the 8uttBQ.

Our interest is not in the verification o~ non-verifica.tion

of such 'events' (e.?-:. i.ddh!. s) but "'Ii th the appe31 and reper-

cussLms which the 'events' ha.d on Buddhists a.nd non-Buddhists

alike ir. spreadinr; that form of 'religion' found in the sutt::s

under discussion.

As we have already indicated, the powers of .!:.cidhJ. were

not the exclusive property of the Buddhists but were the

common property of the Indian 'relieious' traditions. li'rom

however, there comes the stron3 suggestion, in spite of some

nefjative attitude toward the iddh1s, that the Buddhists sur-

passed brahmana.s. samanas and other religieux in these Dowers. 25
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Obviously, if Buddha is able to 'defeat' Brahma in the power

of iddhi (MN.I. 330) and it is to this Brahm~ that the brahmanas
D_

seek 'unioY1' (e.cr,. ~~,!l_~tJ.?_~~~~.~_I?, DN.I, Sutta No. XIII), then

Buddha is a q;reater master of iddh1
26

than the pratlm?Das. and,

by implication. so too were certain of the Buddhist community,

e.g. Moggall~na.27

2~)It is interesting to note that at DN. I, 37, Buddha
presents certain br~hmanas as able to attain the four jh~nas
- ----. '- ~--~---

but incapable of going beyond them to the iddhls and other
a bhHWia.s. See DN. I, J:~; MN. I, ]77: MN. II'~-i55;- MN. III. 210.

26For other examples of Buddha's power of iddhi, see
DN. III, 6, etc .. where Buddha I s power to predt9t what will
happen to those who are following the wrong path is called
a "myst i.c wonder" (iddhi-I?iitiha.r:iJ~:~J. At DN. III J 19, Buddha.
performs a.n iddl:li so tha.t Patika is unable to rise from his
seat. whi Ie at DN. III, 27, we get the following:

Thereupon, Bhaggava, I taught, and incited, and aroused. and
gladdened that company with religious discourse. And when
I had done so and had set them at liberty from the great
bondage, had drawn forth eighty-four thousand creatures from
the great abyss, I entered on jh§na by the method of flame,
rose into the air the height of seven palm trees, projected
a flame the height of another seven palm trees, so that it
b lazed and glowed; and then I reappeared in the Great Wood,
at the Gabled Hall.

In the PatJka SU~~2~ (DN.III, 3) Buddha is criticized
by Sunakkhatta of the L1cchavis for. among; other things, not
working "mys tic wonders [iddhipatihariya.~Jsurpassing the
pO'\Aler of ord1nary men. II Buddha mainta1ns that the 'mystic
wonders' are not essential to his teaching but surprisingly
goes on to relate a whole series of such wonders.

27For further exa.mples of Mah§. Moggal1ana's power of
iddhi, see Malalasekera, DICT PPN. PP.543-544; P.E. Maung
Tj~--trans., The Path of Pur:i:.,ty (Vi~ud~b:_tm.§gga) I Cha ,XII,
pp.432-Ji.71.
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Some Conclusions

We suggest that there is good ground to maintain

that the iddhis_ and other related 'powers I were somehow

assigned to Buddhism at an early date. We say early for a

number of reasons. the first being that Buddhism at its

inception was not the scholastic product. the refinement

which we find in the formulae and lists in many of our

suttas. In addition, stnce Buddhism depended for its

linguistic development on the language which was generally

part of the Indian tradition of the rel1.p;leux, Buddhism

could not help but carry, even in it~ use of the language,

something of its 'original' connotation. Thus, for

exa.mple, 1. B. Horner O~ar:)] Buddhist Theory oX_ Ma.!l-PE!rfe<2.~~d,

p.83) maintains tha.t, "at some early date, the notion of

arahan wa.s connected with tha.t of supernormal powers." It

seems likely that BuJdhism began by trylng to elimina.te some

of these "sllpernormal powers" as is indica.ted by the amblguous

negative statements we have dtscussed at the beglnning of

this chapter. However, the effort of weeding out these

powers was never entirely successful, hence the numerous

examples of i.solated instances of iddht and the manifestation

of other powers performed by Buddha and Moggallana which

became or remained canonical (more likely the former).
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Once thes'? tren.ds become the pY'operty of the BU.ddhlst

tradition. then the doors were thrown open to further

elaboration of these themes.

However, our Buttas do retain somethins of the

rejection of these powers. but these are unfortunately

unStJccessful attempts because the BuddhA is never ettributed

as being without the iddhis. Thus. if the founder had

ly ~ained success in the dhamma? If the claim be made

that arhatship Is perfection gnd this does not betake

Thlddha who was even 'morel perfected?
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BUDDHA AND "THE GODS"

In this final chapter. we examine some of the

relations"ltps between Buddha, Buddhism and the "gods."l

?
Our aim is not to present a study of part i cular "o;ods 11-

--_._--_.

IBy the word "gods" we refer to those beings which
are usually subsumed under the Pali "dev...§:." The PTS DICT~

")?C) l? J . t d p II d· . ". t 1. h'DI' . .J ... - _,.1 _, en ,ry un,..,r _E!.!L~. 1S ex reme. y compre .enSlve;
Dart of that definition reads:

Deva ... As title attri.buted to any superhuman being or
beinss regarded to be in certain respects above the human
level. Thus primarily (see l a ) used of the first of the
next-world devas, Sakka, then also of subordina.te dei.ties.
demons and spirits' (devannatara some kind of deity: snake
demons: na...g_~:.~_. tree-god's: rukl{.b.§.-slev~~_Cl etc) ...

Note la in the reference above refers to such gods as Mara.
Brahma., Yakkha, Gandhabba.· We draw a di stinction hetween
Q.Qv~ (y-:ama.Qb.C!!:..~) and Brahma (rupad!l§.'tllJ on the fact that the
Buddh!st cosmolo~ical system distinguishes between deva and
brahma lokkas.

Se e W. Mc Govern, !v.!9_l]~~a J .._.Q£l?~:.cl9b.! st.._R.h.:1J..:.o-soJ2.t'lY:.. PI'.
63-69. Par a list of ~evas in the suttas we are studying,
see e.r:,. DN.I. 215: DN.II, 208, 250, 259; MN.II. 193. See
also T.W. and C.A.F. Rhys Davids., DB. Part II, pp.295-298.

2Regardlng individual studies of the "gOds" see e.g .•
Joseph Masson, I~ religion populaire dans Ie canon bouddhlque
Pall. 1942.: Charles Godap;;'-,-liTh~-pTace-~indrai~Ear-ly-"'---
Buddhism, II UCR, Vo1.3. 19L15, pp.4l-72; P.R. Barua~ liThe Con
ception of Yams in Early Buddhism." JASP, '), 1961J, pp.I-l ll;
B. C. Law, "'rhe Buddhist Conception of Mara," Proceedini:;s and
rpransactions of the 3rd Oriental Conference, Mad.ras, 19211-,'
pp·.11-8:-3-4~9-3;Al~x-Wayman-:--·-·'1 Stud1.es1n Yan1'a-and Ma.ra, II .:~ranlan

Journal, 3, No.1 & 2. 1959, pp.411--73, 112-131.
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but to indicate the place and function which, in particular

the devas and brahma~ had in contributing to and illustrating

the "charismat:i.c authority" of the Buddha.

The ~]estion of the Status of the Gods

The position most frequently taken by scholars and

exhibited in the suttas regarding the status of the "gods"

in Buddhism is that, although they are attributed with

great powers and happiness, surpassing not only that of

men (MN. I, 505) but of the cakkavatt in (MN. III, 177), the

"gods" are inferior to the Buddha and, by implication, to

all those who successfully follow in the Buddha's Way.

Because the ,gevas and }Jrahma8 are sti 11 sub ,ject to kamma

they a.re thllS liable to future rebirths in inferior sta.tes

(e.g. MN.I, 73; MN.II, 132). With the a.bove in mind,

Buddha in the patiJsa. Sutta (DN.III, 28) rejects the traditional

account of the .!3..!'§;hf!.l.2.l).a.s that Brahma is the u 1t imate beg inn ing

of all things by revealing Brahma's status to be achieved

through kamin~. Buddha's rejection of the !2rahma~l)9-_ cla.im is

ba.sed on BUddha's superior knowledge, "The Ultima.te beginning5

of things [§lJ5E.:'3.nn~I!..l I know •.. and I know not only that,

but more than that." Buddha. then, in response to a counter

question asking him how the world was evolved (since Buddha
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re jected the Briihmat)a.s' claJ.m tha.t it began with Maha. BrahmB'.)

provides an answer which begins with, first the dissolution

and then the evolution of the 'world' showing that, not

only are there higher abodes than that occupied by Brahm5

(MN. I, 329) but that Bra.hma. achieves his status through the

law of kamma (DN. III, 29):

Now there comes also a time) friends, when, sooner or later,
this world-system begins to re-evolve. When this happens,
the abode of the Brahmas appears, but it is empty. And
some being or other, either hecause his span of years has
passed, or because his merit is exha11sted, deceases from the
world of Radia.nce C8.bh~SJ2..¥.§t.-9-ev§Joka.] and comes to life in
the abode of the Brahmas.-

A similar description is then applied to the companions

of Rrahma "Tho appear 1n th.e Brahma abode becs.use of their l<:.-:::11J1m~.

as do the other "gods" that popUlate the Brca.hm<ana.,.andby
'--~'>""-"I)-

-\i(
-lmpl1c8:t·i:on Buddhist",..· pantheon. B '-l th" d"eCause . e ~o s are

S11b ject to !s.smma, the implication in the Sl]ttas seems to be

that they must be reborn as men in order to unde~take the

Buddhtst path,4 for the life of a "god" is pleasure-bound and

not conducive to l.lndertak1nr-; the life of a !?..bj~~!"l.~ (see JVIN.

lIT, ?30).

-----------_ _---_.

3See also DN.I, 17.

4Thus 1n the Devaduta. Sutta (MN. III, 186) Yama says,
"Those that do evil deeds-in--the-'world are sub ,ject to a
varjety of punishments ••. 0 that I might 9cqujre h.uman
status and that a Tath~gata might arise in the world, a
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B ddh I " t th" d" . d~u . a s super1orl-y over ..e go s 1S reveale

through a number of methods, for example we have drawn

attentj_on to his supertor powers of iddhi in the previous

chapter (see e.g. MN.I, 330). In addition (MN.I, 329)

Buddha is able to "know and see" C1?~.am~ passam:)J the "class

called Lustrous Ones ..• the class called Vehapphala," which

Brahma cannot. This leads Buddha to declare, "Thus I,

Brahm~, am not merely on an exact equality with you as

regards sl1per-knm'lledr:e; how cOllld I be lower, since I am

indeed greater than you?"

Brahma is embarrassed because he is unable to answer a.

b~t~1s!lUl s question rega.rdinp; the four elements, a. question

which the bl:!ik..B.:bE. has also put to all the devas from the Four

Great Kings (Catumma~ll~~a..iik~J on up and finally to Brahma..

The latter is forced to admit, as did all the other deva:§.,

that he does not know the answer and that the bhikkhu should-----
return and ask the question and accept the answer of Buddha.

In addition to these more obvious incidents in which BUddha's

. it th" d'" d' th f tsuperlor y over egos 18 reveale lS e. requen ly

found statement describlng Buddha as "a teacher for gods and

perfected one, a fully awakened one, and that I might wait
on that Lord, and that that Lord might teach me dhamma, and
that I might understand that Lord's dhamma." See also P.R.
Barlla, "Gods and the Brahma-viharas," JASP, Vol-XII, No.1,
April 1967, p.181, fn.l.
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sees,

as it were, face to face this universe - including the world

- "6above of the gods, the Brahmas, and the Mara.s.

the Vimamsaka. Sutta (MN.I, 320) states:

Or, as

Monks, in anyone in whom faith in the Teacher is established,
rooted, supported by these methods, by these sentences, by
these words, that faith is called reasoned, based on vision,
strong: it is indestructible by a recluse or brahman or deva

- - - 7---or Mara or Brahma or by anyone in the world.

Thus Buddha declares (MN.I, 171), "In this world with its

ge~as no one equa.ls me," while in the pa.sadika J3utta. (DN. III,

135) he states, "As to the world, 0 Cunda, with its Ma.ras and

its Brahmas, of all its folk, divine or huma.n, recluse or

brahmans, the Tathagata hath surpassed them."

Some Problems

The above view of the sta.tus of the "gods" in Buddhism

is the typical a.pproach taken by most schola.rs writing on the

subject. 8

S1J~.!l..-.:.'0:-view; however there are a. number of problems to accept-

ine; the above view as the only one.
-----------_._--------------_.--_.._--_._---..._--_._---_.

5See e.g. DN.I, 7, 68, 87, Ill; also MN.I, 140, 211.

6See e.g. DN.I, 111, 150 .• 224; MN.I, 401.

7See also DN.III, 84.

8 See G.B.G. Gokha.le, Buddhism and Asoka, pp.25-46;
P.R. Barua., "Buddha. a.nd the Gods~IiJA-SP~Voi.xiv, No.2,
August 1969.
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In the .Jana Va.~abha ,§utta (DN. II, 208) we f1nd

Ves sa.va.na. , one of the Four Great Ktngs, sa.ying, IIAnd those

gods, lord, who had been recently reborn 1n the hosts of the

Thirty-Three because they had lived the higher life [brah~a.

Cariyam] under the Exalted One, they outshone the other gods

. d· 1 IIIn appearance an 1n gory. The PTS DIeT, p.494, says of

brahmacar.}ya, lI espo in Buddh. sense the moral life, holy

life, religious life, as wa.y to end suffering. 1I In the

passage quoted above, then, we have as we have mentioned

earlier in this 8tudy, a possible example of the Thlddhist

brethren choosing rebirth in the heavens. tT. Dhirasekera.' s

remarks on this passage (BMD, p.6) are more definite:

We are well aware of the fact that the spiritual earnest
ness of early Buddhist monasticism soon receeded into the
hackground. In its place, the slower process of perfection
through samsaric evolution, sub,iect to birth in good and
evil states (,?u,;§tt and dup;!,;ati) came to the fore and ga.ined
prominence. This tended, to a certain degree, even to
secularize the monastic ideal. The reward for the relisious
life of the monk differed from that of the laymen only in
the matter of degree. They both shared a life of bliss in
heaven, the monk exceiling the layman with regard to his
complexion, p;lory and lifespan.

Buddha discoursing to the bhikk~!:1.s about the 9~Y~ hierarchy

and rebirth in those worlds after dea.th and thouGh Buddha.

closes the sutta wi.th a statement on .Q_1.!?2?..'~g.i», we are at no

time told that the other 'worlds' are not to be sought after
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by the monks:

It occurs to him: '0 that at the breaking up of the body
after dying I might ar:Lse in comPAnionship with the l?~vC!,~

that have reached the plane of neither-perception-nor-no
perception.' He fixes his mind on this, he resolves his
mind on this, he develops his mind for this. These aspi
rations and abidings of his, developed thus, made much of
this, conduce to uprising there. This, monks, is the way
this the course that conduces to uprising there.

chastlses certain 9h1:B:Ji:h2:.l_~_ for desiring rebirth in the deva

lokas or as devas.-- --_..
Thus the suttas exhibit a certain

diversity of views on the sl1b,ject and we should not extra-

polate from the fact of the !!1El.j_oritx. of negat i.ve sta.tement s

regarding rebirth in other 'worlds' that the problem wa.s

clearly black and white in practice.

Rega.rding the function of the "gods,1I jt is importa.nt

that we remember that it is a Brahm~ who 'convinces' a Thlddha

to teach the Dhamma.:. (DN. II, 37), to hold the Patimokkha (DN.

II, l~6) and who exhorts the Buddha to ta.ke back an order of

noisy monks (MN. I, l~58). In addition, some of the 'powers'

which Buddha (a.nd others proficient in these 'powers') ha.d

sotadhatt!. - dev.~ hea.ring. Ther~ is also some question a.s

to how Buddha a.ctually receives some of his privileged

information. In the !,:!aha.padat!_~ .~~~ta (DN. II, 8) the

brethren a.sk whether the "gods" have revealed to Buddha the
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lives of former Buddhas or whether Buddha has derived these

by himself. Buddha answers that both views are true (DN.II,

52, 53). In this way, a. number of points of contact are

esta.blished between Buddha, Buddhism a.nd the "gods." First,

the conclusion which most scholars have concentrated on,

th t · th t B ddh Itt ith th " d" f t h·a 1S a ill. a s con ac w e go s re lee.s 1S

superiority over them and results in a deification of the

Buddha somewha.t a.t the expense of the "gods." However, one

might also conclude that the "gods" constituted a threat

to Buddhism and that Buddhism sought to alleviate the threat

by having the "gods" sanctioning Buddhism, appealing to

Buddha. to tea.ch the dha.mma, as well as having them actually

pa.rticipate ln spreading the dhamma. It is significant

tha.t the devas and brahmas a.re reputed to be unable to follow

the Buddha's Path, even though they advocate i.t. In this

way, their function as "gods "., as aids to man, are maintained

so that these "r:;ods" are still capable of exerting some

influence on the course of events. For example, in the

Maha_pa.rihibpan~ Sl.:l!_~~. (DN. II, 160), the II spirits II (9:.~Y...a.-ta)

are powerful enough to win their own way when it comes to

the question of the route for the Buddha's funeral para.de.
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Buddha. 1s, at times, shown to ascr:1..be to certaJ.n

indigenous Indian beliefs as, for example, when he states

(DN.II, 87), "... wherever ground is ••• occupied by power

fUl fa.iries [1evata.y:a.], they bend the hea.rts of most power

ful kings and ministers to build dwelling places there, (and

fairies of middling and inferior power bend in a similar way

the hearts of middling and inferior kings a.nd ministersJ.1I9

In the Culapunnama Sutta. (MN.III, 24) glven by Puddha. to the

bhi~.l£.lJ.us, he de8crlbes the "good man" as follotvf.:

And how, monks, does a good man have the views of good men?
As to this, monks, a good man is of these views: 'there is
(reSUlt of) gift, there is (reSUlt of) ofPering, there is
(reSUlt of) sacrifice; there is fruit and ripening of deeds
well done or 111 done; there is this world, there is a world
beyond; there 1s (benefit from serv lnn-;) mother, there is
(benefit from serving) father; there are spontanem:tsly ari.slng
beings; there are in the world recluses and brahman8 who are
faring rightly, proceeding rightly and who proclaim this world
and the world beyond having realized them by their own super
knOWledge. It is thus, monks, that a good man has the views
of good men ... in the breaking up of a body after dyinp; ari:::;es
in some bourn of good men. And what, monks, is a bourn of
good men? It is .deva greatness or human greatness.

Keeping the above in mind, Lamotte's comments are of

lnterest:

Adherence to the Buddhist faith never obliges the follower to
reject his ancestral beliefs and to repudiate the religious
practi.ces in force in h1s community. By one of the compro
mi ses of which India furnJshes many examples, each man is
a.uthor:ized to venerate in addltion to the tr:tple <ie~..,el, the
gods of his district, of his caste or of his choice and to

_.__...._---------_._--------_._----------_. ----------

9Th1s seems to contrAdict the 'spirit' of the Brahmij
,ia!~: Su~ta:. See DN. I, lff.
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render them an app1"opriate 1twrship ... The advent of Buddhlsm
dld not carry with it the "twiltght of the gods." Neither

"did S~kyamuni ever fight the gods of hindu paganism. It
[Buddhism] recogni.zed that "revered and honoured by man,
the~ods revere and honour him in return II (YiQ.§.Y.-?: I, p. 229;
DI/i.!:!.?:. II, p.88; ~~gana, p.89). It (Buddh.lsm) refuses to
condemn ~n b ~oc. the pract ices of pagan ism; blood sacrifj ce s
involvinG; the murder of liVing beings a.re to be d:1sapproved
of; neaceful offering exempt of cruelty are to be recommended.
Certain practices reflectin~ pure superstition, ritual baths,
etc., are pract ically without value. What is i.mportant 1 s
to put each thing in its place: superior to the cult of the
gods are the alms accorded the pious monks; superior to the
alms giving is the taking of refuge in the Triple Jewel; the
supreme achievement of sacrifice is entry into the order. IO

1,ITe see in this remark of Lamotte's something of the

conflict within Buddhism itself; on one side acceptance of

ancestral beliefs, etc., on the other the hierarchy of worth

which Buddhism pla.ced on ancestral beliefs in comparison to

its particular doctrines. The suttas we are studying

reflect more often than not an ideal scholastic framework

written from the point of view of those who would uphold the

higher (monastic) 'stages' of the Buddha Path and in this

\:1\1\.
way we, in studying these documents for the more 'practical

aspects' of the dhamma, are working at a disa.dvantage. The

suttas do, however, provide us with clues as to what the

practice was, a.nd this practice often necessitated the

suspension of the 'ideal,' at least for the moment. The

'deification' of the Buddha, hls appearing as a viable and

. 't t·' t th II fJ' d ll· <:! f th fsuperlor a1 erna lye 0 J e 00 s, 10 one 0 e ways 0

--------_.._------_.. ..._-_._.._---.-----_...._------

100ur translation; see the French in E. Lamotte,
H1sto.i:r'p qu .J?oud-:.gh:L~me inqie.Q., p. 74.



re-introducing the "gods" (if they were ever really absent).

Further Points of Clarification

Most scholars attribute the advent of the "sods"

into Buddhism as a. result of the inclusion of the laity.

Thus B.G. Gokhale. !?~dhJ-sm a.nd Asoka, p.35, talking about

Buddhism before the advent of the laity as not a.ppreciably

concerned with the gods, states:

But these circumstances refer to a stage when the system of
the Buddha was principally in the form of a mona.stic movement.
Then came the inclusion of the laity in the fold due to the
stress of historical circumstances. The ideal, which was
placed before this section of influentia,l devotees was not
Nirv~na, as in the case of the monks, but godhood. Having
arrived at this position it was imperative on the part of
the Buddha. and his disciples to take the next logical step
and present a consistent idea of the 'state of blessedness'
which the laity were to enjoy, after death, as a reward for
their virtuous actions.

Regarding the jnclusion of the la.ity, we admit that

they must have exerted a tremendous influence on the Buddhist

community to satisfy their persona,l desires, 11 yet we contend

that similar desires were alSO manii'est in many of the brethren

themselves whose origins were with the laity. We also gra.nt

that the Buddh12ts d:i.d present the "god::~" as exhih:ltin?; a

llRegarding the attitude taken to the laity (l,e.
gahapati, up5saka) see e.g. 'ON. II, 104, 113, 141 ff, 147;
DN.-fIi~--~7:-18o; MN. T. 29, 32, ~7, 179. 467, )~91, ,; MN. IT,
5. See 8180 N. Dutt, "Place of the Laity jn Early BUddh'is:J1,"
IHQ. XXI, No.3, September 1945. op.245-270.
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the Vedas

where they were objects of worship, masters of the known and

unknmvn. However, another important impetus to the develop-

ment of the Buddhist pantheon as well as to the Buddha

'personality' is the contact THhich Buddhism had with other

'religious' communities, one of the most notable 1n the

suttas we are discussing being the Br~hmanas and it is this---.-

group which we use as our example.

The Buddha. rp!1cted against the Brahma.;.Q8. claim that

they were the superior 'caste' on the basts of birth (i.e.

heredity) . Thus in the V~~'3et~ha..§.~~~t~:.' Buddha declares in

verse (MN.II, Sutta 98 Sn.122) :

By birth! None is by birth a brahman; none
by birth no bra.hmana; by deed 1s one
A brahmana, by deeds no brahmana!12

Yet in the Ar;ganna Sutta (DN. III, 97, see also DN. I, 99) ltle

find Brahma. Sanam-Kumara ("Eterna 1 Youth") saying:

The Khattya is the best among this folk
Who put their trust in lineage

But one in wisdom and in virtue clothed,
Is best of all 'mong spirits and men.

The fact that a Brahma makes the statement is poignant in

light of the fact that it is with Brahma that the Brahmanas

l2For other passages pertaining to Brahmanas see e.~.
DN.I. 8, 2).+, 97,104.111,119., 12h, 1711-, 19?-,·---2?7;DN.III,
81,191; MN.I, 265, 281, 28LI., 343, 401, 401; jVIN.II, 123, 135,
169, 177; MN.ITI, 77, 167, 210, 291, 297.



sought union. Buddha contends that bra.hmanas extending a.s

far back as the rishis of the Veda had not atta.ined union

with Brahrna, that the ~~ah~~Q.as_ are like a "string of blind

men" but that Buddha knows the way to union with Brahma

through the brahmavlharas,13 (see Tev1.J.j~. .§ut~.?.:., DN. I, Sutta

No.13):

38. For Brahma, I know ... and the
world of Brahms., and the path which
leadeth unto It. Yea, I know lt
well as one who has been from within It.

In fact, in the Makhadev.9.:. Sutta (MN. II, 82) Buddha maintains

tha.t he in a former birth was King Makha.deva and that he had

founded the "lovely custom" that others after him maintained,

that is rebirth in the Brahma-world. Buddha also points

out that nj:pba.na. is superi or to rebirth in the Brahma-world

bl't the purpose of the Butta 1s to connect Buddha with

knowled;?;e of the brahmaviha.ras as a means to rebirth in the

Brahma abode s . We shOUld also point out that Buddhism

/

itself accepts the Brahma abodes as an important part of its

soteriology, as the 9.:..l!:.agJimill ("non-returner II) works out his
____. ._.__.._. h_. _

13The brahmaviharas show connection with brahmana
pract ices as they' oc-cur--l-~'--the Yoga Sutras (1., 33 f~ The
account given in the i'IakMdev~ Sl?tta, quoted above, would
also tend to suge;est that the prah!!1a\~i!'l?r~s were non-Buddh.i st
in some sense. See E.J. Thomas, ~he History of J.?uddhlst
Thou;..ght, p.50j LB. Horner, MLS, II, PP.xxx-xxxi:.{tT.'II[. Rhys
Dav:tds, DB, Part I, p.299" maintaJ.ns that the brahmavlharas
are "almost certainly excluslvely Buddhist." The !).:!:-'i!:b~~.YXh~E.R..:..~.
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salvation 1n the Brahm~ lokas without havtng to return to

14earth. However., the Brahma. abodes w!1ich constitute the

'place' of the an~g~min are higher than the abode of Maha

- 15
Brahms.

The question arises as to vvhy it was necessary to

include aspects of the ;!?ra.:...l1_mar:9.:. tradition into the Buddhist

Dhamma, that is apart from the fact tha.t Buddhism to some

extent 'grew up' in contact with other religious traditions.

The ansuer would seem to rest with the fact that as Buddhism

grew as a movement it was forced to interact with the

.!:eligieux 1n other ways than before, probably most noticea.bly

ove~ the question of ga.ining lay support for its growing

numbers. In addition, most of the chief disciples, including

are as follows (DN.I, Sutta No.13, Tev1.. jja Sutta, paragr8ph
78) :

\ferny this, Vasettha, is the way to a st2te of union 1'Jith
Brahma 'And he lets his mind pervade one quarter of the world
"t'I:1th thought s of pity ... ~3ympathy ... eqw:mimity, and so the
second, and so the third, and so the fourth. And thus the
whole ,,!ide world, above., below, around, 8nd everywhere, dOR:';
he cortinuc to pervade with heart of pity ... sympathy ...
equ?nimity, far rcachinr-r,; r:rown great, 2nd hpyond measurp.

See a 1. so DN. II. 186, 250; for furthPT" il1.format ion
see N. Dutt, ~arly Monastic Buddhism, p.174ff; T.B. Horner,
The Early Buddhist Theory of Mcln Perfected, D .IJ..J.9ff; P. R.
Barna. "Gods and the Br8hma-Viharas .. " ,TASP. Vol. XII, No.1,
April 1967, pp.l77-?o8.

14 6See e.r>;. DN.I, 15- .. 22g; DN.II, 252; DN.!T!. 107.
132 .. 237. 27 7; MN.I, 37. 62, 141, 350, 468) 490, 5]5; MN.II.



§~rlputta and Mog3all~na wpre originally of Br~hmana extract:ion J
16

and this may also have been true of many others in the ranks

of the .§..~pgtJ~?:., so that there vJere internal a.s well a.s external

pressures.
I

With the a.bove 1n mind, :i t is Sariplltta (MN. II J

191.t) who shows !2T·§hmal}£l~ Dhana.n ,j8.n! the way to companionship

This led Buddha to

/-
ask Sariputta. why he did not take the !?rahmaJJa further.

/

Sariputta. replies (MN.II, 196), lIT;t· occurred to me., Lord:

'These brahmans are very intent on the Brahma-world. Suppose

I were to show the brahman Dhanan ,j8.n1 the way to companionsh; p

w:i. th Brahma. I • II Buddha does not Dress the ca.se further but

/-

informs Sar:i.putta that the pr~hmal)Q. ha.s achieved comDa.nion-

ship with Brahma.

Wh:i.le the ear11est attitude taken by Buddhism to the

lI,""..... odc:o,..,lI" t "II b" t f t d t t th t~ 1S S 1 a su Jec 0 .. some mys ery, no one OU) s a

52 J 11.16; MN. ITT, 21.17, 251-1. See also _!!-__Q.~j.i:;__t.Q~1,._la.JJ:_H.Q~_9_t. .• ,
p.162; PTS DIeT, p.31; Sangharakshita., T~e Three Jewels, pp.
15 J-I-155.

15 Ibid , pp.15 Lt-155; Wm. McGovern,,Manual of Buddhlst
1:.hll~~.QBhyJ p. 67 .

16See C.A.F. Rhys Davlds, "The Relations Between Early
Buddhism and Brahmanism," IHQ, Vol.IO, 1934, p.280, fn.2.
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the II gods ll became in subsequent developments an important

component of Buddhism, to the extent that Buddhism developed

its own pantheon. The impetus for the introductlon and/or

development of the lIe;ods ll in Buddhism was probably, as we

have mentioned, the result of a number of factors, most

important of which was the growing Buddhist Sangha. (and its

changing values), its interaction with lay communities and

other religie!l~_ and the 'dea.th' of the Buddha.

We have 80180 seen that the impetus for the develop

ment of a Buddhist pantheon and the 'deification' of the

Buddha. was, to some extent, an internally motj_vated event

in the Sangh~ where the II gods" and reb:trth in the heavens

had some appeal amongst the brethren themselves. The only

way in which Buddhism could survive (in its growing numbers)

in the environment in which it found itself, was to 'deify'

the Buddha or have him drown in insignifica.nce as a mere ma.n.



CONCLUSION

In this study we have shown some of the factors

which indicated, contrlbuted to, and maintained the Buddha

as a "charismatic a.uthority" in the tradition he is pur-

ported (in the suttas we have studled) to have founded.

Buddha as something more than a mere founder of the Dhamm~,

° "d 1 0 k" fO t dO 't °d' f hOas a unJ.que go - J. e . J.gure s an 1ng ou ,Sl e 0 1S

discovery while at the same time being i.dentified with j.t.

Thus Thlddha is distinguished from others by his birth and

appearance and, unlike other bhikkhl:!..~ who are occasi.onally

shown to excel in certain abilities or 'power~' Buddha has

no such limitatj.ons, being master of all these and perhaps

even his own 'death.'

We have used the expresslon "popular elements 1J to

indicate those items, events, etc., which provide the

materials for the development of, or reflect the Thlddha as,

a "charismatic a.uthority." These "elements" ra.nged from

Buddha.'s mira.culous 'birth' to hls superiority over the

"gods. 1J We have drawn attention to the fa.ct that the
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"charismatic authoritylf of the Buddha often had recourse to

(or developed along with) the scholastic portions of the

suttas, where, for example, the Buddha is 'equated' with

the Dhamma. In addition, we have also shown that there

are instances when the Buddha's 'personality' departs from

the scholasticism of the numerous formulae of the suttas as,

for example, when Buddha is presented. as displaying certain

powers of iddhi, which the suttas in certain instances do

not sanction or are 'forced' to present somewhat amhiguously.

We have also indicated those places, when they could

be discerned, that perhaps provided the internal impetus for

Buddhological developments.: for example, in the treatment of

the "gods II where the evidence suggests that even among

certain of the brethren the 'desire' for companionship with

the "q;ods lf or rebirth 1n the heavens may have provided some

of the motivation for the development of a Buddhist pantheon.

In addition, the ascription of certain epithets and epithetic

statement to the Buddha. indicates not only the 'conceptlon'

had of him, but the awareness of the Buddhist tradition to

the tra.di.tion of otherret'L3..~:-~:~~_, that a certain 'reli.gious

model' existed, and tha.t jt was to this model that Buddhism

ha.d to appeal, not only to present itself as a 'religious'



group 1n the eyes of those outslde its camp b1J.t in the eyes

of its own community as well.

The reasons for the development of the BUddha's

personality are complex and beyond the scope of our study,

yet 1t is nbt the case of choos1ng one set of reasons over

the other. No one denies that the laity exerted a great

deal of force but we must also see that the 'death' of the

Buddha and the growing Buddhist community did much. to alter

the so-called 'pre-canonical' form of Buddhism. Thus, even

though Ananda was implored by the Buddha (in the M~ha.J2.§:.:J:"i-

is overwrought at the BUddha's 'death' and the Buddha

cannot help but provide alternatives for Ananda as well as

the Bud.dhist lay-followers by inculcati.ng pilgrimages to

:th~.§:Q. which venerate certain moments in the life of a Buddha.

The value of our study is that it attempts to

emphasize certai.n "elements" in the Pali Suttas of the 'pIp'J1_~.

and .!YIa.,j).hl!p'a !'ii.k~yas which are often passed over on the way

to the more formulaic and scholastic portions of the PEUi

Suttas.
--~.---.. Our study pays its dues to the fact that the

Buddhist tradition which used the suttas we have discussed

did so by vieweing them as a composite and it 1s from that

composite that their praxis derived, and conti.Dues to do so.
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The 'transplanting' of Buddhist studies j_nto the

University has presented those of us who would wish to

understand something of the 'experience' of P~ili Buddhism

with a serious methodological problem. We feel tha.t the

'type' of study we have undertaken is a beginning to the

understanding of certain 'emotional' undercurrents in the

Pali_ Suttas which relate particularly to the Buddha as a

flcharismatic authority. H These undercurrents are not to

be construed as opponents of scholasticism, for the suttas,

like man, are mUltifaceted in their interests. What is

clear is that later developments in what may be generally

termed Buddhism continued, developed and deleted trends

which we see in the P~li Suttas we have discussed. In this

way the suttas of the Dig_h5i and RJIaj,jhima. are not only sources

for our understanding of the 'popularization' of Buddha, but

of Buddhism as well.
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